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The grammatical features found in colloquial Malay spoken by Singapore Indians 
(SIM) display significant variations from Singapore Chinese Malay (SCM) – the 
informal Malay variety spoken by Singapore Chinese (Daw 2005). In structures where 
SIM varies from SCM, it conforms to the Indian grammatical system. There is also 
considerable influence from English grammar in the SIM structures of speakers who 
have a working knowledge of English. While Standard Malay and SCM are SVO, 
Indian languages are SOV. Both SOV and SVO word orders are found in SIM. At a 
phrase-level, Standard Malay is predominantly head-initial and both head-initial and 
head-final alignments are present in SCM; SIM, however, leans towards a head-final 
syntax (much more than SCM). I list below only the aspects of SIM grammar, which 
differ from SCM grammar (in that these structures are not present in SCM) or which 
are not the sole features in the SCM system.  
- in causative constructions, the verb root can precede the causativiser; 
- in compounds, the head can be in final position; 
- in an NP, the demonstrative, genitive and AP occur only as premodifiers;  
- in a VP, objects, complements and adverb phrases can occur in preverbal 
 positions; auxiliaries can follow verbs; 
-  in an AP, an intensifier never follows the adjective but only precedes it; 
- relative clauses are strictly head-final; 
- purposive clauses can precede the VP; 
- in basic clauses, there exists an SOV order; 
- in interrogatives (questioning a verbal object/complement), there is an SQnV 
 order; and 




 Much previous work has been done on non-standard/regional varieties of Malay 
spoken in Indonesia and Malaysia. My thesis builds on such previous research as I 
describe another variety of Malay that is spoken by Indians residing in Singapore, 
aged 40 and above, who acquired Malay in their informal contact mainly with the 
majority Chinese. The study of the structural differences in SIM, when compared to 
SCM, adds value to the field of contact linguistics. 
 I describe word order, phrase structure, complex sentence types, pragmatic 
functions and I present a mini-lexicon of SIM-specific vocabulary, including the 
grammatical morphemes. In all these structures, the structural influence of Indian 
languages on SIM syntax and the considerable influence from English, that enables 
the younger speakers to retain some features (that are also found in SCM), are 
investigated based on the typology of the grammars.  
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This thesis seeks to discuss the grammatical system of colloquial Malay spoken by 
Singapore Indians, which I refer to as Singapore Indian Malay (SIM). SIM is a non-
native Malay variety. The major concerns of the study are firstly, to describe the 
syntax of SIM; secondly, to show how it varies from another non-native Malay 
variety spoken by the Singapore Chinese; and thirdly, to analyse the extent of 
grammatical influence predominantly from Indian languages and (to a lesser extent) 
from English present in this variety.  
SIM is acquired by the Indians who are in an inevitable contact with the Malays 
and, to a larger extent, the Chinese (who comprise about 75.2% of the population 
according to the 2006 census1), and then changed (in many phonological and syntactic 
aspects) in line with the grammar of Indian languages. The main body of this thesis 
discusses the syntactic encoding in this pidginised variety. 
Though significant research has been done on non-standard/regional varieties of 
Malay spoken in Indonesia and Malaysia – North Moluccan Malay (Voorhoeve 1983, 
Taylor 1983), Ambonese Malay (Collins 1983, C. Grimes nd., B. Grimes 1991), 
Papuan Malay (Donohue forthcoming), Riau Indonesian (Gil 1994), Perak Malay 
(Ahmad 1991), Kelantan Malay (Mahmood 1994) – and a general colloquial Malay 
that is usually termed as Bazaar Malay (Mohamed and Coope 1952), Pidgin Malay 
Derived (PMD) varieties (Adelaar and Prentice 1996) and also Singapore Bazaar 
Malay (Daw 2005), currently, I am not familiar with any substantial work previously 
done on the Malay variety spoken solely by Indians. Accounts on Malay dialects, 
                                                 
1
 Source: Singapore - Census of Population 2006 
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though, include a short note mentioning that Indians in Southeast Asia too speak 
Malay. Usually, when Indians’ variety of Malay is described (though very briefly), it 
is the Chitty Malay that is highlighted. It is the Malay spoken by communities of 
mixed Malay-South Indian descent. Adelaar and Prentice (1996: 677) have discussed 
this variety briefly. SIM has no exclusive connection with such mixed descent.  
How different can SIM be when compared to the non-standard Malay varieties 
described previously? My argument for SIM is that it deserves a syntactic analysis, 
solely because its grammar is significantly different from the mainstream Malay 
typology and from its source language – the Malay variety spoken by Singapore 
Chinese.  
In this introductory chapter, I briefly introduce the context of the Singapore Indian 
community, general Malay usage in Singapore and the languages that are in contact 
with SIM. The chapter also introduces concepts on which this syntactic study is 
based. I will also elaborate on the methodology employed in collecting data from SIM 
speakers. 
 
1.1 Indian community in Singapore 
The technical meaning of ‘Indian’ in the Singapore context refers to persons of 
Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Sri Lankan origin such as Tamils, Malayalis, 
Punjabis, Bengalis, Sinhalese etc. In terms of their numbers, those of Indian origin (of 
modern-day India) greatly exceed the latter groups. For the purpose of this thesis, I 
will be using the term ‘Indians’ in its narrow sense – referring to persons of Indian 
origin as opposed to those belonging to other South Asian nations. The Indian 
community in Singapore comprises all sects of the archetypal North and South 
Indians, ranging from the majority group (within themselves) –  the ethnic Tamils –  
to many other minority groups - the Malayalis, Punjabis, Gujeratis etc. The initial 
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ethnic Indian migrants were mainly from British India and to a lesser extent, from 
Malaysia. The pre-1947 British India also includes Ceylon. The number of Singapore-
based Sinhalese and Tamils of Ceylonese origin is very small. My notion of Indians 
when I discuss SIM does not include their variety of Malay. The current mainstream 
Indian community of Singapore is made up of the descendants of the immigrants of 
mid-1900s, with Tamils still being the dominant Indian group, making up about 70% 
of the Indian residents in Singapore. Starting from the intercensal period 1980-90, 
there began a flow of domestic maids, construction workers, factory workers, 
professionals in information technology and other expatriates from the Indian sub-
continent working in Singapore (see Saw (1999:  31-37) for the statistics of foreign-
born Indians in Singapore). These recent migrants – from manual labourers to 
professionals – vary significantly, within themselves, in their socioeconomic status, 
which is reflected by their level of employment. This group does not speak much 
Malay though they are familiar with some Malay vocabulary and any Malay they 
speak will not be analysed here as part of SIM. 
 
1.2 Language situation among Singapore Indians 
In their own language circle, Singapore Indians speak their respective Indian mother 
tongues or English. The official Indian language taught in schools for Indian students 
is Tamil. The All Party Committee of the Singapore Legislative Assembly on Chinese 
Education, 1956 stated that Mandarin should be taught to all Chinese students as the 
compulsory language in English Schools, Tamil (or whatever language that the Indian 
community chooses) for all Indian children, and Malay for all Malaysian races2 and 
Tamil was unhesitantly chosen for the Indians as outlined in Nirmala (1998: 56). (See 
                                                 
2
 Source: Report of the All Party Committee of the Singapore Legislative Assembly on Chinese 
Education, 1956, p41 
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Nirmala (1998) for notions of ‘race’ and ‘language’ in Singapore).  
Students of other Dravidian groups typically learn Tamil in school. North Indian 
students mainly opt to learn Malay and/or attend their own language classes over the 
weekend; some opt for Mandarin classes. This is because Tamil is as alien to them as 
Mandarin is. The economic advantage associated with Mandarin is among the main 
reasons. Mandarin is seen to be the most instrumental of all the mother tongues 
offered in Singapore schools; hence, a significant proportion of the non-Chinese want 
to study Mandarin insead of their own mother tongue (see Wee 2003a on linguistic 
instrumentalism in Singapore).  
The situation is similar despite the introduction of the other Indian languages – 
Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Punjabi and Urdu – in schools in lieu of the official mother 
tongue language in the education system in recent years, as mentioned in Lim (2007). 
This is the status of mother tongue as a subject among Indian students.  The historical 
facts relevant to the language situation in Singapore are elaborated in Bloom (1986) 
and Gupta (1994). 
Compared to other ethnic groups (namely, the Chinese and the Malays), English is 
spoken more widely by Indians; the amount of English usage at home and in other 
domains is relatively greater than the other ethnic groups. Younger Indians (up to 
about age 40) speak more English than the other ethnic groups; and those of a higher 
socioeconomic status (which correlates with a higher educational status) also speak 
more English when compared to the Chinese and Malays. There is also an extensive 
use of English among recent expatriates from India. 
Meanwhile, a form of Malay is the lingua franca for the rest of the Indian 
community – the older (about 40 years and above), typically non-English educated, 
the lesser/non-educated, and to a lesser extent, those of a lower socioeconomic status 
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(see section 1.4). Having briefly looked at the Singapore Indian community’s use of 
language, let us now look at the function of Malay in Singapore. 
 
1.3 Malay in Singapore 
Standard Malay 
Standard Malay is the formal variety, comprising mainly the written form (but is not 
exclusive of the spoken form). This is the language that is taught in schools, used in 
the broadcast media for formal programmes like the News, and in other formal 
contexts involving governmental administration etc. Singapore, with its exoglossic 
norms, looks to Malaysia for the standard grammar of Malay, while some lexical 
items relevant to the local context is added to it. (See Nik Safiah et al (1996) for the 
Dewan Bahasa Malay grammar or Sneddon (1996) for an English-language 
Indonesian grammar.) 
Branching subtly from Standard Malay is the ‘Anglicised’ Malay that displays 
English grammar. This comprises of structures that have been directly translated from 
English. In Singapore, it is particularly prevalent in announcements that have to be 
made in the four official languages, namely English, Mandarin, Malay and Tamil.  
In the sections below, we discuss non-standard Malay varieties. These are 
typically labelled and discussed as PMD varieties (Adelaar and Prentice 1996 and 
Adelaar 2006) and Singapore Bazaar Malay (Daw 2005). However, the colloquial 
Malay ecology of Singapore is not simple enough to be classified under one label or 
one grammatical description. There are systematic patterns correlating to the three 
different ethnic groups in Singapore. In this study, I have differentiated the colloquial 
Malay varieties spoken by the Malays, Chinese and Indians, based on their differences 
on syntactic and phonological grounds. 
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Colloquial Malay of Singapore Malays 
Colloquial Malay of Singapore Malays (CMSM) is the informal spoken variety used 
by Malays in non-formal domains. One aspect of the foreign talk theory states that 
simplifications in pidgins are made by native speakers (Arends et al 1994: 10). On 
this basis, CMSM can be seen as consisting two highly-overlapping subsets – the 
informal variety spoken by Malays to Malays and another by Malays to non-Malays. 
The latter is a form used when the Malays adopt some changes to make themselves 
more easily understood by the other groups. This is slightly different from how they 
speak within their own group. It is a slightly simplified version, mainly devoid of 
some complex vocabulary.  
 
Non-native Malay 
This is the general Malay variety that is spoken by non-Malays, i.e. predominantly the 
Chinese and the Indians. The non-native Malay consists of at least two subsets; one is 
the Malay variety spoken by the Chinese, which I refer to as Singapore Chinese 
Malay (SCM) and the other is the variety used by the Indians (SIM). There are 
significant grammatical differences between SCM and SIM. 
 
 - Singapore Chinese Malay 
In a multilingual setting, there is a need for the ethnic Chinese to communicate with 
the non-Chinese. While the younger Chinese persons use English for this purpose, the 
older persons (who do not have an English knowledge) use SCM as a lingua franca. 
SCM is not used within the Chinese community but in communication with the 
Malays and Indians.  
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 - Singapore Indian Malay 
SIM is a counterpart of SCM. SIM remains as a Malay variety (with a Malay lexicon) 
into which Indian grammatical properties are incorporated. The resultant form is 
intelligible to speakers of Standard Malay, SCM and CMSM, but is completely 
unintelligible to solely Indian language speakers; that is to mean that SIM does not 
consist of any Indian vocabulary. The rest of the thesis will describe this variety. 
 
1.4 Introduction to SIM 
Before we discuss further about what SIM is, let us see what it is not. It is not just 
the Malay spoken by Indians in general. For instance, the Malay spoken by Indians 
currently residing in Singapore but were born and/or have lived in Malaysia for a 
significantly long period will not be considered as SIM; that would be a form of 
Colloquial Malaysian Malay. SIM is also not the Malay spoken by Singapore Indians 
who have learnt Malay as an educational language in school or through any other 
formal means for a significantly long period or those who have attended Malay 
lessons as an adult. It is also not the Malay spoken by the lower middle-aged Indians 
or Indian youths; these two groups generally know/speak very little Malay unless they 
have undergone formal Malay education. 
SIM refers to the informal Malay variety that is spoken by Indians residing in 
Singapore for at least about three to four decades, aged about 40 and above, and have 
not received a formal Malay education for a significantly long period, and do not have 
a strong Malaysian background. Recent Indian immigrants (who have been living in 
Singapore for about a decade or less) will not be considered as part of the Singapore 
Indian category in this study because their exposure to and the need for the use of 
Malay is much more limited than those who have been living in Singapore for at least 
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about three to four decades.  
SIM is used primarily for transactions in the market and in shops. It is also used in 
the workplace (of lower-end jobs), and in the neighbourhood. Indians in Singapore are 
in a multilingual setting; they are by no means the majority or of a high 
socioeconomic group for the other ethnic groups to learn Indian languages. In fact, 
Indians themselves are from different language backgrounds (see section 1.2.). They 
use SIM not only for inter-ethnic communication, but also for intra-ethnic 
communication (with Indians speaking other Indian languages). Where English is not 
in the repertoire of both the speaker and the interlocutor, SIM is used. It is more often 
used among the older and less-educated age group. 
This group of Indians have acquired the variety in their informal contact with 
what they have been hearing. SCM and CMSM are the languages they have been 
hearing mainly outside the domain of their own community. In response, they use 
some form of Malay to communicate; it is this form that is termed as SIM in this 
study. 
It must be noted that this variety is not passed down from generation to 
generation, because it is not used in the family setting or even within the community 
(except for interaction between two different Indian language speakers). As such, the 
SIM speakers of the present acquired (and made changes to) the language in their 
communication outside the domain of their homes and community.  
One might ask if Indian children acquire SIM when they accompany their parents 
or gandparents to situations where the latter group uses the language to communicate 
with either SCM or CMSM speakers. What children might acquire in the process is 
some aspects of the lexicon and not the grammar. As will be shown in the rest of this 
study, there are systematic differences between two generations in the grammar 
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employed by the speakers. This is evidence against the notion that SIM could be 
transmitted from generation to generation. 
 
1.5 SIM: a pidgin 
I adopt Holm’s (2000: 1, 4 - 5) definition of what a pidgin is. It is a reduced language 
that results from extended contact between groups of people with no language in 
common. It is a make-shift language devoid of complications such as inflections and 
has a reduced number of different words used by speakers but which is compensated 
for by extended meanings or by the use of circumlocutions. If a jargon were to be a 
language reduced on an ad hoc basis and one that is without fixed norms, a pidgin 
would be one that is more stable and has certain norms of meaning, pronunciation and 
grammar, although there is still variation in pidgins resulting from the transfer of 
features from the speakers’ first language (L1).  
Holm says of pidgins that they are not wrong versions of other languages but 
rather, new languages. He adds that upon examining them as linguistic systems, 
analyzing the structure of their phonology, syntax and word formation, it becomes 
evident that these systems are quite different from those of the languages from which 
they drew their lexicon (their lexical source or base language). Their lexical systems 
are so different, in fact, that they can hardly be considered as even dialects of their 
base language. They are new languages, shaped by many of the same linguistic forces 
that shaped English and other ‘proper’ languages (ibid.).  
On the basis of this definition, I have examined SIM as a linguistic system in its 
own right, based on the evidence (which I present in the rest of the thesis) that the 
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structure of its phonology3, syntax, and word formation is significantly different from 
SCM, its couterpart and from CMSM.  
 
1.6 Grammar of languages in contact  
The grammar of SIM cannot be discussed as just another non-standard Malay variety, 
devoid of the input from the languages it is in contact with. Singapore is a 
multilingual city-state in which in addition to the four official languages, Chinese 
dialects, various Indian languages, CMSM, SCM, SIM (among others) are spoken. 
SIM speakers are in main contact with their respective Indian language and SCM - 
considering the demography of Singapore. Younger SIM speakers (aged about 40 – 
60)4 are in contact with English in addition. They are mostly English-educated; if not, 
they are at least able to speak English. Hence, the grammars of these languages that 
are in direct contact with SIM cannot be ignored. Here, I give a brief grammatical 
sketch of Standard Malay, SCM and a general Indian language grammar. (See section 
6.1c for a brief sketch of English grammar). 
 
Standard Malay 
Standard Malay has a subject-verb-object (SVO) word order. Phrases are generally 
head initial. In a noun phrase, demonstratives, adjectives and possessors follow the 
head noun. The verb is encoded with affixes, which mark the clause type; for 
instance, meng- typically occurs in active transitive clauses (though there are 
exceptions like menari ‘dance’ and menyanyi ‘sing’) and di- for passive clauses. 
There is significant derivational and inflectional morphology present in Standard 
                                                 
3
 It is not the aim of this dissertation to discuss the phonology of SIM. Nevertheless, from the few 
examples of SIM phonology (discussed very briefly in this study), it is evident that it varies 
significantly from SCM but conforms to the Indian phonological system.  
4
 Here and elsewhere, ‘younger SIM speakers’ would refer to those in their 40s and 50s. They are 
compared with the older informants belonging to the age group of above 60. 
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Malay (see Sneddon 1996 for a detailed grammar of standard Malay). 
In this dissertation, some aspects of the SIM grammar are compared with the 
grammar of Standard Malay (in addition to the Singapore Chinese Malay grammar). 
This is solely for comparison’s sake, to highlight how SIM varies from mainstream 
Malay typology. Standard Malay is by no means the base language or the lexifier 
language for SIM speakers and they are in no direct contact with Standard Malay. 
 
SCM 
SCM has an SVO order (Daw 2005: 127). There is no affixation in SCM unlike in the 
Standard Malay variety. SCM phrases generally have both a head initial and a head 
final syntax. Modifiers of a head noun such as demonstratives, adjectives and 
possessors either precede or follow the head (ibid. 125). The phrase structure of an 
SCM VP is in the order of Negator Modality.marker Aspectual.marker Verb (ibid. 
120). Intensifiers can precede or follow the adjective. Punya is usually used with 
modifiers in the order of Modifier punya Noun, as will be elaborated on in section 6.2. 
When discussing SCM, the status of Hokkien in Singapore cannot be ignored. 
According to the distribution of the major Chinese dialects spoken in Singapore 
between the 1840s and around 1980s5, as adopted from Bao (2001: 283), from the late 
1800s onwards, Hokkien has been the most used and the increasingly being used 
Chinese dialect. Daw (2005: 185 - 298) discusses the influence of Hokkien in SCM 
grammar. 
Adelaar and Prentice (1996: 674) discuss SCM (which is termed ‘Bazaar Malay’ 
by them), having the following features, the last four of which they attribute to 
Chinese (Hokkien) influence: 
                                                 
5
 Sources: Siah (1848), Pan (1998) and Lee (1978) 
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- reduced morphology 
- the Malay existential marker ada for progressive aspect 
- possessive constructions in the form of  
 possessor. a form of punya. possessed 
- plural pronoun: pronouns + orang 
- demonstrative head order 
- causative auxiliaries derived from verb kasih ‘give’ and bikin ‘make’ 
 
Indian languages 
All Indian languages have a basic SOV word order though divergence from this order 
is common. The divergence is due to heavy affixation in nouns and verbs. In terms of 
ergativity, Indian languages mainly follow a nominative-accusative system. For a 
typological sketch of Indian grammar, see the short account of Tamil grammar given 
below. A brief grammar of a North Indian language, Sindhi, will be discussed in 
section 6.1b.  
 
 - Tamil 
Tamil is a Dravidian language, with a head-final grammar. There is heavy 
morphology in Tamil (see Asher 1985). Nouns are affixed with case and number 
(plural) marking and human nouns are marked for gender (Asher 1985: 110). Verbs 
are affixed with gender, person, number, tense and aspectual markings (ibid). Noun 
phrases are in the order of demonstrative, numeral/quantifier, adjective and head noun 
(ibid. 26). Verbs mark agreement with subjects and so, omission of the subject yields 
a grammatical clause (ibid. 25). There are postpositions in Tamil (ibid. 104).  
 
1.7 Linguistic approach 
In this study, the structure of SIM is described based on the syntactic framework of 
Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG). (See Dalrymple (2001) or Falk (2001) for a 
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comprehensive introduction to LFG.) The primary focus of this thesis is to describe 
the syntactic system of SIM. This thesis adopts a descriptive (and not a prescriptive) 
approach. It is also a synchronic study, in that I am describing the structure of SIM as 
it is spoken in the present (time of my research); I am not investigating the diachronic 
changes associated with this variety.   
 
1.8 Significance of study 
It is hoped that this syntactic study of SIM contributes to new insights into the 
structure of this contact language and to the further understanding of the nature of 
contact languages. This research is by no means an exhaustive account of SIM; it is 
only a discussion of the main syntactic features found in this variety.  
Daw (2005) in her thesis entitled ‘Bazaar Malay: History, Grammar and Contact’, 
ends with an interesting note on how Bazaar Malay in Singapore is not a single entity. 
It is absolutely true. Though her data comes from an equal number of Chinese and 
Indian informants (among others), her aim was to find a commonality among the 
speakers. Her analysis was of the data collected from Chinese informants. Her 
description of Bazaar Malay is what I refer to as SCM. My work will analyse the 
hypothesis that Indians speak Malay differently and that there is significant Indian 
interference in their variety. At various junctures of this thesis, I will be referring back 
to Daw’s work. Particular attention will be given to instances where the grammatical 
structures produced by SIM speakers differ from the grammar of SCM as recorded by 
Daw. I will analyze if an Indian language influence could account for the difference. 
The role of English grammar in the SIM variety as used by the relatively younger 
speakers (aged 40 – 60) is also discussed. 
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1.9  Methodology 
1.9.1 Data type 
Data used in this thesis is collected from naturally-occurring as well as elicited 
speech. A significant portion of the analysed data comes from speech in its most 
natural context; for instance, the conversation between an Indian and few ethnic 
Chinese shopkeepers at the marketplace or between an Indian passenger and Chinese 
taxi-driver. Data also comes from casual chats between an Indian and her Chinese 
colleague at the workplace (see Appendix 3 for part of this data); and another 
conversation when two ex-colleagues - an Indian and a Chinese (both in their 
seventies) - bumped into each other. I have also analyzed the conversation between 
two Indian neighbours - a Sindhi-speaker and a Tamil-speaker (Appendix 2). These 
data were recorded. The tape-recorder was switched on as soon as conversation 
started. 
Though there is no doubt that naturally-occurring speech proves to be the best 
data for any research, such data alone will not be enough for a comprehensive study.  
As such, I had to rely on some elicitation tactics. Informants were asked to speak 
about personal experiences that will evoke high levels of emotion; topics include 
memories of Japanese occupation (Appendix 1), suicide/death of someone, personal 
injuries and how it happened. This method of data-collection was employed in order 
to alleviate informants’ consciousness to their speech.  
In addition, translation tests were conducted verbally; informants were made to 
translate sentences from their first language (Tamil or Sindhi) into Malay. Some 
judgment tests were also conducted to verify the acceptability and/or the 
grammaticality of some constructions. Informants were asked how they would say a 
particular sentence (given in an Indian language) in Malay, when they are speaking to 
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a stall-owner at the market or to a Chinese colleague, etc. As such, the data derived 
from translation tests (which is a slightly formal task) can be comparable to SIM, 
which is in a more informal register.   
The translation tests and such interview sessions were conducted by me – a Tamil 
speaker in mid-twenties. All my informants are quite convinced that I do not speak or 
understand Malay (at least, at the time of interview) though they know that I am 
familiar with some Malay vocabulary. As such, the fact that the informants were 
recounting their narratives to me, instead of a non-Indian, does not have much 
implication for the data collected. When this data was compared against other 
naturally-occurring data (in which informants were speaking to non-Indians), there 
were no significant differences in terms of grammar. 
I provide here a summary of the amount of data collected and analysed. 
Conversations between SIM speakers make up a large portion of the data. The 
conversations analysed were one hour, 20 minutes and seven seconds long. Individual 
narrations were 17 minutes and 34 seconds long. As for the timing of the tape-
recorded translation tests, it came up to 31 minutes and 51 seconds and this includes 
the time for saying a particular word, phrase or sentence in Tamil and the respective 
translations produced by informants. In addition, I conducted translation tests which 
were not tape-recorded but were written down. This comes up to about 15 minutes. 
On the whole, a total of two hours, 24 minutes and 32 seconds of data was analysed 
for this study.   
1.9.2 Data source 
My account of SIM relies mainly on the data of eight ethnic Indians, whose brief 
biography is given in this section. All of them are aged above 40; and they acquired 
Malay informally in their contact with ethnic Chinese (and to a much lesser extent, 
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with Malays) at their workplace, in their neighbourhood and in the marketplace. All, 
except Informant 2 (I2)6, speak Tamil as their first language.  
I1 is 74 years old. She was born in Tamil Nadu, India, and she lived in Malaysia 
until she was 16. From then, she has been living in Singapore. In Malaysia, she lived 
in an Indian estate and said that her interactions were mainly with the Indian 
neighbours. She has never attended any school. She says that she learnt Malay only 
after coming to Singapore. She has had 43 years of working experience, mostly as a 
clinic attendant. Tamil and SIM are the only two languages that she speaks. 
I2 is aged 77. She speaks Sindhi as her first language; she speaks very little 
English. She was born in Sindh in present-day Pakistan. (At the time of her birth, it 
was part of India.) She has been living in Singapore for about 50 years, and she has 
had no working experience at all. She is the only non-Tamil informant. Some aspects 
of her variety of SIM reflect Sindhi or more generally, North Indian structures. 
I3 is 70 years old. She was was born in Singapore and has been living here all her 
life. She has had significant working experience for many years. She claims to have 
acquired Malay during the course of her job as a hospital attendant. The staff and 
patients were predominantly Chinese and she acquired Malay mainly from them. She 
speaks Tamil and SIM.  
I4 was born and brought up in Tamil Nadu. Upon marriage, she migrated to 
Singapore, where she has been living for about 50 years. She is now in her late sixties. 
Other than SIM, she speaks only Tamil. She claims that she has forgotten Malay 
because she has not been working for the past 20 years, and so there is not much 
reason to use the language (except in the market).  
I5 is 54 years old. She is born and brought up in Singapore (though she lived in 
                                                 
6
 All informants will be referred to in this manner in the rest of this thesis. 
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Tamil Nadu for a few years). She is English-educated. She uses Tamil and English at 
her workplace. She attended Malay lessons in 1965, for a year. Her formal education 
in Malay is reflected in some aspects of her speech; as such, not all of her 
constructions are analysed with the general SIM grammar.  
I6 is 50 years old. Her biography is similar to I5’s in that she too was born and 
brought up in Singapore and lived in Tamil Nadu for a total of 12 years. She is Tamil-
educated, and she can speak English as well. She attended Malay lessons in primary 
school for about one to two years. She speaks SIM at her workplace to communicate 
with the Chinese and Malay colleagues and Tamil to communicate with the Tamil 
colleagues. Throughout the twenty-over years of her career, she has to communicate 
mainly with the Chinese at her workplace. She says that for every one Malay 
colleague she had to interact with, there were about five Chinese colleagues. 
I7 is 43 years old. She was born in Singapore. She speaks Tamil, English and in 
her words, ‘some bad Malay’. She is English-educated. She speaks English at her 
workplace. Compared to the other informants, she speaks Malay the least. She uses 
the language mainly during transactions in the market, involving older Chinese stall-
menders.  
I8 is aged 43. He has been living in Singapore all his life. He speaks English, 
Tamil and SIM. He is English-educated. He claims that as a child, he was exposed to 
the language while in communication with the Malay children in the neighbourhood. 
In addition, he learnt Malay in school for a year and boasts about having obtained 
49/50 marks in a Primary four Malay exam. Some parts of his variety of Malay reflect 
standard features and so vary from the general SIM grammar. Despite that, there are 
structures that he produces which display Indian influence like determiner noun order.  
I9 is an ethnic Chinese, aged 58. She was born and brought up in Singapore. Her 
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data is of course not analysed as part of SIM grammar but is used to elicit I6’s speech 
(see Appendix 3). Indians do not and need not use Malay to speak to one another. As 
such, a significant portion of my data comes from Indians in conversation with 
Chinese – taxi-drivers, shopkeepers and colleagues; who (including I9) speak SCM as 
described by Daw (2005).  
In addition to the above-mentioned main informants, there are other SIM 
speakers, whose speech was investigated for a general grammar but whose data is not 
used as illustration in this study.  
 
1.9.3 Data analysis 
The collected data was mainly analysed for syntactic structures. It is not in my 
interest to analyse data for the frequency of occurrence of syntactic constructions. My 
approach in this thesis is to focus on the common core grammar that is shared by SIM 
speakers. Though SIM grammar displays some noteworthy variations, there is a 
general grammar present in SIM. The data was not investigated for a sociolinguistic 
study but for a general grammar. Where a general grammar is not easily decipherable, 
variations are recorded. Patterns among the variations are investigated and explained.  
There is a definite correlation between the speakers’ age and the syntax that they 
employ predominantly while speaking SIM. The collective grammar of I1, I2, I3 and I4 
displays significant systematic differences from the grammar of the other informants. 
These four informants are above 65 years of age and their knowledge of English is 
much more limited (if not absent) when compared to the younger informants. 
Henceforth, I will refer to I1 - I4 as the older speakers; and I5 – I8 as the younger 
speakers. The latter comprises speakers belonging to the age group of 40 – 60, and 
who have a working knowledge of English (at least spoken English). The collected 
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SIM data is analysed for the influence of Indian language and English in its grammar.  
I5, I6 and I8 were taught Malay, mainly as part of their Primary education for a 
short period. Nevertheless, they began to use the language for communication mainly 
in their workplace, neighbourhood and for transactions, only at a later stage of their 
life. In all these domains, they encounter predominantly Chinese from whom they 
mainly acquired a form of Malay. Though some lexical items in their idiolects or the 
phonemic realization of some words might be slightly different from other SIM 
speakers, their grammar generally conforms to that of others in their age group. There 
is significant Indian influence in their variety of SIM; for instance, the premodifying 
demonstratives in a noun phrase (see section 4.1.1a). As such, these three informants 
are considered to be part of the SIM group despite their Malay education. 
At various points of this study, when discussing Indian language grammar, I 
specifically refer to the grammar of Tamil for two reasons – SIM speech community 
comprises primarily Tamil speakers and much of my data is from Tamil-speakers. 
Data used as examples in the rest of this thesis are in italics. All examples are 
glossed. Only real utterances produced by SIM speakers have been used as data for 
this study. In the examples quoted to illustrate the various sections of the chapters, I 
have indicated the speakers who produced those utterances. The individual labelling 
of the speakers next to the respective constructions will assist us in the discussion of 
the syntactic patterns found in SIM and the linguistic variations (found between old 
and young speakers) which is explained in Chapter 6.  
The data was collected for a syntactic analysis, not for a phonological one. As 
such, strict attention was not paid to the phonological realization of words. 
Transcription is according to mainstream Malay orthography. 
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1.10 Outline of thesis 
This thesis is presented in a manner such that smaller units are investigated before 
units that are more complex; i.e., a discussion of lexicon precedes that of phrases and 
clauses.  
Chapters 2 – 5 consist of the main body of SIM grammar. In Chapter 2, I discuss 
briefly the lexicon of SIM, with attention given to the word class membership of 
lexical items. The grammatical processes, namely reduplication and compounding are 
also discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 elaborates on some of the functional words 
found in SIM. The syntactic construction of the different phrase types are discussed in 
Chapter 4. Following that, in Chapter 5 is an analysis of the syntactic features of 
clauses. In Chapter 6, I compare some aspects of SIM grammar with that of the 
languages it is in contact with; the large influence that Indian grammar exerts over 
SIM and the considerable influence from English in the speech of the younger 
informants. I also discuss the structural differences between SIM and SCM. Chapter 6 
ends with a brief discussion of the linguistic variations present in SIM. Concluding 
this thesis would be Chapter 7, in which l summarise the major findings of the study 





Languages that have been in contact with each other tend to show similar traits in that 
they start off borrowing lexical items followed by grammatical features. Based on my 
study of the current status of SIM in Singapore, there is no lexical borrowing of 
Indian words into SIM. An SIM speaker uses this variety to communicate with people 
for whom his/her particular Indian language would be unintelligible. As such, Indian 
lexical items are not used in SIM. Names of Indian-culture related lexemes related to 
food (thosai) or clothes (sari) are in the lexicon of most Singapore residents, 
including SCM-speakers. Therefore, such vocabulary found in SIM does not 
constitute direct borrowing from Indian language into SIM. On the contrary, there is 
lexical borrowing from Malay into Indian languages - used in colloquial settings; such 
lexical items include thanga ‘stairs’, paka ‘use/dress up’, sapathu ‘footwear’, bodo 
‘stupid’, makan ‘eat’, etc. 
 This chapter discusses the lexicon of SIM briefly. Here, I discuss the word 
classes: nouns, locatives, numerals, pronouns, verbs and auxiliaries, adjective and 
adverb forms, prepositions, quantifiers and intensifiers, demonstratives, negators, 
question words, conjunctions, particles and interjections. In many languages, and 
more so in contact languages, lexical items cannot be easily classified into word 
classes. Daw says the same about SCM (2005: 89, 90). There is no difference between 
SCM and SIM in terms of the word class membership of most lexical items. 
Homomorphs that have more than one class membership will be highlighted in this 
chapter. Following that will be a discussion of the two word-formation processes in 
SIM: compounding and reduplication. 
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2.1 Lexical origin 
The SIM vocabulary, as will be discussed in this chapter, shows that there is no 
borrowing from the Indian languages. As for the realization of the vocabulary, there is 
significant influence from the Indian phonemic system. The phonology of the 
lexemes, in some cases, is very significantly modified.  
It is no surprise that some of the Hokkien-influenced lexemes of SCM are also 
present in SIM. The massive contact with the majority Chinese population accounts 
for this. English vocabulary is also present in all Malay varieties (including SCM, 
CMSM and SIM), but to different extents. There is also significant code-mixing found 
in all these colloquial varieties. SIM is usually scattered with some simple English 
lexical items, for example, referential terms like ‘uncle’ and ‘aunty’. As for the 
vocabulary of some intangibles and words with an emotional semantic content, 
informants use English words. An example would be ‘happy’. In most Chinese 
languages, and optionally in Malay, the equivalent of ‘happy’ is a multi-word 
expression. In Tamil and in English, it is a single-word item. There is no lexical 
borrowing from Tamil into SIM because Tamil is not intelligible to the Chinese or 
Malay interlocutors. This can explain why a single-word item is borrowed from 
English. 
The fact that younger SIM speakers are very much exposed to English 
grammatical structures cannot be ignored. Just like mainstream Malay, English is an 
SVO language. The rest of the thesis will lead to a discussion of an Indian language 
influence and an English influence accounting for the grammatical structure of SIM. 
Indian language influence is much more significant in SIM in that the older speakers 
do not speak English at all or have a very limited English knowledge (just some 
English vocabulary).  
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In the sections that follow, I will discuss some lexical items belonging to the 
various word classes. 
 
2.2 Nouns 
SIM nouns are syntactically defined as lexical items that can co-occur with a 
demonstrative itu ‘that’ or ini ‘this’ and can be possessed. Examples of some 
categories of nouns are given below. As mentioned above, these are also part of the 
CMSM and SCM lexis and so, these lexemes are perfectly intelligible to speakers of 
other local Malay varieties. If there is any difference, it is in the phonemic realization 
of these words by the Indian speaker. 
I will discuss a few examples of the common nouns, kinship-related nouns and 
temporal nouns below. Section 2.8 elaborates on typical prepositional forms that 
function as nouns. Nouns usually do not distinguish between singular and plural. 
Reduplication of nouns (section 2.18) marks number but this is not the case always. 
Not all plural nouns are reduplicated but all reduplicated nouns mark plurality. More 
often, instead of reduplication, quantifiers or numerals precede the noun.  
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Common nouns: 
duit7   money 
baju   clothes 
kreta   car 
meja   table 
buku   book 
tempat   place 
ruma   house 
(i)skola/skoola  school    
kedai   shop 
sembayang  place of worship 
aso    middle-aged or older Chinese lady 
kawan   friend 
sidaara   relative 
orang people 
 
Orang is among the most productive referential terms. Some examples are as follows:  
Melayu Orang/      
 Orang Melayu  Malays 
Cina Orang    Chinese    
Orang Melaysia    Malaysians    
Singapura Orang    Singaporeans    
orang gemuk     fat person  
 
Indian compound ordering is evident in SIM compounds where the head noun is 
in final position, in instances like Melayu orang or Singapura orang. There is no 
evidence yet to believe that this structure is a result of Chinese influence; (examples 
used by Daw (2005) too do not have a single instance of a head-initial orang in a 
                                                 
7
 Word final plosives of Standard Malay or the respective glottal stops of SCM do not always occur in 
SIM. Though the younger speakers occasionally say duit, the older informants consistently say dui. 
  
        Standard Malay  SIM 
 sakit   saki  sick 
 anak   anna  child 
 dudok   dudo  sit 
 botak   boTa  bald 
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noun-noun compound word).  
[s] in the initial position of a consonant cluster of the onset is not a common 
feature of Tamil. As such, older SIM speakers from a Tamil language background 
tend to say, for instance, iskola instead of skola.  
SIM is heard more often in the marketplace in present times. Below is a list of 
some of the nouns that are related to market transactions. 
 
saiyo    green vegetable     
ayam   chicken      
ikan    fish      
thosai pinga8 kacang thosai bean (bean used for making thosai)  
barang barang  things       
bua punya kedai  fruit shop      
tupung   flour       
 
Kinship nouns: 
The following is a list of some terms of address and/or reference that are used 
frequently among SIM speakers. 
nene   grandmother 
datho   grandfather 
amma   mother 
bapa   father 
abang9   elder brother 
kaka   elder sister  
adey   younger brother/ sister 
anna    son/daughter 
cucu   grandchild 
suami/laki   husband 
beeni   wife 
 
                                                 
8
 Pinga is a modifier-marker, it is a variant form of the Standard Malay punya. Punja and  mia are also 
among the variant forms in which punya is realized. 
9
 In CMSM, abang is also used as a referential term for husband, in addition to elder brother. 
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Datok in mainstream Malay refer to kings and to people in honourable 
sociopolitical positions. Datho in SIM, pronounced as [daTo], has undergone a 
semantic shift and is used as a referential term for grandfather. To gender-neutral 
terms such as adei or anna, janthan ‘male’ or pompan ‘female’ is added if the gender 
is not clear from the discourse. This can be attributed to the kinship terminology in 
Indian languages, which are typically coded for gender.  
For an illustration of Indian kinship terminology, let us consider how the Tamil 
system works. The kinship system in Tamil is structured by generation, each 
generation having its set; by lineage, maternal and paternal relatives are differentiated; 
by gender and by seniority, older and younger among siblings within a family. Local 
Malay kinship terminology is structured by generation, gender (though not for 
children or younger siblings) and seniority. It is not structured according to lineage. 
However, when Indian speakers converse in SIM, they do not have a single Malay 
word available to them, which can mark generation, lineage, seniority and gender. As 
such, a series of possession is used to code some kinship terms. In constructions like 
these, the modifier-marker punya is used (see section 3.1 for more on punya). Punya 
is obligatory in the last instance but is optional in the earlier series (see example (1)). 
Alternatively, ma kaka pinga cucu can also be said in place of (1).  
 
(1)   [[[saya (pinga)  ma]  (pinga) kaka]  pinga 
  1SG  MOD  mother  MOD  elder.sister MOD 
 cucu] 
 grandchild 
 ‘my mother’s elder sister’s grandchild’     (I6) 
 
(2)    [[ saya  punya  anna  pompan]  mia  anna] 
  1SG MOD child female  MOD child 
 ‘my daughter’s child’        (I1) 
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Table 2.1 illustrates the terms of kin relationship in Tamil, SIM, and local Malay 
for words equivalent to English ‘aunt’ and ‘uncle’. 
 
Tamil English equivalent SIM SCM/ 
CMSM 
mother’s brother’s wife ma abang/adei pinga 
beeni athai 
father’s sister pa pinga adei pompan 
mother’s younger sister ma pinga adei pompan sithi/sinnamma  
(lit. small 
mother) 
father’s younger brother’s 
wife 
pa adei pinga beeni 
mother’s elder sister ma pinga kaka periamma  





ma pinga adei 
janthan/abang maamaa 
father’s sister’s husband pa adei pinga laki 
father’s younger brother bapa pinga adei janthan 
sithappa  
(lit. small father) mother’s younger sister’s 
husband 
ma adei pinga suami 
father’s older brother bapa pinga abang 
periappa 
(lit. big father) mother’s elder sister’s husband 
ma kaka pinga suami 
pakcik/ 
angkel 
Table 2.1: Comparison of Kinship Terms 
 
Recall that SIM is not used in conversations with family members or relatives. It 
is typically used to communicate with distant people of a different language-group. 
As such, speakers are not very specific in their use of terms of reference. Usually, the 
generic term sidaara ‘relative’ is used or English kinship terms like angkel ‘uncle’ or 
auntee ‘aunt’ would be used. Meanwhile, in instances where there is a need to be 
specific or when conversing with a close friend of a different language group, the 
above-mentioned terminologies or a series of possessive constructions are used. 
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Temporal nouns:  
Below is a list of some temporal nouns.  
minit   minute 
jam   hour/time 
hari   day 
minggu   week 
bulan   month 
thawun   year 
hari jadi   birthday 
beso   tomorrow 
pagi   morning 
malam   evening/night 
selalu   always 
 
SIM uses numbers to denote the days of the week, i.e. hari sathu is Monday, hari 
duva Tuesday and so on. Other colloquial Malay varieties including SCM (Daw 2005: 
65) employ this method. Other temporal nouns include names of months like Bulan 
Sathu ‘first month (month one)’ and so on; more frequently, names of months in 
English or Malay are used - Janavuri ‘January’.  
 
(3)  Tapi  saya,  nanthi  hari ampat,  saya   A-shif.  
 but 1SG  later day four  1SG A-shift 
 ‘But I, this Thursday, I (will be working) A-shift.’    (I6) 
 
2.3  Locatives 
sini   here (near speaker) 
sana   there (far from speaker) 
 
These proximal and distal locatives are features of SCM as well (Daw 2005: 63). In 
SIM, the locatives can function as verb complements (4), prepositional objects (5), 
single-constituent noun phrases (6) or as modifiers of noun phrases (7).  
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(4)  Dudo  sini  lah. 
 sit here LAH 
 ‘Sit here lah.’         (I7) 
 
(5)  Dekat sana ada sathu skola. 
 near there exist one school 
 ‘There is a school near there.’      (I7) 
 
(6)  Sini  ada  banya10  paper. 
 here exist many  paper 
 ‘There are many papers here.’      (I5) 
 
(7)  Sadin   suma11,  sana  penya,  tha  sedap. 
 sardine  all  there MOD NEG tasty 
 ‘Sardine (and) everything belonging to there (referring to India) is not tasty.’  
                 (I6) 
 
2.4 Numerals 
The basic numerals ranging from zero to nine are given below. When compared to 
SCM/Standard Malay, these numerals vary only in the phonetic realization. Note 
kosom ‘zero’. Tamil does not have a word-final /ŋ/; hence, kosom is an instance of 
Indian interference in SIM phonology.  Note sathu ‘one’. Syllable-initial but non-
word-initial [t]of Standard Malay and SCM usually occur as [t5] in SIM. That which 
occurs as t in Malay orthography is usually transcribed as th in this thesis due to the 
speakers’ realization of the words. 
                                                 
10
 Manja/banya is a variant of the standard form banyak ‘many’. This displays a probable influence 
from Hokkien into SCM. 
11
 Suma is the SIM equivalent of Standard Malay and SCM semua.  
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kosom/kosong12  zero 
sathu   one  
duva   two 
thiga   three 
ampa(t)   four 
lima   five 
annam   six 
thujo   seven  
lapan   eight 
sembilan13   nine 
 
For numbers ranging from twelve to nineteen, pelas is added to the respective 
cardinals one to nine; and for the factors of ten, hundred and thousand, pulu, rathus 
and ribu are added respectively. The reduced form for one is se-. This morpheme is 
phonetically realized as [su] in supulu ‘ten’ and supulas ‘eleven’. 
supulu   ten 
supulas   eleven 
duva pelas   twelve 
thiga pelas   thirteen 
duva pulu   twenty 
lima pulu   fifty 
rathus   hundred 
thujo rathus  seven hundred 
ribu   thousand 
duva ribu   two thousand 
 
English terms are used for group numbers of more than thousand. Note that in 
SCM as in Standard Malay, belas is used as the group number for teens                
(Daw 2005: 79). Some of the [b]s of SCM are realized as [p]s by SIM speakers; hence 
pelas in SIM. 
                                                 
12
 Kosom has been borrowed into Colloquial Singapore Tamil to an extent that the Tamil term for zero - 
saivar - is almost non-existent in the informal speech of Singapore Tamils. There are some other such 
examples like sepatu ‘shoe’ which is said as sapathu in Colloquial Singapore Tamil.  
13
 The first vowel in sembilan is pronounced with an /e/ and not a /ə/. 
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Complex numbers are ordered from the biggest group to the smallest group in that 
order. For instance, the cardinal 9876 would be: 
 
(8)  sembilan thausen  lapan  rathus   thujo  pulu  annam 
 nine  thousand eight hundred seven tens six 
 ‘nine thousand eight hundred and seventy six’    (I7) 
 
The fractions used are suku ‘quarter’, sthenga ‘half’ and thiga suku ‘three-
quarter’. Sathu rathus ‘one hundred’and sathu ribu ‘one thousand’ can alternatively 
be said as serathus and seribu respectively. Se- ‘one’ attaches to group numbers 
rathus and ribu. In SCM as in Standard Malay, se- is used with classifiers and other 
terms such as sekilo ‘one kilogram’. Though this is intelligible to SIM speakers, it is 
not common in their own speech.   
For ordinals of SIM, the same form of the numerals are used as for cardinals 
(listed above), with nambar ‘number’ optionally preceding the numeral. Therefore, 
anna sathu and anna nambar sathu would both mean ‘first child’. Sections 4.1.1c and 
4.1.2c elaborate on numerals used as cardinals and ordinals.  
 
2.5 Personal pronouns 
 
 First-person Second-person Third-person 
Singular saya, ai, aku, wa lu, yu, awa dia, dia orang  
Plural  kita, kita orang, kita orang 
suma, kita suma, saya suma 
orang, saya orang suma 
lu orang, yu orang, lu 
orang suma, lu suma 
orang, yu orang suma 
dia, dia orang, dia 
orang suma, dia 
suma orang 
Table 2.2: Personal Pronouns 
 
SIM pronouns (ProN) distinguish number and person. Gender is not distinguished in 
the SIM pronominal system. As such, there are six categories. There is significant 
variation from person to person in terms of the personal pronouns used. There are 
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selective pronominal terms that particular speakers use. Aku, wa and awa are used to a 
lesser extent. Only younger speakers with English influence use forms of the English 
pronouns ai ‘I’ and yu ‘you’. For plural pronouns, suma is used in medial position 
only by older speakers. Suma (lit. all) in SIM is a variant form of semua in Standard 
Malay and SCM. Note that number is occasionally not distinguished for the third 
person forms; dia and dia orang are both used in the singular and plural senses, 
though dia is typically used with the singular meaning. 
 No particular pronominal form marks inclusive and exclusive first person plural. 
For the inclusive pronoun, I5 and I6 use either kita suma or kita orang suma.  There are 
instances when I5 uses kita orang suma as both inclusive and exclusive pronouns 
within the same sentence. There is a preference for the use of suma with inclusive 
reference. Individual variations in the use of pronouns are discussed in section 6.4.  
 
(9) Kita orang suma sudah  abes  kita  punja kereja, kita orang suma  
 1PL   already finish 1PL MOD work 1PL  
 boleh  pigi  playground. 
 can  go playground 
 ‘When we (excl) finish our (excl) work, we (incl) can go to the playground’
              (I5) 
 
Suma and orang are formative. In SCM, the semua in dia orang semua is 
considered to be a quantifier by Daw (2005: 82). She also notes that lu semua would 
be a second-person plural pronoun. Suma immediately following a pronoun can be 
analysed as a quantifier in a noun phrase or as part of the pronoun. I have analysed 
suma with all pronouns (saya suma orang ‘we’, dia orang suma ‘they’, etc.) not as a 
quantifier, but as part of the pronoun, because suma can also occur in pronoun-medial 
position.  
Similarly, orang has two functions: one is a noun meaning ‘person’; the other is a 
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plural marker with pronouns. In the following two examples of appositive noun 
phrases, orang carries the first meaning. Kita and dia are simply the first-person 
plural and the third-person pronouns respectively, with dia not marked for number.  
  
[kita] [thiga orang] we three people 
[dia] [lima orang]  they five people 
 
Possessive structure 
Singular pronouns are used as possessive pronouns without any change in the form, 
but with the modifier-marker punya. I will reserve the discussion of punya for a later 
section (3.1).  
 
saya pinga anna  my child  (lit.: 3SG MOD child)    
lu punya ruma  your house  (lit.: 2SG MOD house) 
 
When a plural pronoun is used as a possessor, suma is usually not present. The 
possessor can occur with or without orang. For instance, in (9), the same referent is 
kita orang suma as a head noun, and kita as a possessor. Listed above are examples of 
possessive pronouns used as determiners. The possessive form is also used in absolute 
positions as seen below: 
 
saya pinga   mine 
lu pinya   yours 
dia pinga   hers/his 
 
(10) Itu  Rekha  pingga lah. 
 that Rekha  MOD LAH 
 ‘That is Rekha’s lah.’        (I6) 
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2.6 Verbs and auxiliaries 
a. Full verbs 
The syntactic criteria for lexical items in the verb class would be being negated by 
jangan ‘do not’ and belom ‘not yet’; co-occurring with adverbs and being preceded by 
auxiliaries. A short list of some SIM lexical verbs is given below. By lexical verbs, I 
mean the full main verbs as opposed to auxiliaries. Apart from the differences in 
phonemic realizations of the forms, there is not much difference in these lexical forms 
when compared to Standard Malay and SCM.  
thido   sleep 
rathang   come 
thengo   see 
dudo   sit/stay/live 
pigi   go 
bale   go back 
makan   eat 
minom   drink 
masa   cook 
jait    sew 
baca/paca   read/study 
suka   like 
main   play 
biken   make 
pakai   use/wear 
jual   sell 
kasi   give        
bili    buy 
 
b. Auxiliaries 
SIM auxiliaries are forms such as misthi ‘must’; bole, ‘can’; suda ‘already’; mau 
‘want to/have to’, ada ‘exist’. They immediately precede the lexical verbs. Auxiliaries 
play an important role in marking TAM. Tense, in SIM, as in Standard Malay, is 
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marked not by any verbal inflections, but by the time-marking adverbials and 
auxiliaries.  
Auxiliaries marking aspect include suda ‘already’, abes ‘completed’, baru ‘in the 
near past’, belom ‘not yet’, selalu ‘always’, dulu ‘past’ and ada ‘exist’. Some 
auxiliaries mark more than one category. Suda, for instance, marks perfective aspect 
and past tense. Note that some aspect markers of SCM (as recorded by Daw 2005: 
171) are not present in SIM; these include tengah ‘ever’ and pernah ‘in the process’.  
Auxiliaries that mark mood are bole ‘can’, mau ‘want to/have to’ and misthi 
‘must’. Though the glosses in inverted comas are the usual meanings in which these 
modals are used, occasionally, there is an extension of meaning or an interchangeable 
use of these auxiliary forms. This applies to mood-marking modals only. In (11), for 
instance, ma - a reduced form of mau ‘want’ - is used in place of bole ‘can’.   
 
(11) Sathu  orang  kreja,  berapa  orang   ma    makan? 
 one person work how.many person  want  eat 
 ‘With one person working, how many people can eat?’   (I3) 
 
Some SIM auxiliary forms are used in combination with one another just as in 
SCM (Daw 2005: 181). Sudah and abes; and misthi and mau are typically combined. 
SIM abes is a variant form of SCM habis. 
  
 suda abes V  ‘have finished V-ing’ 
 suda V abes  ‘have finished V-ing’ 
 misthi mau V  ‘must V’ 
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Given below are some examples of how auxiliaries are used in clauses. 
 
(12) Kalau [bale   tido]  dhen14  pagi   suda  ratang  kerje. 
if go.back sleep then morning already come work  
‘If (we) go back (home) and sleep, then, it will be morning; we would have 
come to work.’        (I6)
    
(13) Ada  bagus,  bole  thengo.  
 exist good can watch 
 ‘If (it) is good, (I) can watch (referring to television programme).’  (I2) 
 
(14) Rachel  ada  dudo ithu  room.    
 Rachel  exist sit that room 
 ‘Rachel is sitting in that room.’      (I7) 
 
(15) Mmm ya lain  thempat kreja kitha suma mau beli… 
  yes other place  work 1PL  want buy 
 ‘Mmm, yes, at other work places, (if) we want food, we have to buy…’ (I6) 
 
c. Ada and mau: homomorphs  
The forms function as a full lexical verb and as an auxiliary. This is the same as in 
SCM. Compare (16) and (17) below. In (16), ada is a lexical verb while in (17), it is 







                                                 
14
 Code-mixing and code-switching with English is common among younger SIM speakers. The 
pronunciation of English words used in SIM is not much different from the respective Colloquial 
Singapore English pronunciation.  
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(16) I3: Kawan-kawan  po ada  lah? 
  Friend-friend  FOC exist LAH  
  ‘(You) have friends lah?’       
    
 I2: Saya  pinga  sidaara-sidaara ada.  Ithu,  saya  pinga  
  1SG MOD sibling-sibling  exist that 1SG  MOD  
 thua kaka  ada  lah.  Sathu  suda  mathi,  pagi15  
 elder elder.sister exist LAH one already die more 
 sathu  Baambai ada  lah. 
  one Bombay  exist LAH 
‘My siblings are (still around). That, is my elder sister lah. One has 
died. Another one is in Bombay lah. ’ 
 
(17) Lagi  ada  pigi ka? 
 now exist go Q 
 ‘Recently, have (you) gone (there)?’     (I3) 
 
Note that mau in (18) and (19) are performing two different functions. In (18), 
mau is a lexical verb while in (19), it is an auxiliary. 
 
(18) Angkel,  ithu  ikan,  saya  mau. 
 uncle  this fish 1SG want 
 ‘Uncle, this fish, I want.’       (I7) 
 
(19) Ai  mau  beli  ikan,  ithu  pasal  ai pegi  kedai. 
 1SG want buy fish that reason 1SG  go shop 
 ‘I wanted to buy fish, that is why I went to (the) shop.’   (I5) 
 
2.7 Adjective and adverb homomorphs 
There is a great overlap between the adjective and adverb classes in many languages. 
In SIM, just as in SCM, adjectives and adverbs, in general, are not formally distinct. It 
is the position within the clause that determines if a particular form is used as an 
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 I3 says pagi for lagi (but not always). 
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adjective or as an adverb. In both classes, the forms can be modified by intensifiers. 
Adverbs occur as modifiers in verb phrases while adjectives can occur independently 
as predicates or as modifiers in noun phrases. Adjectives can be modified by the 
intensifiers lebi/lagi ‘more’ to form a comparative16 construction. 
Adjectives, in their syntactic distribution, function differently from verbs. 
Contrary to verbs, adjectives do not occur with the imperative negator jangan ‘do 
not’. Adjective phrases are discussed in sections 4.1.1b and 4.3. Below is a list of 
forms that function as adjectives and adverbs in SIM. 
 
busa  big  A Adv 
buso  smelly  A Adv 
kici  small  A Adv 
baru  new  A Adv 
panas  hot   A Adv 
pedas  spicy  A Adv 
susa  difficult A Adv 
bagus  good  A Adv 
plan plan  slow  A Adv 
cepa(t)  fast  A Adv 
mura  cheap  A Adv 
 
Whether a lexical item is functioning as an adjective or as an adverb depends on 
its distribution in a construction. For instance, in (20), the first occurrence of pandai is 
an adjective while the second is an adverb. 
(20) Manya paca,  manya  pandai     lah.  Manya pandai,  dia  
 much study very good  LAH very good  3SG 
 baca. 
 study 
 ‘Studying a lot, (is) very good lah. Very well, she studies.’  (I1) 
                                                 
16
 There is no particular intensifier that forms a superlative construction in SIM. Manja + A 
constructions occur in SIM just as in SCM, but these should not be termed as superlative constructions 
unlike what Daw (2005:123) says. Manja + A is also used when there is no comparison. 
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2.8 Prepositional forms 
The forms listed below function in more than one way. All the forms function as a 
preposition. More frequently, in SIM grammar, most of the forms are used nominally. 
In such nominal usage, I refer to the form as a position-coding noun. As for the 
realization, belakan in SIM is the variant form of the SCM belakang. This change in 
final nasal in the SIM form is a result of adaptation to Tamil. The final plosive of 
dekat is also not pronounced always.  
 
dalam  in/inside/into   P N A Adv 
athas  top    P N A Adv 
bawa  below/beneath/under  P N  A Adv 
deka(t)  near/place nearby  P N A Adv      
dipan  front/in front of  P N 
belakan  behind    P N CONJ 
sama  with/and   P CONJ 
 
As a preposition, these forms obligatorily take an NP object (21 and 22). When 
occurring as a noun, the forms function differently from typical nouns discussed in 
section 2.2 in that these cannot co-occur with a demonstrative itu ‘that’ or ini ‘this’. 
Just as typical nouns, these nouns can be possessed in an abstract sense (23 and 24) 
and can function as the modifiers of nouns (25 and 26) as well. These position-coding 
nouns can occur with punya (23 – 26) or as a single-constituent noun phrase (27 and 
28). Dalam, athas, bawa and dekat are also used as adjectives (29 – 30). In these 
instances, their syntactic property is similar to that of typical adjectives in terms of co-
occurring with the intensifier banja (or banyak) ‘very’. In examples (29) to (31), 
banja ‘very’ functions not as a quantifier but only as an intensifier. When occurring 
with verbs in a VP, the typical prepositional forms function as adverbs (31). SCM has 
three dekat forms, a noun, a preposition and another, an adjectival form (which also 
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functions as an adverb). The same applies to dekat in SIM. Sama functions as a 
conjunction linking two noun constituents. Compare the prepositional sama in (21) 
with the conjunction in (32). Belakan functions as a conjunction in clausal linkage. 
 
Preposition 
(21) Thengo cucu;   main   [sama  cucu].  
 see  grandchild play with grandchild 
 ‘Take care of grandchild; play with grandchild.’    (I6) 
 
(22) Dia  mari  dudo   [dekat  saya]. 
 3SG come sit beside 1SG 
 ‘She came (and) sat beside me.’      (I6) 
 
Noun 
(23) Saya ruma  pinga  dekat ada sathu Inthian  ruma. 
 1SG house MOD near exist one Indian  house 
 ‘Near my house is an Indian house.’      (I7)
   
(24) Lagi,  thu  doktor  pinga  dekat  pigi. 
 then that doctor MOD to go 
 ‘Then, (I) went to the doctor.’      (I1) 
 
(25) athas  pinga  baju 
 top MOD dress 
 ‘the dress on top’        (I6) 
 
(26) deka  pinga buku 
 near MOD book  
 ‘the book that is near’        (I7)
     
(27) Rathang  dalam. 
 come  inside 




(28) Belakan  ada sathu  kedai.  
behind  exist one shop 
‘There is a shop behind.’        (I6) 
 
Adjective  
(29) Dia  pinga  ruma  banja  dekat. 
 3SG MOD house very near 
 ‘Her house is very near.’       (I6) 
 
(30) Mary  pinga  ruma  banja  athas,  limaplas  thanga.  
 Mary MOD house very high fifteen  floor 
 ‘Mary’s house is very high, fifteenth floor.’     (I6) 
 
Adverb 
(31) Saya  mau  jalan  banja  dalam. 
 1SG want walk very inside 
 I have to walk very (far) inside.      (I6) 
 
Conjunction 
(32) ana-ana sama  hasben 
 child-child and husband 
 ‘children and husband’       (I6) 
 
(33) First  thada,  saya  pinga  laki   thada  citisen.  Belakan,  
 first NEG 1SG MOD husband NEG  citizen  then  
 dia citizen.  Belakan,  saya  rathan. 
 then citizen  then  1SG come 
‘At first, no, my husband was not a citizen (of Singapore). Then, he (became) 
a citizen. Then, I came (here).      (I2) 
  
SIM does not use prepositions to code semantic roles such as a recipient, a 
beneficiary or an instrumental. Instead, speakers use other strategies such as the verb 
pake ~ pakai ‘use’ in a serial verb construction to code instrumental. As for the 
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benefactive function, structures like dia pinga pasal ‘for him/her’ are used (lit.: 3SG 
MOD reason).  
Prepositions are often not used in SIM. In most cases, even if speakers are aware 
of the above-discussed prepositions, they do not use them frequently in their speech. 
In SIM, the context of the speech is sufficient to indicate the semantic roles that 
would usually be marked by a preposition in Standard Malay. For instance, a locative 
is usually coded without di ‘in’ in SIM; the complement noun following a verb like 
pigi ‘go’ is understood to be the destination. Sometimes, English prepositions are used 
but only by younger speakers17. 
 
2.9 Quantifiers and intensifiers 
Quantifiers are words that modify a noun while intensifiers are used to modify an 
adjective or an adverb. There is a certain overlap between these two classes. These 
words add a quantitative attribute to the words they modify.  
 
manja  many/much/very QUAN  INT      N 
siki  few/little  QUAN  INT      N 
lebe  more   QUAN  INT 
lagi  more   QUAN  INT 
suma  all   QUAN  N 
kurang  less   INT 
 
(34) Saya  manja  lama  thunggu  sini. 
 1SG very long stay  here 
 ‘I’ve been staying here for very long.’     (I6) 
 
Note that lagi is a homomorph functioning as a quantifier in (35), modifying an 
                                                 
17
  Ithu  porampuan  baca  buku  for  the  boy. 
 this woman  read book for  the  boy 
 ‘This woman read out (the) book for the boy.’     (I8) 
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NP and as an intensifier in (36), modifying an adjective.  
 
(35) Bili     [lagi    [ sathu  ayam]]. 
 buy more one chicken 
 ‘Buy one more chicken.’       (I6) 
 
(36) Dia lagi canthe. 
 3SG more pretty 
 ‘She is prettier.’        (I6) 
 
Together lagi ‘more’ + siki ‘little’ + N would mean ‘bit more N’. In such 
instances, lagi functions as an adjective. Examples include lagi siki jam ‘a bit more 
time/ a bit longer’ and lagi siki dui ‘a bit more money’. 
Some of the forms that typically function as an intensifier/quantifier like manja, 
siki and suma are also used as a noun.  
 
(37) Dia banja makan. 
 3SG much eat 
 He eats much (food).         (I6) 
 
(38) Suma suka makan ini. 
 all like eat this 
 ‘All like to eat this.’        (I7)
  
2.10  Demonstratives 
ithu  distal, (proximal)  
ini   proximal 
 
Just like ithu and ini, thu and ni are free demonstratives and not clitics. The latter 
are just shortened versions of the former. All the four forms are used to modify both 
singular and plural nouns. Ithu/thu is usually used in the sense of a distal meaning 
though some speakers do use it for both distal and proximal meanings, but ini/ni is 
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used only in the proximal sense. Ini is used more often in the ini macam ‘like this’ 
construction.  
These forms typically occur as demonstratives (39 – 40). (39) is a noun phrase in 
the order of DEM N QUAN. Ithu and ini can occur as a single constituent NP ((41) – 
(42)); ithu, in these examples, functions as the head of a noun phrase. Thu and ni do 
not occur alone, but only as demonstratives.  
 
(39) itu   lembu  suma    
 that cow all  
 ‘all those cows’        (I6) 
 
(40) Ah ithu anna summa  manja  cante. 
  that child all  very beautiful 
 ‘Ah, all the children are very beautiful.’     (I1) 
 
(41) Ithu  sana  ada,  itu  ambeh  rata  lah. 
 that there exist that take  come LAH 
 ‘That (which is) there, take that and come lah.’    (I1) 
 
(42) Ithu saya  pinja.  
 that 1SG MOD 
 ‘That is mine.’        (I7) 
  
(43) Saya  punja  ana  bili  kain  ah,  itu  suma  suda  
 1SG MOD child buy cloth  that all already  
bica.  
tear  
‘The blouses (that) my daughter bought for me ah, all have torn.’  (I1) 
 
2.11  Negators 
The negators used in SIM are thada ‘no-exist/ not’, tha ‘not’, bukan ‘not’, belom ‘not 
yet’ and jangan ‘do not’.  In the perception of SIM speakers, tha and belom are ‘real 
Malay forms’. Belom negates verbs (44). Bukan negates nouns (45). Jangan ‘do not’ 
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and, to a lesser extent, thamau ‘do not want’ negate imperatives (46 – 47). Thamau is 
a negated auxiliary form (52) and it is not used in Standard Malay or SCM to negate 
imperatives. In SIM, it has been grammaticalised to perform this function. 
 
(44) belom   kawen 
 not.yet  marry 
 ‘have not married yet’         (I4) 
 
(45) Ini  bukan  ade  pingga ruma.  Ini  saya  sunthari pinga  
 this not brother MOD house this 1SG self  MOD 
 ruma. 
 house 
 ‘This is not my brother’s house. This is my own house.’   (I6) 
 
(46) Jangan  pegi  sana. 
 do.not  go there 
 ‘Do not go there.’        (I6) 
 
(47) Thamo  dudo  sini. 
 do.not.want sit here 
 ‘Don’t sit here.’        (I6) 
 
Tha in SIM is the variant form of SCM tak. It is usually realized with a glottal 
stop. It negates adjectives and VP in SCM (Daw 2005: 71). In SIM, Tha negates 
lexical verbs, modals and adjectives as seen in examples (48 – 52).  
 
  A 
(48) tha  sedap 
 NEG tasty 
 ‘not tasty’         (I6) 
 
  V  
(49) tak  nampak   
 NEG see 
 ‘didn’t see’          (I5) 
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  V 
(50) tha suka 
 NEG like 
 ‘don’t like’         (I6) 
 
  V 
(51) tha  thavu  
 NEG know 
 ‘don’t know’         (I7) 
  
           MODAL 
(52) tha-mau  
 NEG-want 
 ‘don’t want’         (I4) 
 
The modals ada, mau and bole are negated by tha, yielding thada ‘don’t have/ 
don’t exist’, thamau ‘do not want’ and thabole ‘cannot’. Thada (and its variant 
realizations like thara) negate nouns (53), verbs (54), adjectives (55), adverbs (56) 
and also prepositions (57). 
 
           N 
(53) Dia  punja amma  pon  thada  dui. 
 3SG MOD mother also NEG money 
  ‘His mother also was not in the house.’     (I6) 
 
V 
(54) Dia pon  thada, sudah lama  thada thengo 
 3SG FOC NEG already long NEG see 
  cucu. 
  grandchild  
  ‘He has not, it’s been very long, (he has) not seen (his) grandchild.’ (I6) 
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(55) Suma dudo  satu tempat bagus  lah. Kalau,  thada   
 all sit one place good LAH if NEG   
 A 
 susa   juga.  
 difficult  also  
 ‘All (being) under one roof is good lah. If (like that), (it is) not difficult.’ (I6) 
 
 Adv 
(56) Dia  masa  thada  cepat  lah. 
 3SG  cook  NEG fast LAH 
 ‘She doesn’t cook quickly lah.’              (I1,I7)
     
 P 
(57) Dia pinga ruma thada dekat  saya pinga ruma. 
 3SG MOD house NEG near 1SG MOD house 
 ‘His house is not near my house.’      (I7) 
 
2.12 Question words 
The following is a list of question words. These are generally not different from the 
SCM question words. Section 5.2 provides examples of questions formed with these 
words.  
 
apa    what 
mana/mane  where 
sapa/siapa   who 
siapa (orang)  whom 
siapa pinga  whose  
pila/bila   when 
apa pasal   why (lit.: what matter) 
kenapa   why  
apa macham  how  
berapa   how many/ how much 
 
2.13 Conjunctions 
The following conjunctions are used to conjoin phrasal constituents and clauses but 
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these are not used very frequently. More often, clauses are conjoined without any 
overt conjunction. Usually, pauses are used in place of conjunctions. 
 
Conjunction     Elements Conjoined   
dan   and   NP VP AP AdvP CL 
athau   or   NP CL 
sama   and   NP 
kalo   if   CL 
thapi   but   CL  
baru   then   CL 
nanthi   then   CL  
belakan   then   CL 
lagi    moreover  CL 
skali   suddenly  CL 
 
Dan can conjoin noun, verb, adjective and adverb phrases as well as clauses. It is 
not a common feature of SIM. Instead, pauses are usually used. Dan is also used in 
comparative structures, equivalent to English ‘than’ as in - Adek lagi cante dan kaka. 
‘The younger sister is prettier than the elder sister.’ Note that the form lagi is also 
used in more than one way – as a conjunction, quantifier and intensifier. Kalo, baru, 
nanthi and lagi usually occur in sentence-initial positions. 
 
2.14  Particles 
lah    Pragmatic particle 
ka    Q 
kan   TAG       EMP    
 
Lah is a pragmatic particle used for pragmatic functions, mainly for marking 
focus. This is discussed further in section 5.10. Apart from using typical question 
words such as apa and berapa (listed in section 2.12), SIM speakers use ka - a 
question forming word - at the end of an otherwise declarative sentence to convert it 
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into an interrogative (see section 5.2). Kroeger (2004: 155) describes kah in Standard 
Malay as an interrogative focus particle. In SIM, it does not occur with other question 
words. Kan is a tag word in SIM. In addition, it also functions as an emphatic marker 
of topics. All these particles are not affixes but are independent morphemes. The three 
particles occur in clause-final positions.  
 
2.15  Interjections 
Ah and oh are neutral interjections used in SIM just as in many other languages. Their 
meanings are similar as well. These interjections are said in agreement to or as a 
response to neutral declarative statements. 
Aiyo and allama are expressions that are usually said in response to a negative 
action or a bad news. While allama is common in SCM and CMSM as well, aiyo is 
borrowed from Tamil. Allama has been borrowed into other colloquial varieties of 
Singapore including Singlish and Tamil. 
 
2.16  Multifunctionality of homomorphs 
For Malay varieties, and famously for pidgins and creoles, word class membership is 
quite fluid. Given the absence of much morphology, the word class of the forms are 
interpreted depending on the syntactic context. The multiple class membership of 
homomorphs is listed out briefly in the above-mentioned sections. Typical word 
classes for which lexical forms display overlaps are adjectives and adverbs; 
quantifiers and intensifiers; prepositions and position-coding nouns; verbs and 
auxiliaries (mau and ada).  
In addition, there are other forms that function in more than one way. Note the 
functions of the temporal nouns dulu and nanthi. Nanthi, for instance, can be used as a 
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verb ‘wait’, adjective meaning ‘next’ or a clausal conjunction ‘later/after that’.18   
 
nanthi   wait/next/future/later  N A V CONJ 
dulu   old/past   N A 
 
Below are examples of how these nouns occur in phrases. These NPs usually 
function as adverbials in clauses. 
 
nanthi lain thavun  next year 
dulu thavun   last year 
dua thavun dulu   two years ago 
dulu minggu   last week    
 
Alternatively, some homomorphs can be discussed as lexical items that do not 
have word classes in terms of the lexical context but are to be interpreted based on the 
morphosyntactic functions. Kreja ‘work’ is such a lexical form, functioning 
differently in two different syntactic frames. In (58), kreja is a noun and in (59), it is a 
verb. 
        N 
(58) Dia, lain   thavun,  die  punya kreja  abes  lah.  
 3SG another year  3SG MOD  work finish LAH 
  ‘He, in another year, his work will end/ (he will retire) lah.’   (I6) 
 
          V 
(59) Dia orang  sana kitcen19 kreja  lah. Masa,   kain     cuci. 
3SG    there  kitchen    work LAH cook   clothes   wash 
 ‘She works there in the kitchen lah. Cooks, washes clothes.’  (I4) 
 
There is evidence for some overlap between the adjective and verb class in SIM. 
This does not apply to central lexical items in these word classes but to some 
                                                 
18
 Similarly, baru can be the equivalent of ‘new’, ‘just’ or as Cumming (1991:127) refers to it, a 
temporal modal ‘then’ not only in Standard Malay but also in SIM. 
19
 Sana kitcen is an example of two appositive phrases: [sana] [ kitcen] - [there] [(in the) kitchen]. 
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peripheral items. Adjectives can be modified by the intensifiers lebi/lagi ‘more’ to 
form a comparative construction. These intensifiers can co-occur with some verbs like 
suka ‘like’ or cinta ‘love’ though manja ‘very much’ is usually preferred with verbs. 
This blurs the boundary between adjectives and verbs. In addition, forms that 
typically occur as adjectives can also co-occur with an auxiliary, thus functioning as a 
verb (60 – 61).  
 
(60) Dia  suda   busa. 
 3SG already big 
 ‘He has grown.’        (I6) 
 
(61) Sinthiya suda   banja  cante  skarang. 
 Sinthiya already very pretty now 
 ‘Sinthiya has become very pretty now.’     (I6) 
 
2.17  Compounds  
Compounding and reduplication are the two word-formation processes of SIM. SCM 
also employs both these techniques. As for the compound words, which are widely 
used by SIM speakers, most are usually borrowed from CMSM or SCM. There are 
many original Nhead-A compound words of CMSM/SCM (names of food especially) 
which are used in SIM. Only N-N, N-A and A-N compounding processes are 
productive in SIM.  
 
Nhead-N 
anna janthan  son   ‘lit. child male’ 
anna pompan  daughter  ‘lit. child female’ 




ikan kari   fish curry  
ayam kari   chicken curry 
Singapura orang  Singaporean 
Cina nonya  elderly Chinese woman 
ayam sambal  chicken gravy (spicy chicken dish) 
 
Nhead-A 
sayo goreng  fried vegetables 
nasi goreng  fried rice 
mee goreng  fried noodles 
orang thua   elderly 
orang Melayu  Malay person 
ayer panas   hot water 
ayer sujo   ice water 
pasar malam  night bazaar 
 
A-Nhead 
goreng pisang  fried banana (banana dipped in flour and fried) 
thua kaka   elder sister 
 
Note that the A/N order is reversed in goreng pisang and thua kaka. These are 
instances of an A-Nhead order. This can be analysed as a direct loan from SCM, where 
it is a direct calque on Chinese word order. The N-Nhead compound words conform to 
the Indian and Chinese compound ordering. 
Though some of the SCM compounds are also found in SIM, semantic equivalent 
for some others will be a head-final noun phrase with punya, with the components 
reversed. This displays structural influence from the head-final Indian language. 
SCM - compound  SIM - noun phrase 
orang India  Inthia pinga orang ‘ethnic Indian/ Indian national’ 
anna jantan  janthan pinga anna ‘son’ 
ayer panas   panas punja ayer ‘hot water’ 
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Lexical modification: reordering compound word components 
There is also another type of modification – rearranging compound word components. 
Some compound nouns of SCM are also found in SIM but with their individual 
components rearranged. Examples include:  
 
Standard Malay/SCM SIM      
Ahead-N   N-Ahead 
susah hati   athi susa ‘sad/depressed’  (lit. heart difficult) 
panas hati   athi panas ‘angry’  (lit. heart hot) 
 
Nhead-N   N-Nhead 
Orang Cina  Cina Orang  ‘Chinese’ 
Orang Singapura  Singapura Orang ‘Singaporean’ 
kari ikan   ikan kari  ‘fish curry’ 
kari ayam   ayam kari  ‘chicken curry’ 
 
(62) Saya  pinga  boss  resign.  Saya   [banja  athi susa].   Dia 
 1SG MOD boss resign  1SG very sad   2SG
 banja  bagos. 
 very good 
 ‘My boss resigned. I am very sad. She is very good.’    (I7)
  
(63) Saya   [banja  athi panas]. 
 1SG very angry 
 ‘I am very angry.’        (I7) 
  
Compound words of Chinese and Indian languages are head-final. Older SIM 
speakers systematically use A-Nhead compounds much more than the younger 
speakers. N-Nhead and N- Ahead compounds are both used equally by the younger 
speakers. Note that Malay shows head-initial syntax while Indian languages are head-
final. SIM compounds as illustrated in the above examples conform to the head-final 
nature of Indian languages. As such, Indian influence can explain SIM compound 
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ordering in cases where the ordering is divergent from Standard Malay/SCM.  
 
2.18  Reduplicated words 
In SIM, reduplication is a commonly-used process. Nouns, verbs, adjective/adverb 
forms can all be reduplicated. 
 
Reduplication of a noun 
Countable nouns are reduplicated to mark plurality: 
buah-buah   fruits 
ade-ade   (younger) siblings 
anna-anna   children 
sedara-sedara  relatives 
kawan-kawan  friends 
 
(64) Dia kasi kopi,  dia  kasi bisket,  ah,  dia  kasi  buah-buah. 
 3SG give coffee 3SG give biscuit ah 3SG give fruit-fruit 
 ‘He gives coffee, he gives biscuit ah, he gives fruits.   (I1)  
 
Reduplication of numerals that are inherently plural yields a distributive concept, 
referring to each member of the group: 
 
tiga-tiga   all three  (lit.: three-three) 
lima-lima   all five 
 
(65) Itu, saya  mia  cucu,   itu  jantan itu  pompan ah,    
 that  1SG  MOD grandchild that male that female  
 duva-duva manja  bagos  lah. 
 two-two  very good LAH  
 ‘The, my grandchildren, the boy (and) the girl ah, both are very good lah.’ (I1) 
 
Mass nouns and countable nouns can take intensifiers like manja ‘many/much’, 
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suma ‘all’ and siki ‘few/little’. Only countable nouns occur after numeral intensifiers.  
manja orang   many people (referring to period)  
suma orang  all people 
siki orang   few people 
  
Some nouns are inherently singular but take on a plural meaning because of the 
modifiers, even without being reduplicated. 
orang   person/people 
#?orang-orang   people 
sathu orang  one person 
Cina orang/orang Cina Chinese person/people    
manja orang  many people 
manja Cina orang/ 
 manja orang Cina many Chinese people 
*manja orang-orang 
*manja Cina orang-orang/ 
 manja orang-orang Cina  
 
A premodifying plural intensifier and a reduplicated noun do not co-occur within 
the same phrase. However, a reduplicated noun and a postmodifying plural intensifier 
(usually suma) do occur in this order. Note that suma also occurs as a premodifier in 
SIM. 
ade ade suma  all siblings (lit.: sibling sibling all)  
buda buda suma  all children 
 
(66) Ade  adei  suma  duva pulu  sathu  orang. 
 sibling sibling all twenty  one person 
 ‘(My) siblings all (make up) twenty one persons.’    (I3) 
 
Some nouns that are reduplicated might appear to be a plural but this turns out not 
to be the case. For instance, reduplicated time expressions usually mark frequency and 
not plurality.  
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pagi-pagi   every morning  (lit.: morning-morning) 
hari-hari   daily    (lit.: day-day) 
malam-malam  every evening/night 
minggu-minggu  weekly 
dulu-dulu   usually/always in the past 
 
These reduplicated time expressions usually function as an adverbial. Hari-hari in 
(67) and (68) and minggu-minggu in (69) function as an adverb. 
 
(67) I9: Hari-hari, kerja. 
  day-day work 
  ‘Everyday, work.’ 
 
I6: Hari-hari, kreja-kreja.  
  day-day work-work 
  ‘Everyday, work (and) work.’ 
I9: Tala  kerja, tala  duit  eh? 
  no work no  money  
  ‘No job, no money, right?’   
 
(68) Hari-hari,  main-main. 
day-day play-play 
‘Everyday, (they) play, play.’       (I4) 
 
(69) Minggu-minggu  ah,  saya  pigi  sembayang. 
 week-week   1SG go place.of.worship 
 ‘Every week ah, I go to church.’      (I6) 
 
Question words are reduplicated to mark indefiniteness as shown below (see (70)). 
Alternatively, these reduplicated forms can also mark distributive concept (71) – (72). 
 
apa-apa   what all/anything 
siapa-siapa  who all/anyone 
mana-mana  where all/anywhere 
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(70) Mana-mana  jalan,  orang,  dia  kasi  pukol. 
 where-where go people 3SG CAUS hit 
 ‘Anywhere people went, they would hit (them).’  
 (Referring to what some soldiers did during Japanese occupation)  (I1) 
 
(71) Sapa-sapa  pegi? 
 who-who go 
 ‘Who all went?’         (I6) 
 
(72) Mana-mana lu pigi? 
 where-where 2SG go 
 ‘What are the (places) you went to?      (I7) 
 
Reduplication of a verb 
Verbs are reduplicated when an action is repeated more than once, yielding a 
pluractional derivation. In other words, when the subject repeats the same action more 
than once, the verb can be reduplicated. This can also be referred to as a coordinated 
reduplication. (73) is part of an excerpt from the speech of I5 while she was talking 
about riots in Singapore in 1965. 
 
(73) …Itu  jam  ah,  gado-gado (N) lah.  Cina   same  Melayu 
    that time  fight-fight LAH Chinese and Malay  
 gado-gado(V). … Dhen,  ada  orang  masok  pegi  ruma  sedara   
 fight-fight  then exist people quick go house relative
 punya  ruma  dudok-dudok (V). …  so  saya  mia bapak,  dia  
 MOD house stay-stay  so 1SG MOD father 3SG  
 mia  kawan  suma  korek-korek (V)  itu  tanah…. 
 MOD  friend  all dig-dig   that tunnel 
‘…That time ah, riots lah, the Chinese and the Malays fought (and) fought. 
…Then, there were people who quickly went and hid in relative’s house and 
stayed there (for long). …so my father, his friends all hid in the tunnel…’  (I5) 
 
Gado-gado ‘riots’ in the first instance is a plural noun; in the second instance, 
gado-gado is a reduplicated verb form. Similarly, dudok-dudok and korek-korek are 
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instances of coordinated reduplication of verb forms. (74) and (75) are further 
examples of verbal reduplication. In these instances too, reduplication signifies 
repetition. 
 
(74) Dhen  kita  bilang, kenape  ini  jantan  biseng-biseng. 
 then 1PL say why this man scold-scold 
 ‘Then, we said (thought) why this man (kept) scolding.’   (I5) 
 
(75) Hari-hari, kreja-kreja  
  day-day work-work 
  ‘Everyday, work (and) work.’      (I6) 
 
Reduplication of an adjective/adverb 
An adjective/adverb form is sometimes reduplicated to intensify or emphasize its 
meaning. 
(76) I6: Brapa  orang ada sana? 
 how.many people exist there 
 ‘How many (siblings) are there?’ 
 
 I9: Oh, supulo lebe. 
   ten more  
  ‘Oh, ten more.’ 
 
 I6: Wah! 
 
 I9: Manya. 
  ‘Many’ 
 
I6: Besa-besa femli lah! 
 big-big  family LAH  
 ‘Big family lah!’  
 
Note that in (76), even if besa ‘big’ were not reduplicated, the meaning would 
remain almost the same. Reduplication in such instances is solely for an emphatic 
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purpose – to intensify the adjective. Besa-besa femli lah can, in fact, be glossed as 
‘very big family lah.’ In SIM, a positive intensifier like manja ‘very’ and 
reduplication of an adjective yields the same meaning (see (77 – 80)). A positive 
intensifier cannot co-occur with a reduplicated adjective; hence, the ungrammaticality 
of (80).  
  
(77) besa femili lah 
(78) besa-besa femili lah 
(79) manja besa femili lah 
(80) *manja besa-besa femili lah. 
 ‘very big family lah’ 
 
In (81), siki ‘little’ is reduplicated and the reduplicated form functions as an 
adverb. A reduplicated adjective can be used attributively (see 82) as well as 
predicatively (83).  
 
(81) …Melayu siki-siki bole cakap  lah. 
     Malay little-little can talk LAH   
 ‘…Malay, I can speak a bit lah.’      (I4) 
 
(82) Kasi saya busa-busa  punya  bua. 
 give  1SG BIG-BIG MOD  fruit 
 ‘Give me big fruit(s).’        (I6) 
 
(83) Skarang punya ruma pilai suma kici-kici. 
 now  MOD house room all small-small 
 ‘The rooms of the houses these days are small.’    (I6) 
 
Reduplication of Sendiri 
Grammatical words usually cannot be reduplicated. Sendiri is an exception. Sunthari 
and senthiri in SIM are variant forms of the Standard Malay reflexive sendiri. When 
reduplicated, the form functions as an adjective (84).  
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(84) I6: Ofis ka apa, dia  ratang keja? 
  office Q what 3SG come  work 
  ‘Does he come to work in the office or what?’  
   
  I9: Tale, lia, tak tau.  
  NEG 3SG NEG know 
  ‘No, he/she, (I) do not know.’ 
 
  I6: Sunthari-sunthari bisnes  maciam bikin  
  self-self  business like  do  
  kerja  lah?  
  work  LAH   
  ‘(Something) like own business, (he) does lah?’    
 
The list of word classes and the list of some lexemes, especially grammatical 
words, discussed in this chapter are not all-inclusive. For instance, juga and skali are 
part of SIM lexis but are not discussed above. Juga ‘also’ occurs as an emphatic 
marker like pun and sendiri. Emphatic markers will be discussed in the next chapter. 
Sekali is used in Standard Malay and in some non-standard Malays as well. In 
Standard Malay and in SCM (Daw 2005: 122), sekali functions as a postmodifying 
intensifier of an adjective meaning ‘very’. However, in SIM, it is typically used for 
clausal linkage, equivalent to English ‘suddenly’. 
This chapter touched on the multifunctionality of some lexical forms. This can be best 
explained by the phenomenon of grammaticalisation; however, this study is not 
concerned with diachronic changes. In the following chapter, I will discuss four 





The previous chapter touched on the lexicon of SIM, including some grammatical 
morphemes like prepositions. In this chapter, I continue the discussion on lexical 
items, focusing on four such morphemes that have acquired grammatical properties - 
punya, pun, kasi (the causativiser) and sendiri. These morphemes are very productive 
in that they perform significant grammatical functions. This will be discussed in 
sections 3.1 – 3.4 and 3.5 consists of a brief discussion on emphatic markers.  
 
3.1 Modifier-marker: punya 
The Standard Malay form punya or its SIM variants penya, pinga, punja, pinya and 
mia is among the most productive and most frequently used Malay functional words. 
For the use and evolution of punya in Malay, see Taylor (1983: 30, 31).   
Possession is almost always marked with punya. Just as in other non-standard 
Malay varieties, punya is not restricted to marking just possession alone (see Baba 
Malay (Pakir 1986) for instance). In addition to marking the modifying noun/pronoun 
in an NP, punya also marks an adjective functioning as a modifier. ‘Punya 
constructions’ are in the order: MODIFIER       Punya      HEAD. 
 
a. Noun/Pronoun as modifier 
Genitive nouns and pronouns (without any change in their forms) are marked with 
punya and occur as follows in the order of Npossessor  punya  Npossessed.  
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cucu punya rumah  grandchild’s house  (lit. grandchild MOD house) 
dia penya laki  her husband  (lit. 3SG MOD husband) 
anjing piya kaki   dog’s leg   
dia pinga kuceng   his/her cat       
 
This type of construction is common in many other non-standard varieties of 
Malay; for instance, North-Mollucan Malay (Voorhoeve 1983: 4) and Ambonese 
Malay (Taylor 1983: 29).  
The possessor is the modifier that modifies the head noun (the possessed). The 
possessor can be a proper noun (1), a common noun (2) or a pronoun (3). Though 
punya in such possessive constructions functions as a genitive-marker, it will be 
referred to, in this thesis, as a modifier-marker because it is used not just in genitive 
constructions. The other functions of punya will be discussed in the following 
sections. For possession in colloquial Malay spoken by the different ethnic groups in 
Singapore, see Yeo (2005).  
 
(1)  Anand  pinja kreja 
Anand MOD work 
‘Anand’s job’         (I7) 
 
(2)  Ini, orang  piya  ruma,  maso  ada. 
this people MOD house enter exist 
‘The, people’s house, (they) would enter.’      (I2) 
 
(3)  Saya  punya suami   suka makan ikan bilis. 
1SG MOD husband like eat anchovy 
‘My husband likes to eat anchovy.’      (I6) 
 
The most frequent possessive construction in SIM is as mentioned above. 
However, among those who use SIM to a much lesser extent (the younger SIM 
speakers in their forties or even the younger Indians in their twenties), Npossessor 
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Npossessed order is heard widely; punya is not always used. Examples are listed below. 
Note the reversal of the order when compared to the Npossessed Npossessor order of 
Standard Malay and SCM. (See chapter 6 for a discussion on the typological 
differences between SCM and SIM.)  
 
Avadaiyatha ruma  Avadaiyatha’s house 
saya skola   my school 
dia kaki   his leg 
 
(4)    [[ saya senthiri] pinga  buku] 
 1SG self  MOD book 
 ‘my own book’ (lit.: my self’s book)              (I1,I6) 
  
In (4), saya senthiri is an NP modifier of the head noun buku ‘book’. The 
modifier NP has as its head – senthiri ‘self’, which functions as a noun here and is 
modified by the pronoun saya in the absence of punya. This is an instance of a series 
of modifiers in which punya is obligatory in the last instance but is optional in the 
earlier series. ‘Saya pinga senthiri pinga buku’ is an acceptable phrase for SIM 
speakers; and it carries the exact meaning as given in (4) above.  
Punya does not only mark possession. It also functions as the modifier-marker in 
non-genitive noun phrase constructions. A position-coding noun is the head in (5) and 
is the modifier in (6); and in (7), a locative noun is the modifier. In (8) – (12) are 
examples with a time expression (noun) functioning as the modifier. 
 
(5)  Lagi,  thu  doktor  punya  dekat  pigi. 
 then that doctor MOD place go 
 ‘Then, (I) went to the doctor.’      (I1) 
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(6)  athas  punya  baju 
top MOD dress 
‘the dress that is on top’       (I7) 
 
(7)  sana  punya  bek  
there MOD bag 
‘the bag (that is) there’       (I7) 
 
(8)  malam   punya  baju 
 evening MOD dress 
 ‘the dress to be worn in the evening’ lit.: evening’s dress   (I6) 
 
(9)  pithang  pinga  kreja 
 afternoon MOD work 
 ‘work to be doen in the afternoon’ lit.: afternoon’s work   (I6) 
 
(10) pagi   pinga  makan 
 morning MOD food 
 ‘breakfast/food for the morning’ lit.: morning’s food   (I6) 
 
(11) dulu  thavun  pinga  gaji 
 past year  MOD salary 
 ‘last year’s salary’        (I6) 
 
(12) dulu  pinga  ruma 
 past MOD house 
 ‘old house’ lit.: house of the past      (I6) 
 
b. Adjective as modifier 
Punya is used with a prenominal adjectival modifier. In most instances where an 
adjective is used in SIM, it occurs with punya as in the examples below. This is also a 
feature of SCM.  
(13) bodo punya orang 
 stupid MOD person 
 ‘stupid person’        (I7) 
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(14) canthe  pinga buda 
 beautiful MOD child 
 ‘beautiful child’        (I7) 
 
(15) bagos  punya  buda  
 good  MOD child  
 ‘good child(ren)’        (I1) 
 
c. Headless construction 
Punya also functions as a modifier-marker in constructions, where the nominal head 
is elided. A noun or pronoun can occur in absolute position with punya and without 
having an overt head in the construction (16 – 17). In (18), the head is elided. The NP 
is itu leptu punya pinthu where the pinthu ‘door’ is the elided head. Here, punya 
functions as a marker of the nominal modifier leptu ‘lift’. The elided head in 
Singapura punya ____ (in 19) would be an equivalent of ‘living’. In (20), the 
unmarked equivalent would be sana penya saden suma. (20) is different from (18) 
and (19) in that the missing head of the punya construction in (20) is not completely 
elided but has been preposed to the left, whereas in (18) and (19),  there is no overt 
head.  
 
(16) Ithu  saya pinga. 
that 1SG MOD 
‘That is mine.’        (I7) 
 
(17) Ini  shampu hotel pinja. 
this shampoo hotel MOD 
‘This shampoo belongs to the hotel.’      (I7) 
 
(18) Dia  kasi  itu  leptu  punya  Ø tutop  punya.  
3SG CAUS that lift MOD  close MOD 
‘She made the lift’s thing (door) close.’     (I1) 
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(19) Singapura  punya  Ø manja  susa. 
 Singapore MOD  very difficult 
 ‘(Living in) Singapore is very difficult.’     (I2) 
 
(20) Saya  beli ikan bilis, sadden. Saden suma, sana penya Ø,    
 1SG buy anchovy sardine  sardine all there  MOD 
 tha  sedap.  Beli sini kita pegi  lah. Dulu saya pegi  uh,
 NEG tasty buy here 1PL go LAH past 1SG go 
 saya pon beli. 
1SG FOC buy 
‘I bought anchovy (and) sardines.  No sardines there are tasty. We buy (these) 
here (and) go (there) lah. In the past I went (there) uh, I bought (them).’ (I6) 
 
Di(a) skola punya ___ in (21) is a headless construction, in which the elided head 
would be an equivalent of ‘things’. The phrase refers to ‘their studies’. In (22), teevee 
punya ___ (lit. TV’s (thing)) is used to refer to remote control and in (23), thidor 
punya ___  ‘sleeping (thing)’ refers to bed. 
 
(21) Dua-dua  manja  baik  di20 skola  punya  Ø.   
two-two very good 3PL school MOD 
‘Both are very good in their school (things).’    (I1) 
 
(22) Rekha, itu  teevee  punya Ø,  ambeh  sana  tharo  lah. 
 Rekha that tv MOD  take there put LAH 
 ‘Rekha, the remote control, take and put there lah.’    (I1) 
 
(23) Saya  dulu  thidor  punya  Ø,  saya  thara  suka  lah.   
 1SG past sleep MOD (bed) 1SG not like LAH   
 Baru  bili  mia Ø saya  suka.  Ithu  cante. 
 new buy MOD (bed) 1SG like that beautiful  
 ‘My old bed, I don’t like lah. The newly bought (one), I like. It’s beautiful.’
           (I1) 
 
Note also the underlined headless relative clause in the second sentence of (23). 
                                                 
20
 Di here is a reduced form of the pronoun dia, referring to a third-person plural in this context. 
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Punya also functions as a modifier-marker of clausal modifiers. Such structures mark 
relativisation (see section 5.4).  
 
3.2 Causativiser: kasi 
I have adopted Kroeger’s definitions (2004: 192) of the terms lexical causatives and 
morphological causatives. SIM employs lexical causation by means of the 
causativiser kasi. As for the morphological causatives (which is a feature of Standard 
Malay), -kan is suffixed to the verb root. The –kan suffix of Standard Malay marks 
causation, among other things (see Sneddon (1996) for a brief introduction to –kan).   
-Kan as a causative suffix, which when attached to the verb root, yields a causative 
verb. An example of a morphological causative would be mandikan ‘to give a bath to 
someone’.  
SIM lexical items are not marked for causative derivations. The Standard Malay 
prefixes ter-, men-, ber-, di- or the suffixes -i and -kan are not present in SIM. SIM 
does not use affixation; as such, only the lexical causative method is used for coding 
causation, i.e. a grammaticalised form of the verb kasi ‘give’ is used for causative 
meanings.  
Kasi + verb root 
kasi mandi  bathe (someone) 
kasi thido  put (someone) to sleep 
kasi mathi  kill 
 
In SIM, lexical causative markers can occur in a position that is contiguous or 
non-contiguous with the verb root. (24) and (25) are examples of contiguous lexical 
causative constructions. Compare (25) with (26). I1 uses both the CAUS + verb root 
and verb root + CAUS orders. The latter structure displays Indian influence. In Indian 
languages, causation is typically marked with a suffix; where a lexical causative 
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marker is used, it follows the verb. (27) – (29) are examples of non-contiguous 
causative constructions; the causative marker is not contiguous with the verb root.  
 
(24) Ithu  ana saya  ambeh, kasi  thidor  lah  dia. 
that child 1SG take  CAUS sleep LAH 3SG 
 ‘The child, I took (him), made him sleep lah.’     (I1) 
 
(25) kasi  mandi  
 give bath          
 ‘to give a bath to someone’        (I1) 
 
(26) mandi  kasi  
 bath give         
‘to give a bath to someone’       (I1) 
 
(27) Mau   [ kasi  dia  rathang  sini]. 
want CAUS 3SG come  here 
‘(I) Want to bring him (or make him come) here.’    (I6) 
 
(28) Siki  orang [ kasi  ithu  manthiri  mathi].  
 few people CAUS that minister dead 
 ‘Few people killed the minister.’      (I6) 
 
(29) Saye   [ kasi  itu  buda tido],  Ai       [ biken  itu  buda  tido] ah. 
1SG CAUS that child sleep 1SG CAUS that child sleep  
‘I made the child sleep, I made the child sleep ah.’    (I5) 
 
In (29), two different causative markers - kasi and biken - occur in consecutive 
clauses. Biken ‘make’and beri ‘give’ are generally not used as causativisers in SIM. In 
SIM, kasi is used predominantly to code causation.21 Kasi is also used in other non-
standard Malay varieties. Daw (2005) discusses kasi, biken and beri being used as 
causative verbs in SCM; Donohue (forthcoming) discusses kasi, bikin(g) and buat 
                                                 
21
 I5 uses biken as a causativiser as seen in (55) but hers should be treated as a unique case because of 
her formal education. She also uses morphological causation and her data with respect to 
morphological causation too cannot be analysed as part of mainstream SIM. 
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‘make/do’ as causativisers in Papuan Malay. Pakir (1986) discusses kasi as a cause 
verb in Baba Malay causative constructions.  
 
3.3 Pun 
Pun or its realization in SIM (pon or the shortened form po) performs some pragmatic 
functions. Specifically, it functions as a contrastive focus marker. It is also used in 
indefinite pronouns and as an emphatic marker (discussed in section 3.5); these two 
functions are not exclusive of each other. (See Cumming (1991) for pun in classical 
and contemporary Standard Malay.) 
 
Contrastive focus 
To mark a contrastive focus, SIM speakers use pun. In (30), the first, second and 
fourth uses of pun are all for identifying known and presupposed topics. The third use 
of pun (realized as po) in abes skola po is a contrastive focus marker, contrasting the 
clause ‘abes skola po’ with the clause ‘skola po mahal’.  
 
(30) (When talking about the high cost of living in Singapore, I3 says this.) 
 Barang  pon  manja  jual…   skola  po  mahal…  
 things  FOC very expensive school FOC expensive 
 abes skola  po,  bus  po  suda   naik. 
 finish school FOC bus FOC already board 
 ‘Things are very expensive… School (fees) is expensive… After school - bus, 
 must take.’ (Speaker refers to this: We have to pay money for taking school 
 bus).’          (I3) 
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(31) (When I9 told I6 about how she spent her weekend, I6 starts like this.) 
 Saya pon, Sandai, saya mia anna, dia, anam, dia 
 1SG FOC Sunday 1SG MOD child 3SG six 3SG 
 bawa dia  punya, cucu  rathang saya  pinga ruma. 
 bring  3SG MOD grandchild come  1SG MOD house 
 ‘As for me, on Sunday, my daughter, at six o’clock, brought her, (my) 
 grandchild came to my house.’      (I6) 
 
(32) I3: Kitha  po  brena  singaapur  juga.  Andesun  road.   
1PL FOC born Singapore EMP Anderson road 
Ade  adei  suma  duvapulu  sathu  orang.  
 sibling sibling all twenty  one person 
‘As for us, we were born in Singapore. Anderson Road. All siblings 
make up twenty one.’ 
 
I2: Banya  anna  ada  lah. 
  many child exist LAH 
  ‘(You) have many children lah.’ 
 
I2: Saya  po  lima  anna  ada.  
  1SG FOC five child exist 
  ‘As for me, I have five children.’ 
 
3.4 Sendiri 
As mentioned earlier, the SIM reflexive sunthari and senthiri are variant forms of 
Standard Malay and the SCM reflexive sendiri. In (33) - (38), sendiri occurs as a 
noun. In (39), the reduplicated form functions as an adjective. Section 3.5 discusses 
the emphatic use of sendiri. 
(33) Dia masa sunthari mau  makan. 
3SG cook self  want eat 
‘She cooked for herself to eat.’      (I6) 
 
(34) Pa  ma  misthi mau  pukol sunthari  pinga anna. 
father mother  must want hit self  MOD child 
‘Parents must discipline (lit. hit) (their) own children.’   (I7) 
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(35) Saya  kasi  Bavithra  dia  sunthari  pinga  buku. 
 1SG give Bavithra 3SG self  MOD book 
 ‘I gave Bavithra her own book.’      (I6) 
 
(36) Dia  kasi  anna  sunthari  pinga  buku. 
 3SG give chid self  MOD book          
 ‘She gave (her) childi hisi book.      (I7) 
 
(37) Sunthari  pinga  anna  buat  sala, ma  bapa  misthi  mau   
 self  MOD child do wrong mother father must want  
 kasi  pukol  dia orang. 
 CAUS hit 3PL 
 ‘When own children do mistakes, parents must hit (discipline) them.’ (I6) 
 
(38) saya senthiri  pinga  buku 
1SG self  MOD book 
‘my own book’ (lit.: my self’s book)              (I1,I6) 
 
(39) Sunthari-sunthari bisnes  maciam, bikin kerja lah? 
 self-self  business like  do work LAH 
‘(Something) like own business, (he) does lah?’    (I6) 
 
3.5 Emphatic markers 
Juga, sendiri and pun function as emphatic markers in SIM. They add an emphatic 
meaning to the preceding noun phrase or clause. In (40), sendiri functions as an 
emphatic pronoun. The same form occurring as both a reflexive pronoun and an 
emphatic pronoun is common in other languages, including English.22 (41) shows 
juga marking emphasis. It emphasises the time ‘pagi pukol seblas’ to be an 
unexpected element (because based on world-knowledge, people usually wake up 
much earlier than 11am). 
 
                                                 
22
 Note herself in the gloss of  (33) and myself in (40). 
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(40) Saya  sunthari  pegi  kasi  duit  dekat  dia.  
1SG self  go give money to 3SG 
‘I myself went and gave her the money.’     (I6) 
 
(41) Pagi   pukol  seblas  juga,  Rekha  selalu  bangun. 
morning hour eleven EMP Rekha always wake.up 
‘It is only at 11 o’clock in the morning that Rekha usually wakes up.’ (I6) 
 
In examples (30) – (32), pun, in addition to marking contrastive focus, also 
functions as an emphatic marker. Pun as a marker of contrastive focus highlights the 
difference between the clasue it occurs in and the earlier clause(s). However, pun as 
an emphatic marker emphasises the meaning of the noun phrase or clause that it 
occurs with and it does not contrast the current constituent with any ealier-mentioned 
elements.  
Pun is also used in indefinite pronouns. The indefinite pronouns of SCM and the 
respective SIM constructions are given in Table 3.1. Both types of constructions are 
used in Standard Malay/Indonesian (Sneddon 1996: 172, 173). 
  










Table 3.1: SCM indefinite pronouns and SIM equivalents 
 
(42) Pegi  hospital    ka apa pon,  mau  pakai banya duit  juga. 
 go hospital    Q anything want use much money EMP 
 ‘(If he has to) go to the hospital or anything, (we) must spend a lot of money.’ 
           (I6) 
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Note that the indefinite pronouns of SCM need not occur in clause-initial positions 
(Daw 2005: 77); however, the SIM counterparts (pun constructions in Table 3.1) 
occur only in the clause-initial phrase.  
As for other English indefinite pronouns, there is no particular counterpart in SIM 
but speakers use means such as suma orang pon ‘all person pun’ for ‘everyone’ and 
the construction of sathu orang pun NEG V for ‘nobody/none + V’. In such 
constructions, pun is best translated as ‘even’; and it functions as an emphatic marker.  
This chapter touched on four grammatical morphemes: punya, pun, kasi and 
sendiri and their respective functions. In the following chapter, I will discuss how the 
lexical items of SIM (some of which are discussed in the current and the previous 





This chapter discusses SIM phrases, namely the noun phrase (NP), verb phrase 
(VP), adjective phrase (AP), adverb phrase (AdvP) and preposition phrase (PP); and 
their respective constituents. The phrases are illustrated with relevant examples. 
Where clauses are provided for illustration, the phrases under discussion in the 
clauses are given in parentheses.  
The phrases are not independent of one another. For instance, AP occurs as a 
modifier within NP and the NP can be a complement of a VP. I will follow 
Wardhaugh’s explanation of what a complement is – a further constituent to complete 
the whole construction (1995: 48). In a clause, these phrases can occur as modifiers of 
other phrases, as independent phrases or as predicates of the clauses. The phrases are 
discussed in this chapter as modifiers and independent phrases and in Chapter 5, as 
predicates.  
 
4.1 Noun phrases 
A noun phrase performs a multiplicity of functions. In a clause, it can occur as a 
subject, object, complement or adverbial. Below are the phrase structure rules of the 
SIM noun phrase. In an NP, all constituents except the head are optional. In real 
utterances, no more than four constituents are used. The rule XP → XP (CONJ XP)* 
applies to all phrases (see rule (4)). Table 4.1 summarizes the modifiers of a noun. 
(1) NP  → ProN 
(2) NP  → (RC/AP punya) (QUAN) (QUAN/NUMcard) N (NUM ord /QUANsuma)   (PP) 
(3) NP  → (DEM) (N punya) (QUAN) (QUAN/NUMcard) N (NUMord /QUANsuma) (PP) 















Table 4.1: Modifiers in SIM NP 
 
Head 
Proper nouns, pronouns, common nouns, demonstrative forms and locative forms can 
all function as the head of a noun phrase. Pronouns functioning as a head occur alone. 
Examples are discussed in section 2.5. Similarly, typical demonstrative forms and 
locative forms, when functioning as a noun, do not occur with any modifier. Proper 
nouns almost always occur alone in a phrase, without any modifier. The only known 
case of a modifier in an NP with a proper noun as head would be the demonstrative 
ithu. This always precedes the proper noun (see (5)). This is used usually in the 
negative sense and in a topicalised clause. Otherwise, a demonstrative preceding a 
proper noun does not occur in SIM.  This is similar to the English construction (6); 
note the demonstrative this preceding the head noun John. 
 
(5)     [Ithu  Samuel]  ah,  manja  jahat 
 that Samuel  very  naughty 
 ‘That Samuel ah, (he is) very naughty.’     (I8) 
 
(6)     [This John] ah, he never does his homework.          English 
Premodifiers   Demonstrative 
   Adjective 
   Cardinal 
   Quantifier 
   Intensifier 
NPPossessor (without punya) 
NP, AP, clause (with punya) 
 
Postmodifers  Preposition Phrase 
Quantifier suma 
                                    Ordinal 
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SIM common nouns can be modified by both premodifiers and postmodifiers. (7) 
and (8) are examples of numerals modifying a common noun. In (9) and (10), 
adjectives modify head nouns, with (10) having a reduplicated adjectival form. 
 
(7) duva paket two packets   NP 
(8) sathu kilo one kilogram   NP 
 
(9)  bagus  punya  buda 
  good MOD  child 
  ‘good child(ren)’        (I1) 
 
(10) besa-besa  femili 
 big-big  family 
 ‘(very) big family’        (I6) 
 
In (11), the head is comprised of conjoined nouns - dato, nene - conjoined without 
any overt conjunction.  At the same time, there is a pronominal possessor lu and the 
modifier-marker punya and a postmodifier – the quantifier suma.  
 
(11)  [ Lu  punya  dato,   nene   suma]  ada  baik,  tak23?  
 2SG  MOD grandfather grandmother QUAN exist fine isn’t.it  
 ‘Your grandfather, grandmother all are fine, aren’t they?’   (I5)  
 
Punya 
Nouns, pronouns and adjectives can all modify a head noun. Other than the 
exceptions discussed in section 4.1.1e, in all other instances, the modifier-marker 
punya marks these premodifiers. The order within an NP is as follows: Modifier  
punya  Nounhead. (See section 3.1 for examples of modifiers and punya with head 
nouns.) 
                                                 
23
 Kan is typically used as the tag-marker in SIM. None of the other informants uses tak. I5 uses the 













Table 4.2: Punya in an NP 
 
4.1.1 Premodifiers 
This section discusses the premodifiers of a noun, namely, demonstratives, adjectives, 
cardinals, quantifiers, intensifiers, possessors (without punya). Section 3.1a elaborates 
on nominal modifiers occurring with punya.  
 
a. Demonstratives 
The SCM demonstratives occur predominantly as premodifiers but they also do occur 
as postmodifiers (Daw 2005: 111). In SIM, however, demonstratives occur only as 
premodifiers.  
(12)   [Ithu market]  ada  renovation… 
 that  market  exist  renovation 
 ‘The market is under renovation…’      (I1) 
 
(13) (When recalling racial riots in Singapore) 
 Ada     [ithu  Cina]   mau  potong            [thu  Melayu],  
 exist that Chinese want chop  that Malay, 
 Melayu  mau  potong            [tu  Cina]. 
 Malay  want chop  that Chinese 
‘The Chinese wanted to kill the Malays, the Malays wanted to kill the 
Chinese.’            (I5) 
 
(14) Dulu satu taun,   [itu jam], saya penya ana, dia penya  
 past one year that time 1SG  MOD child 1SG  MOD  
 laki,  suma  pegi India. Bawa cucu  pegi. 
 husband  all go India bring grandchild go 
 ‘Last time (when the child was aged) one year, at that time, my daughter, her 
 husband all went to India.  (They) brought (my) grandchild and went.’ (I6) 
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Standard Malay has an N DEM order while SCM has both an N DEM and a DEM 
N order. DEM N is the only order in SIM. Note that the word order in Indian 
languages is also strictly DEM N. Considering the comprehensive grammar of SIM as 
discussed in the whole of this thesis, it will be evident that interference from the 
Indian grammar is definitely a major reason for why SIM is syntactically different 
from SCM, another non-native Malay variety and why it instead reflects the 
grammatical properties found in Indian languages. Chapter 6 provides a detailed 
discussion of these differences.  
 
b. Adjective phrases 
SIM adjectives are used both attributively and predicatively. This section discusses 
the attributive function of adjectives. The latter is used more frequently as compared 
to attributive adjective phrases and is discussed in section 5.1b. Attributive adjectives 
occur wthin NPs. In SIM, adjectives usually precede the head noun with punya as 
seen in (15).  This is the most common manner in which an adjective modifies a noun 
in SIM.  
(15) susa  punya taim 
 difficult  MOD time 
 ‘difficult time’        (I3) 
 
Within the AP modifier in (16) and (17), an intensifier modifies the adjective. 
This AP in turn modifies the head noun (in the presence of punya). 
(16) [AP banja  manis] punya bua 
    very  sweet MOD fuit 
    ‘very sweet fruit’        (I6) 
  
(17) [AP lebi  cathe]  pinga  pompan 
       more pretty  MOD female 
       ‘a prettier girl’        (I6) 
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SIM also uses strategies other than punya to mark an adjective as a modifier of a 
noun. (18) and (19) are examples of an adjective modifying a noun in the absence of 
punya.  
(18) panas kue 
 hot snack 
 ‘hot snack’         (I7) 
 
(19) Saya  kreja  inshurans  firm.  [Banja  bagos  kompeni].  
1SG work insurance firm very good company 
‘I work in an insurance firm. Very good company.’    (I7) 
 
If an adjective directly precedes the head noun, it can occur in a reduplicated form 
as in (20). This reduplication is mainly for an emphatic purpose as discussed in 
section 2.18. 
(20)   gemuk-gemuk orang 
fat-fat  people 
‘fat people’         (I6) 
 
The above-mentioned strategies for coding adjectives have one commonality – the 
phrase is head-final. SIM adjectives do not occur after the head. An adjective 
component following a noun can only be a compound noun of the type N-A as seen in 
(21).  
 N- A 
(21) Ayer panas 
water hot 
‘hot water’         (I1) 
 
In Standard Malay, adjectives follow the noun and in SCM, adjectives can occur 
as pre- or postmodifiers. Adjectives in SIM occur in phrase-initial position always 
with punya linking it to the head noun and occasionally without it. Note also that the 
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noun phrase order in Indian languages is A N. The reason why SIM does not possess 
a postmodifier adjective can also be attributed to the interference from Indian 
language. Chapter 6 will elaborate on the typology of these languages with respect to 
the adjective and noun orders.  
 
c. Cardinals 
SIM cardinals precede the head noun just as in SCM (22). In SIM, the cardinal never 
follows the head noun. The numeral in such cases can only be functioning as an 
ordinal as seen in (23). (See 4.1.2c for examples of ordinals.) 
 
(22) sathu  ayam 
one  chicken 
‘one chicken’         (I6) 
 
(23) ayam sathu 
chicken one   
‘the first chicken’      
* ‘one chicken’        (I7) 
 
d. Quantifier 
In SCM, except for suma ‘all’, quantifiers as the modifiers of the NPs precede the 
heads (Daw 2005: 82). SIM is similar to SCM in that all other quantifiers are 
premodifiers (see (24) – (26)). Suma, in SCM, can precede the head noun (27 – 29) or 
follow it. Suma as a postmodifier will be elaborated on in section 4.1.2b.  
 
(24) siki saiyo  
few vegetable  
 ‘few vegetables’        (I1) 
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 QUAN  QUAN  N 
(25)  [ lagi           [ siki  jam]] 
more  few  hour 
‘a while longer’        (I1) 
 
  QUAN        NP 
(26) Bili    [ lagi            [ sathu ayam]]. 
buy more  one chicken 
‘Buy one more chicken.’       (I6) 
 
(27) suma  baibee 
all  baby 
‘all the babies’        (I3) 
 
(28) suma  orang 
all person 
‘all the people’        (I6)
  
(29) suma  bua  
all  fruit  
‘all the fruits’         (I7) 
 
e. Possessors (without punya) 
This is the nominal/pronominal possessor that modifies a noun in the absence of 
punya. This usually occurs in constructions in which a head noun has at least two 
consecutive nominal modifiers. The first modifier in the series would be the possessor 
of the second modifier, which in turn functions as the possessor of the head noun.   
 
(30) [[ Nelson abang]  pinga  bini] 
 Nelson brother  MOD wife 
 ‘Nelson’s brother’s wife’       (I6) 
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(31) [[ saya  abang]  pinga  cucu] 
 1SG brother  MOD grandchild 
 ‘my brother’s gandchild’       (I8) 
 
(32) [[ ma kaka]  pinga  cucu] 
 mother elder.sister MOD grandchild 
 ‘mother’s elder sister’s grandchild’      (I6) 
 
(33) [[ Mary  baju]  pinga  bothan]  suda  jatho. 
 Mary blouse MOD button  already tear 
 ‘The button of Mary’s blouse has torn.’     (I6)
   
If the modifiers within the embedded parentheses (i.e., saya abang in (31) and so 
on) were to occur independently as an NP, the modifier-marker punya would usually 
be present. Hence, the difference in the acceptability of (34) – (36). Some SIM 
speakers use these structures and some do not. (37) is the predominantly-used 
structure in SIM as already outlined in section 3.1a. The head-initial possessive 
construction (38) is the Standard Malay (and the also-present-in-SCM) structure.  
 
(34) #dia ruma 
 3SG house 
 ‘her house’ 
 
(35) #Mary baju 
  Mary blouse 
 ‘Mary’s blouse’  
 
(36) #saya kawan 
 1SG friend 
 ‘my friend’ 
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(37) saya pinga kawan 
 1SG MOD friend 
 ‘my friends’         (I8) 
 
(38) kawan  saya 
 friend  1SG 
 ‘my friends’             SCM/Standard Malay 
 
4.1.2 Postmodifiers 
The postmodifiers of a noun include PP, the quantifier suma ‘all’ and ordinal.  
a. Preposition phrases 
Very seldom is a PP used as a modifier of a noun in SIM. Examples of postmodifying 
PPs are given below. The NP is in parentheses and the PP is underlined. 
 
(39)  [ Ruma [dekat  saya  pinga  ruma]] manja besa.  
 house near 1SG MOD house  very big 
 ‘(The) house near my house is very big.’     (I8) 
 
(40)  [ Ruma           [ belakan  saya]]  manja  noisy.   
 house  behind  1SG very noisy 
 ‘(The) house behind me/mine is very noisy.’     (I8) 
 
b. Quantifier: suma  
Suma ‘all’ is the only quantifier that functions as a postmodifier of a noun. All the 
other quantifiers precede the noun (as seen in 4.1.1d.).  
 
(41) kuluvarga suma 
family  all 
‘whole (of my) family’       (I8) 
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(42) wa  pinga  kuluvarga  suma 
1sg MOD family  all 
‘all my family’        (I8) 
 
There is a systematic correlation between the age group of the speakers and the 
use of suma as a premodifier or a postmodifier. The premodifying suma is found more 
in the speech of the older speakers, thus displaying influence from the head-final 
Indian languages. In (43), there are two occurrences of suma. There is a difference 
between both. In the first instance, orang suma is an example of two appositive noun 
phrases (orang and suma) and the second suma is a premodifier of the head noun 
orang.  
 
(43)  [Orang][suma]  tara  tido. Uh.  Lagi,  suma  orang 
 people all NEG sleep  moreover all  people 
 sana  lari,  sini  lari. 
 there run  here  run 
 ‘People all did not sleep. Uh. Moreover, all (the) people ran there, ran here.’ 
 (because of the bombing during Japanese occupation)     (I1)
  
c. Ordinals 
SIM ordinals do not differ in form from the cardinals but they always follow the head 
noun. They can also occur in the order of nambar + NUM.  
 
(44)  [ Kaka  sathu],[kaka  duva] kawen Inthia pinga orang.  
  elder.sister one elder.sister two marry India MOD person 
‘(My) first and second elder sisters married Indian nationals.  (I7) 
 
(45) Ini      [ anna thiga] lah.    [ Pompan sathu] suda  kawen. 
this child three LAH female  one already marry 




(46)  [ Laki  duva],  skarang  study  primary  four. 
male two now  study Primary four 
‘Second boy, now (he is) studying Primary Four.’    (I8) 
 
(47)   [Anna             [nambar sathu]]  Elaijah. Anna duva 
 child  number one  Elijah  child two 
 Samuiel. Anna thiga, ini buda  lah. 
Samuel child three this child LAH 
‘(My) first child is Elijah. Second child is Samuel. Third child is this one lah.’  
          (I7) 
 
4.2 Verb phrases 
The evidence of a VP structure in SIM will be elaborated on in section 5.8 (see 
examples (81 – 84)). An adjunct modifying the clause can occur in positions 
preceding or following the VP but not within it. As mentioned earlier, there are 
systematic variations in the grammar of SIM.The SIM verb phrase too exhibits 
significant variations. There is a general structure followed by all speakers (48). The 
postmodifying auxiliary would be abes ‘finished’ or ada ‘exist’. Section 6.4 discusses 
more on postverbal ada. There is a structure used mainly by young speakers and also 
by some old speakers who have had a more intense contact with SCM (49); there is 
another structure (50) with a premodifying AdvP used only by the old speakers (but 
this does not apply to all in the group); and there is a structure used solely by North 
Indian speakers of SIM (51). All elements except the head in the rules below are 
optional. The sections that follow will discuss the syntactic properties of the different 







(48) VP →  (AUX)  V  (AUX)                            (all) 
 
(49) VP →  (NEG)  V  (NP)   (NP/PP)  (AdvP) 
 (AUX)  (AUX)  V  (NP)  (NP/PP)  (AdvP)    
(all young speakers and some old speakers) 
 
(50) VP →  (NEG)  (NP)  (AdvP)  V  (NP/PP)    
  (NP)  (AUX)  (AUX)  (AdvP)  V  (NP/PP)       (only old) 
 
(51) VP → (NEG)  (NP)  (AdvP)  V  (NP/PP)  (AUXada)  
  (NP)  (AUX)  (AdvP)  V   (NP/PP)  (AUXada)   
(old speakers of  North Indian languages) 
                                         
4.2.1 Verb types 
This section discusses some of the different types of verbs briefly - namely 
intransitive, transitive, ditransitive and serial verbs (see 3.2 for causative verbs). 
a. Intransitive verbs 
Examples of clauses with intransitive verbs are given below. In (53), the VP consists 
of a reduplicated intransitive verb; sana in the example is an optional element within 
the VP. (54) is an imperative clause with an intransitive verb. 
 
(52) Belakan,  dia     [ rathang ]  lah. 
then  3SG come  LAH 
‘Then, she came lah.’          (I2) 
 
(53) Cucu   suma  [ sana  main-main]… 
grandchildren all there play-play 
‘All (my) grandchildren are playing there…’     (I4) 
 
(54)   [Dudo] lah!  
sit LAH 
‘Sit lah!’          (I7) 
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b. Transitive verbs 
Examples of transitive verbs are given below. Stative verbs like suka ‘like’ also 
function as typical transitive verbs as illustrated in (57). 
(55)   [makan  roti] 
eat  bread 
‘ate bread’         (I3) 
 
(56) Dhen  after  that,  ada  itu  Cina             [mau  potong   tu  
Then after  that exist that Chinese want chop  that 
Melayu],  Melayu           [mau  potong   tu  Cina]. 
 Malays Malays want chop  that Chinese 
‘Then after that, (there were) the Chinese (who) wanted to chop (kill) the 
Malays; and the Malays (who) wanted to chop the Chinese.’  (I5) 
 
(57) Yu       [suka  ini  atau  itu]? 
2SG like this or that 
‘You like this or that?’       (I5) 
 
It has already been established that there is a systematic variation in the phrase 
structure used by the old and the young with respect to the verb phrase. I will discuss 
both these structures by means of how speakers use the lexical verb ada. It is a 
transitive verb functioning as an existential marker. Example (58) – produced be a 
younger informant – conforms to the SCM structure. The VP is head-initial in the 
example. (59) and (60) show the head-final VP order. These are the utterances of 
older speakers. 
 
(58) Kerja baru    [ada duit]. 
 work then exist money 
 ‘(Only) with a job will (one) have money.’     (I6) 
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(59)  [Thiga sendan ada],  satu pompan. Satu pompan          [Inthia 
  three  male exist one female  one female  India 
  ada]. Ithu, dia  ana thiga pon     [sini ada], Singapoh.  
  exist that 3SG child three FOC here exist Singapore 
  ‘(I) have three sons, one daughter. The one daughter is in India. Her three  
  children, (they) are here, (in) Singapore.     (I4) 
 
(60) Saya penya anna  pompan ah,      [Puki  Mera  ada]. 
 1SG MOD child female   Bukit Merah exist 
 ‘My daughter ah, (she) is in Bukit Merah.’     (I1) 
 
From the SCM examples in Daw (2005: 135), and from my data of a Chinese 
speaker, I9, it is evident that SCM places ada before the noun in a VP, and never 
places the noun before ada. However, in SIM, the existential marker can either 
precede or follow the noun. Table 4.3 shows this.  
 
Informant Ada and noun in VP 
I1 N _ 
I2 N _ 
I3 N _, _N 
I4 N _, _ N 
I5 _ N 
I6 _N, 
I7 _ N 
I8 _N 
Table 4.3: Position of ada in a VP 
 
Note that the younger four informants (I5 - I8) who use only the ada N order. 
Theirs conforms to the SCM structure. Among the older four informants, it is 
exclusively N ada order for two and both N ada and ada N orders for the other two.  
Note that ada in the earlier examples is not to be confused with that in (61), in 
which it functions as an auxiliary.  
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(61) Dulu saya pigi India  pon saya pon     [ada beli ikan bili]. 
 past 1SG go India MOD 1SG FOC exist buy anchovy 
 ‘In the past, (when) I went to India, I did buy anchovy.’   (I6) 
 
c. Ditransitive verbs 
Ditransitive verbs take two object NPs. The often-discussed English ditransitive verb 
is ‘give’. Kasi is the SIM counterpart of ‘give’. I will discuss this section using the 
different syntactic constructions in which kasi occurs. A few types of structures are 
used to code ditransitive verbs in SIM. In most constructions with a typical 
ditransitive verb, the NPrecipient is not present in the VP.  
 
(62) Lagi,  saya,  ruma,  dia  mia  ruma  pigi  ah,  dia      [kasi  
 then 1SG house 3SG MOD house go        3SG give 
 kopi],  dia      [kasi  bisket], ah,  dia      [kasi  bua-bua]. 
 coffee 3SG give biscuit ah 3SG give fruit-fruit 
‘Then, I, house, go to his house ah, he gives coffee, he gives biscuit, ah, he 
 gives fruits.         (I1) 
 
In (62), there is no overt NPrecipient in the 3 VPs in parantheses. For the VP kasi 
kopi, the referent of the elided NP
 recipient is only away by a referential distance of one 
clause to the left. It is saya (underlined). That the elided arguments can be understood 
from the context by means of referential distance or topic continuity can be an 
explanation for why ditransitive verbs of SIM typically have only one overt argument 
in the VP. Topicalisation is also used. In (63), there is a left-dislocated NPtheme; note 
also the head-final VP. 
 
(63) Thu  dui  pon,    [saya  pinga  anna  pinga dekat  kasi].  
that money FOC 1SG MOD child MOD near give 
‘The money, (I) gave to my daughter.’     (I1) 
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In SIM, there is also an interesting V NPrecipient NPtheme order (64 – 65).  In such 
constructions where both the (direct and indirect) objects are overtly present, the 
theme cannot be coded by means of an absolute demonstrative. V NPtheme NPrecipient 
order is also found in SIM (see (66)). 
 
(64) Saya   [kasi  Ah Lian  curry  ikan].  
 1SG give Ah Lian curry fish 
 ‘I gave Ah Lian fish curry.’       (I6) 
 
(65) Saya   [kasi  Mary  sathu  kard]. 
 1SG give Mary one card 
 ‘I gave Mary one card.’       (I8) 
 
(66) Dia     [kasi  kard  saya]. 
2SG give card 1SG 
‘He gave card (to) me.’       (I7) 
 
There is also a V NPtheme PPrecipient construction; this is used only by the younger 
speakers. Usually the English preposition to is used in such ditransitive constructions.  
 
(67) Saya   [sudah  kasi ithu baju to Yoges]. 
1SG already give that clothes to Yoges 
‘I’ve already given the dress (referring to Punjabi Suit) to Yoges.’  (I7) 
 
Kasi in SIM functions differently from the SCM equivalent in that in most 
constructions, the NPrecipient is not present and is interpreted from the discourse. (For 
instance, out of 20 tokens of ditransitive kasi in my data, there are only five 
occurrences in which both the objects are within the same clause. One of the five is 
(63), the topicalised clause. The other four - (64) - (67), however, were elicited by 
means of translation tests and so can be seen as possible but non-natural utterances.)  
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d. Serial verbs 
Serial verb construction is a feature of SIM as it is of SCM. Serial verbs are usually 
used in place of multiple clauses or prepositions. This is a very productive tool in 
SIM. Some examples are found in (68) – (71), in which the serial verbs are 
underlined. 
(68) Kalau [bale   thido],  dhen,  pagi   suda  rathang  
if go.back sleep then morning already come  
kerje24. 
work 
‘If (we) go back (home) and sleep, then, in the morning; we would have come 
to work.’        (I6)  
 
(69) Dhen,  ada  orang  [masok pegi ruma,  sadara  punya  ruma,  
then exist people enter go house relative MOD house 
dudok- dudok].  
stay-stay 
‘Then, there were people who went and stayed in (their) relatives’ house.’  
 (When talking about war times in Singapore in 1965)    (I5) 
 
(70) Saya  pinga  anna   [baju  bili  kasi];  summa  suda  pica.  
1sg MOD child clothes buy give all  already tear 
‘My daughter bought for me blouses; all are torn (now).’   (I1) 
 
To code instruments, SIM uses the serial verb construction, with pakai ‘use’ being 
the initial verb. 
(71) Saya   [pakai  pisau  pothong  cake].   
 1SG use knife cut  cake 
 ‘I used knife to cut cake.’              (I6, I8) 
 
4.2.2 Objects/Complements: NP, PP 
Objects of transitive and ditransitive verbs and verbal complements in SIM are found 
                                                 
24
 Rathang kerje is not a serial verb. kerje is used as a noun here, referring to workplace. 
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in positions preceding or following the head verb. This positioning depends on the age 
of the speaker. Younger SIM speakers use the order found in SCM, with the objects 
or complements following the head verb while the older speakers, under the influence 
of an SOV structure of Indian language, use verb-final constructions. In example (55) 
(discussed earlier in section 4.2.1b), roti is the direct object of the head verb makan.  
As for the ditransitive verbs, the two NP objects as in (64) – (66) or the NP and PP 
constituents as in (67) follow the verb. In (63), requoted in (72), the NP object of a 
ditransitive verb precedes the verb. This OV order found in SIM is not a feature of 
SCM. 
 
(72)   [saya  pinga  anna  pinga  dekat  kasi] 
 1SG MOD child MOD near give 
‘gave (to) my daughter’       (I1) 
 
The SIM locatives, sini ‘here’ and sana ‘there’ usually function as verb 
complements, either preceding or following the verb. In (73 – 75), the locative 
precedes the verb; note that these are the utterances of the older speakers (I1 – I4). (74) 
is an example of two appositive phrases (sana and kitcen) functioning as verb 
complements and occurring in pre-verbal positions. In (76), the locatives sithu25 and 
sini function as complements of the respective verbs that precede them. In the 
imperative (77), the ditransitive verb tharo ‘put’ takes a direct and indirect object – ini 
and  sana – in postverbal position. There are verbs like ingat ‘think’ that can take a 
clause as its complement (78).  
 
                                                 
25
 I8 is the only informant who uses sithu (in addition to sana) to code a distal location. This is a feature 
of Standard Malay. 
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(73)   [sana  lari],   [sini  lari]26 
 there run here run 
 ‘running there, running here’       (I1) 
 
(74) Dia  orang27          [ sana  kitcen   kerja]  lah. 
 3SG   there kitchen work LAH 
 ‘She is working in the kitchen now lah (referring to a maid).’  (I4)  
 
(75) Lu,  satu  orang             [sana  tido],  takot  lah. 
2SG one person  there sleep scary LAH 
‘You, one person sleeping there is scary lah.’    (I1) 
 
(76) Dulu,  kitha   [thinggal  sithu].  Skarang,  kitha  [dathang   
past 1PL stay  there now  1PL come   
sini  thinggal].  
 here  stay 
 ‘In the past, we stayed there. Now, we came to stay here.’   (I8) 
 
(77) Tharo ini sana. 
 put this there 
 ‘Put this there.’        (I6) 
 
(78) Dia     [ingat  saya  bodo]. 
 2SG think 1SG stupid 
 ‘She thinks (that) I am stupid.’       (I8) 
 
4.2.3 Modifiers 
Among the modifiers of the SIM verb are modals, negators and adverb phrases.  
a. Modals 
Modals typically precede the head verb. The only two modals that occur in postverbal 
position are ada and abes. Note that the modal mau precedes the head verb ankat in 
                                                 
26
 This construction is used by I1 on two instances – one when talking about her grandchildren (about 
how they always run here and there) and another about what people did when the Japanese bombed 
Singapore. 
27
 Dia orang, though typically is used as a plural pronoun, is used here with the singular meaning. 
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(79). (See section 2.6b for a further discussion on modals and 6.4 for postverbal ada.) 
 
(79) ‘Saya  mau  ankat28 lif…’ 
1SG want carry leave   
‘I want to take leave …’       (I7) 
 
b. Negators 
Negators always occur as premodifiers of the verb.  Negators precede modals as well. 
The negator jangan occurs in imperatives while belom, thada and tha negate verbs in 
declaratives. (See section 2.11 for more illustrations of a negator in a VP.)  
 
(80) Saya masa  curry,  dia      [thada  suka].  
1SG cook curry 2SG NEG like 
‘The curry that I cooked, she didn’t like.’     (I5) 
 
c. Adverb Phrases 
The Adverb phrase (AdvP) of SIM occurs as a modifying constituent of a VP. In the 
VP, an AdvP can be a complement or an optional element. Maximally, an AdvP 
contains two elements: an adverb and an intensifier or a negator. In typical adverb 
phrases, a negator is not present. The phrase structure rule is as below.  
 
(81) AdvP → (NEG) (INT) Adv 
  
In an SIM VP, adverb phrases can be found in both premodifying and 
postmodifying positions. Cepat in (82) and (83) is an adverb that occurs as a 
postmodifier of the head verb and in (82), there is a negator in the AdvP. Usually, 
negators and intensifiers do not co-occur in an AdvP. Sikeh-sikeh in (84) is an adverb 
which is a reduplicated form. (84) - (86) are examples of premodifying adverb 
                                                 
28
 Ankat, here, is a slip of the tongue. The speaker actually meant to use ambe ‘take’. 
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phrases. Compare (82) and (83) with (84) - (86). The position of the AdvP as a 
modifier within the VP is different in the two sets of examples. The AdvP occurs as a 
premodifier in the former examples but as a postmodifier in the latter. AdvP as a 
premodifier occurs only in the speech of older speakers; for instance, I1, I2 and I4 
consistently use it as a premodifier of the head verb. 
 
(82) Dia       [VP  masa        [AdvP thada  cepat]]  lah. 
 3SG   cook   NEG fast LAH 
 ‘She doesn’t cook quickly lah.’              ((I1,I7) 
 
(83) boleh bale   cepat 
 can  return.home quick 
 ‘can go back quickly’       (I6) 
 
(84) sikeh-sikeh  maka    
 little-little eat   
 ‘eats very little’ (referring to grandchild)     (I4) 
            
(85) Saya          [VP  [AdvP  lekas] jalan]. 
 1SG    quick walk 
 ‘I walk quickly.’        (I2) 
 
(86) Dia [VP [AdvP  manja kuvar]   jalan]  lah. 
 3SG  very quick  walk LAH 
 ‘She walked very quickly lah.’       (I1)  
 
(87) Saya       [VP  mau  jalan       [AdvP banja  dalam]]. 
 1SG  want walk  very inside 
 I have to walk very (far) inside.      (I6) 
 
Note also the intensifier manja in (86). While the adverb phrase modifies the head 
verb jalan, the intensifier manja modifies the head adverb kuvar within the adverb 
phrase. Note the adverb dalam in (87). Some forms that typically function as 
prepositions like dalam are also occasionally used as adjectives and adverbs (see 
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section 2.8).  
4.3 Adjective phrases 
Adjective phrases (AP) occur independently as predicates of clauses or as modifiers 
within NPs. Examples of APs used attributively within NPs are discussed in the noun 
phrase section (4.1.1b). These adjectives are usually marked with punya. I have 
discussed A punya N constructions in section 3.1b. In this current section, I will study 
examples of APs that are used predicatively. A single adjective can constitute an AP. 
An example is as follows: kici ‘small’ in (88) is an AP without any modifier.  
(88) Saya, itu  jam,    [kici].  Saya  punya  umoh  semilan. 
 1SG that time small 1SG MOD age nine  
 ‘I, at that time, was small. My age was nine.’    (I1) 
 
SIM adjectives can take a negator or an intensifier as a premodifier. Adjectives 
occasionally take an NP or a PP as a complement. The NP/PP complement in an AP is 
in fact a rare occurrence, but it does occur. (89) is the rule for the adjective phrase in 
SIM.  
(89) AP → (NEG) (INT) A (NP/PP) 
 
a. Negators 
Tha and thada are the negators of adjectives in SIM. Just as in AdvP, negators and 
intensifiers do not usually co-occur in a typical AP. 
 
(90) Ini   [ thada panas] lah. 
 this NEG hot LAH 
 ‘This is not hot lah.’       (I8) 
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(91) Saya  masa  punya  curry [tha  sedap]. 
 1SG cook  MOD curry  NEG tasty 
 ‘The curry that I cooked is not tasty.’     (I6) 
 
b. Intensifiers 
Intensifiers like lagi ‘more’, lebi ‘more’ and kurang ‘less’ immediately precede 
adjectives in an AP. The position of the intensifier in an SIM AP is no different from 
that in Standard Malay and SCM. (92) – (98) are examples of APs that are used 
predicatively. The head adjectives are modified by an intensifier as well. In (92), the 
intensifier sikit modifies the head baik. 
(92) Skarang      [ sikit  baik].  
 now  little good 
 ‘Now, a bit okay.’ (referring to her injured hand)    (I1) 
 
In (93) – (96), a variant of the Standard Malay banyak29 ‘very’ intensifies the head 
adjective. Interestingly, in my data, much of the adjectives are used with an 
intensifier30. Banyak as an intensifier is used very frequently in SIM, even in 
translation tests where an equivalent of ‘very’ is not required.  
 
                                                 
29
 Recall that the variants of the form banyak also function as a quantifier in SIM NPs. 
30
 This is a probable influence from Hokkien in SCM, which in turn is adopted by SIM. In Hokkien (as 
well as in Mandarin), the intensifier is required in (i). The use of the adjective without the intensifier is 
unacceptable unless it is followed by a contrasting sentence. 
(i) i ia  ban 
 he very slow 
 ‘He is slow.’ 
 
(ii)# i   ban. 
 
(iii) i  ban.  gua kin. 
 he slow I fast 
 ‘He is slow. I am fast.’ 
It must be noted here that in CMSM and Indian non-contrasting clauses, adjectives can occur without 
intensifiers. 
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(93) Wa  pinga  kreja  [ manja buso].   
 1SG MOD work very dirty 
 ‘My work is very dirty.’ (I8 says this soon after resigning from a job due to 
his frustration with the superiors.)      (I8) 
 
(94) Saya  pinga  boss  resign.  Saya  [ banja  athi  susa31].  Dia  
 1SG MOD boss resign  1SG very sad   2SG                                       
  [banja  bagos]. 
 very  good 
 ‘My boss resigned. I am very sad. She is very good.’    (I7)
  
(95) Maka,  sikeh-sikeh  maka,  skarang          [manya  kurus].  
 eat  little-little eat now  very  thin 
 ‘Eats, eats very little, now very thin.’ (referring to her granddaughter) (I4) 
 
(96) Jepang  mia  taim  ah,  bam  taro  ah,  aiyoh,    
Japan MOD time  bomb put    
saya  orang             [manya   takot]  lah.  
1PL    very  scared LAH 
‘Japanese time ah, (they) put bomb ah, aiyoh, we were very scared lah.’ (I1) 
 
c. Complements: NP/PP 
Sometimes, an adjective takes complements. Below are examples of an AP with a 
complement, with (97) having an NP complement and (98) a PP complement. (Di in 
(97) is a reduced form of the pronoun dia, referring to a third person plural in this 
context; it is not to be confused with the Standard Malay preposition di ‘in’.) Note 
also that in (98), dekat - the typical prepositional form - is functioning as an adjective; 
sama, here, is functioning as a preposition. In unmarked constructions, complements 
occur only in phrase-final positions. 
 
                                                 
31
 (H)athi susa ‘sad’ is an adjective made of a noun + adjective compound. 
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(97) Dua-dua        [AP  manja  baik       [NP di skola  punya  Ø]].   
two-two  very good  3PL school MOD 
‘Both are very good (in) their school [things].’    (I1) 
  
(98) Kumaran ruma          [AP banja dekat        [PP sama saya pinga 
 Kumaran house  very near  with 1SG MOD  
 ruma]].  
 house 
 ‘Kumaran’s house is very near (to) my house.’                                  (I6) 
 
4.4 Preposition phrases 
In section 2.8, I discussed prepositions used in SIM. Below (99) is the rule for a PP in 
SIM. The PP is structurally similar to that in Standard Malay and SCM as discussed 
by Daw (2005: 110). 
 
(99) PP → P    NP 
 
A PP can occur as a postmodifier of a noun, or as a complement of a verb or an 
adjective; in addition, a PP can function as the predicate of the clause. The PP in 
examples (100) - (103) is a complement of the respective verb that precedes it. (104) 
is a predicative PP. In (105) and (106), the PP functions as a subject and a locative 
functions as the prepositional object. 
 
(100) Bag  saya  ada     [athas  mashin].  
bag 1SG exist top machine 
‘My bag is on top of the (sewing) machine.’     (I6) 
 
(101) Sathu  kuceng  suda rathang          [dalam32  ruma]. 
one cat  already come  inside  house 
‘A cat had come into (the) house.’      (I6) 
                                                 
32
 Note that dalam in (101) differs from that in (102) in its semantic content. 
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(102) Ithu  hari,  wa thidor [dalam  ruma]. 
that day 1SG sleep in house 
‘That day, I was sleeping in the house.’      (I8) 
 
(103) Banja  thavun,  dia  kreja  [ sama  saya]. 
 many year  3SG work with 1SG 
 ‘(For) many years, she has been working with me.    (I6) 
 
(104) Avadaiyatha ruma  [ dekat saya pinga]. 
 Avadaiyatha  house near 1SG MOD 
 ‘Avadaiyatha’s house is near mine.’      (I8) 
   
(105)  [Dekat  sini] ada sathu maaket. 
near  here exist one market 
Near here is a market.’       (I7) 
 
(106)  [Dekat  sana] ada skola. 
near  there exist school 
‘Near there is a school.’       (I7) 
 
This chapter discussed NPs, VPs, APs, AdvPs and PPs. Based on the above-
discussed phrases, it is evident that there are significant structural differences between 
the way Indians speak Malay as compared to the Chinese. Though some of the SIM 
structures conform to SCM, there are also obvious variations. There is a wide range of 
systematic variations among the speakers, especially with respect to the VP structure. 
These variations correlate to their sociolinguistic background, which will be discussed 
further in Chapter 6. In the next chapter that is dedicated to a study of the clausal 





This chapter focuses on the clauses of SIM – both basic and non-basic clauses, 
beginning with the discussion on declaratives (section 5.1), interrogatives (5.2) and 
imperatives (5.3). The non-basic clause types are illustrated in sections 5.4 – 5.7; I 
will describe the strategies SIM employs to code relativisation, purposive 
construction, subordination and clausal coordination. The adjunct function in clauses 
(5.8), word order (5.9) and pragmatic functions (5.10) will also be discussed in this 
chapter. This chapter ends with a discussion of voice, omissions and syntactic 
ergativity in SIM. 
 
5.1. Declaratives  
Subject + Predicate constructions form the unmarked declarative. The subject of the 
declarative is a noun phrase and the predicate can be a verb phrase, a noun phrase or 
an adjective phrase in SIM.  
 
a. Subjects 
Below are a few illustrations of unmarked SIM clauses. The noun phrase functioning 
as the subject is underlined. The subject of (1) is an NP with a common noun as head. 
The subjects of (2) and (3) are proper noun and pronoun respectively. Ithu and ini 
function as single-constituent NP subjects in (4) and (5) respectively. Suma in (6) too 
functions as an absolute noun. The subject in (7) is a reduplicated numeral. In (8), a 
locative functions as the subject. The time-expression malam functions as the subject 
of the second clause in (9). (10) is an example of two conjoined noun phrases without 
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any overt conjunction. 
 
(1)  Ini skola tha bagus  lah. 
  this school NEG good LAH 
  ‘This school is not good lah.’       (I8) 
  
(2)  Rachel  ada  dudo  ithu  room. 
  Rachel exist sit that room 
  ‘Rachel is sitting in that room.’      (I7) 
 
(3)  Wa dapat telefon. 
  1SG get telephone 
  ‘I received (a) telephone call.’      (I8) 
 
(4)  Ithu saya  punya.  
 that 1SG MOD  
 ‘That is mine.’        (I8) 
 
(5)  Ini  banja sedap  lah. 
 this very tasty LAH 
 ‘This is very tasty lah.’       (I7) 
 
(6)  Suma  dudo  satu  tempat  bagus  lah. 
 all stay one place good LAH 
 ‘All stay (in) one place, good lah.’      (I6) 
 
(7)  Rua-rua  manya  bagos  pinga  buda.     
 two-two very good MOD child 
 ‘Both are very good children.’      (I1) 
 
(8)  Sini  ada  banya  paper. 
 here exist many paper 
 ‘Here are a lot of papers.’       (I5) 
 
(9)  Bulom   kreja abes.  Malam  suda   rathang. 
 not.yet  work finish night  already come 
 ‘Work has not finished. It is already night.’     (I1) 
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(10) Saya  pinga  kaka,   dia  pinga  suami   kreja  sini. 
 1SG MOD elder.sister 3SG MOD husband work here 
 ‘My elder sister (and) her husband work here.’    (I8) 
 
b. Predicates 
In SIM, verb phrases, noun phrases, adjective phrases or preposition phrases can 
function as the predicate. (11) – (22) are examples of the different types of predicates, 
mainly in unmarked clauses. The predicate is in parantheses. 
 
Verb phrases 
In examples (11) – (14), the predicate is a VP. In SCM and in CMSM, VP is head-
initial. It has already been established that head-final VPs are found in SIM. Note that 
in (11), the object of televon - polis - and in (12), the verbal complement sana precede 
the respective head verbs. The first clause in (13) is marked; it has a postposed object. 
The second clause has a head-final VP. Influence from the OV order of Indian 
language is evident in these constructions (11 – 13). 
 
(11) Lagi  thu  seplas  punya  orang         [VP polis   televon]. 
 then that top MOD people  poloice telephone 
 ‘Then, the people on top called the police.’     (I1) 
 
(12) Wa [VP sana  kreja]. 
 1SG there work 
 ‘I worked there.’        (I3) 
 
(13) Dia [VP bole thavu  lah,  Malay.]   Saya        [VP thada  banja  cakap]. 
 3SG can know LAH Malay    1SG  NEG much speak 
 ‘She knows lah, Malay. I don’t speak much.’    (I2) 
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(14) Telefon       [VP rathang]. 
 telephone come 
 ‘A call is coming.’ (lit.: Telephone is coming.)    (I3) 
 
Noun phrases 
Nominal predicates can be of a definite or indefinite type. The former forms an 
ascriptive clause (15) while the latter an equative clause (16). 
 
(15) Hasben  pinga  adei    pompan  pinga  anna  dua  
 husband MOD younger.sibling female  MOD child two 
     [NP dokter]. Husban  pinga  abang   pinga  anna  duva  
      doctor  husband MOD brother  MOD child two 
 pompa  po   [NP dokter]. Hasben  pinga  adei 
 female  FOC doctor   husband MOD younger.sibling
 janthan  po [NP dokter].  
 male   FOC doctor 
 ‘(My) husband’s younger sister’s daughters are both doctors. (My) husband’s 
 younger brother’s two daughters are doctors. (My) husband’s younger brother 
 is also a doctor.’        (I6) 
  
(16) Dia  juga        [NP dia  pinga  hasben]. 
 3SG EMP  3SG MOD husband  
 ‘He is her husband.’        (I6) 
 
Adjective phrases 
(17) - (19) are examples of ascriptive clauses where the predicate is an adjective 
phrase. In (17), the nominal subject is elided.  
 
(17) Skarang,  Ø    [AP siki  baik]. 
 now   little good 
 ‘Now, (my injured hand) is a bit better.’     (I1) 
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(18) Saya  pinga  bos  resain.  Saya          [AP banja  athi susa].  Dia  
 1SG MOD boss resign 1SG   very   sad  3SG  
 [AP banja bagos]. 
      very  good 
 ‘My boss resigned. I am very sad. She is very good.’   (I7) 
 
(19) Ini skola           [APtha bagus]  lah. 
  this school  NEG good LAH 
  ‘This school is not good lah.’       (I8) 
 
Preposition phrases 
A PP predicate occurs without any copula verb. In unmarked clauses, the predicate 
follows the subject NP as in the constructions given below. 
 
(20) Ithu pasar        [PP dekat sini]. 
 that market  near here 
 ‘The market is near here.’       (I7) 
 
(21) Dia [PP dalam  ruma]. 
 3SG inside house 
 ‘He is in the house.’        (I6) 
 
(22) Suresh  ruma           [PP dekat saya  pinga ruma]. 
 Suresh  house  near 1SG MOD house 
 ‘Suresh’s house is near my house.’      (I7) 
 
5.2 Interrogatives 
Interrogatives are formed with the question words listed in section 2.12 or with the 
question-marker -ka. Alternatively, interrogatives can be formed without any 
particular structural change, question words or -ka. In such instances, a rising 
intonation marks the interrogative. (23) – (28) are questions formed with question 
words. The question words can be in clause-initial position and/or they can occur in 
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situ. Note that mana + bole (lit.: where + can) is used in the meaning of ‘how’ (28). 
 
(23) Apa  pasal  dia  mathi? 
 what reason 3SG die 
 ‘Why did he die?’        (I1) 
 
(24) Bila  ratang? 
 when come 
 ‘When did (you) come?       (I4) 
 
(25) Sapa-sapa  pegi? 
 who-who go 
 ‘Who all went?’        (I6) 
  
(26) Dia  mana  thinggal? 
 3SG where stay 
 ‘Where does he/she stay?’       (I3) 
 
(27) Ini brapa? 
 this how much 
 ‘How much is this?’        (I1) 
 
(28) Sathu  orang  mana  bole  banja  jaga?   Thabole  lah. 
 one person where can many take.care cannot  LAH 
 ‘How can one person take care of so many (babies)? Cannot lah.’   (I2) 
 
(29) - (32) are polar questions. This can occur with or without -ka.  In such 
interrogatives, -ka occurs only in clause-final positions. 
(29) Aso,  Aso,  lu  tau  ka? 
 lady lady 2SG know Q 
 ‘Aso, Aso, do you know?’       (I1) 
 
(30) Dulu  lama,  lu  thinggal  sini  ka? 
 past long 2SG stay  here Q 
 ‘Have you been staying here for long?’     (I3) 
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(31) and (32) are examples of polar interrogatives with -ka plus an alternative 
option comprising a negator and -ka. 
 
(31) Beso   lu kreja ada ka, thada ka?  
tomorrow 2SG work exist  Q NEG Q 
‘Tomorrow, (there’s) work (or) there isn’t?’     (I1) 
 
(32) Mandi  ka  belom  ka? 
bathe Q not.yet Q 
 ‘(You) have bathed or haven’t?      (I1) 
 
Apa ‘what’ is the only question word that co-occurs with -ka; and it immediately 
follows -ka. Otherwise, question words and -ka do not occur together in the same 
clause. Apa here functions differently from typical usage. -Ka + apa is used in 
instances where an alternative uncertain entity or action is implied. In unmarked 
clauses, -ka + apa occurs in clause-final positions. (34) is an interrogative with 
constituent-preposing. 
 
(33) Tido  ka  apa?  Masa  ka,  tido  ka? 
 sleep Q what cook Q sleep Q 
 ‘(You) slept or what? Cooked or slept?’     (I6) 
  
(34) Ofis ka apa, dia ratang keja? 
 office Q what 3SG come work 
 ‘Does he come to work in the office or what?’    (I6) 
 
The following interrogatives are the types without question words and without      
-ka. A rising intonation marks these clauses as imperatives. These interrogatives can 
have the particle –ah in clause-final position. These can occur with modals like in 
(36) and (37). 
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(35) Kawan-kawan   po  ada  lah? 
 friend-friend  FOC  exist LAH 
 ‘(You) have friends (there) lah?’      (I3) 
 
(36) Suda   makan ah? 
 already eat  
 ‘(You) have eaten ah?’       (I4) 
 
(37) Suda   masa? 
 already cook 
 ‘(You) have cooked?’        (I3) 
 
(38) Mee   makan? 
 noodle  eat 
 ‘(You want to) eat noodles?’       (I7) 
 
5.3 Imperatives 
Below are examples of SIM imperatives. A single verb alone can make up an 
imperative as in (39) and (43). Usually, imperatives occur with lah, which typically 
marks the focussed information. The negators used in imperatives are jangan and 
thamo, which occur only in clause-initial positions (45 and 46). Note also the OV 
order as in examples (40) and (42). 
 
(39) Dudo lah. 
 sit LAH 
 ‘Sit lah.’         (I7) 
 
(40) Tee  menom  lah,  tee. 
 tea drink  LAH tea 
 ‘Drink tea lah, tea.        (I2) 
 
(41) Dua ringget, kasi lah. 
 two dollar  give LAH 
 ‘Give for two dollars lah.’ (said while bargaining)    (I1) 
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(42) Amba kasi lah. 
 four give LAH 
 ‘Give (me) four lah.’        (I1) 
 
(43) Pigi.  Pigi. 
 go go 
 ‘Go. Go.’         (I8) 
 
(44) Kasi  sathu  lah.  
 give one LAH 
 ‘Give (me) one lah.’        (I7) 
 
(45) Thamo  kasi dia dui. 
 do.not.want give 3SG money  
 ‘Don’t give him money.’       (I7)
  
(46) Jangan pigi  sana.  
 do.not  go there 
 ‘Don’t go there.’        (I6) 
 
5.4 Relative clauses  
Relativisation is not commonly used in SIM. Where it is, clause + punya + Nhead 
structure is used. The relativiser yang of Standard Malay is not a feature of SIM. 
Punya in relative clauses performs the same function as in other phrases. The 
difference is that in relative clauses, it marks a clause (as opposed to a phrase) that is 
functioning as the modifier of the head noun. In (47), for instance, punya marks saya 
bili, which is the modifier of the head noun buku. (49) constitutes a relative clause in 
which the head is elided.   
 
(47) Dia  baca   [REL CL saya  bili  pinga  buku]. 
 3SG read  1SG buy MOD book 
 ‘He is reading the book that I bought.’     (I6) 
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(48) [REL CL Saya  bili  pinga  bua],  saya  pinga  ana  tha  suka. 
  1SG buy MOD fruit 1SG MOD child NEG like 
 ‘My daughter doesn’t like the fruit that I bought.’    (I6) 
 
(49) Dia,      [REL CL belum   kawen  pinga Ø],  dia  ambe  ada. 
 3SG  not.yet  marry MOD  3SG  take exist 
 ‘They, (those women who) have not married, they take.’   (I2) 
 
Here and elsewhere in this thesis, the prototypical agent and patient of transitive 
verbs and the sole argument of intransitive verbs are referred to by the conventional 
abbreviations A, P and S respectively. In (50), (51) and (52), an S, an A and a P are 
relativised respectively. 
 
(50) sini  thido   punya orang (S) 
here sleep MOD person 
‘the person who sleeps here’       (I7) 
 
(51) sayo   jual  punya  orang (A) 
vegetable sell MOD  person 
‘the person who sells vegetables’      (I7) 
 
(52) saya  jait  punya  baju (P) 
1SG sew MOD clothing 
 ‘the dress that I sewed’       (I7) 
 
5.5 Purposive clauses 
Subjects of matrix clauses exert control over subjects of purposive clauses. A novel 
feature found in SIM when compared to other Malay varieties is constructions in 
which the purposive clause occurs in between the subject and the predicate of the 
matrix clause. Structures similar to that in (53) are produced only by the older 
speakers. In (54) and (55), the purposive clause follows the matrix clause. This type is 
used by both young and old speakers. There is no difference in meaning between the 
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three clauses. All can be used for non-past tense meaning as well; (54) is typically 
used in the future meaning because of the auxiliary mau. 
 
(53) Saya  [PUR CL ikan  bili]  pigi  pasar. 
 1SG   fish buy go market 
 ‘I went to the market to buy fish.’      (I1) 
 
(54) Saya  pigi  pasar   [PUR CL bili  ikan]. 
 1SG  go market  buy fish 
 ‘I went to the market to buy fish.’                         (I1,I6) 
 
(55) Saya  pigi  pasar  [PUR CL mau  bili  ikan]. 
 1SG  go market  want buy fish 
 ‘I want to go to the market to buy fish.’             (I1,I6) 
 
(56) Ai pigi  ruma  [PUR CL  thido cepat].  
 1SG go home  sleep quick 
 ‘I went back home to sleep early.’      (I6) 
 
(57) Naomi  pigi  Neu  Seelan  [PUR CL thengo  Joys]. 
 Naomi  go New Zealand see Joyce 
 ‘Naomi is going to New Zealand to visit Joyce.’    (I7) 
 
(58) Mary  pigi  ruma   [PUR CL   pukol  dia].  
 Mary go house  beat 3SG 
 Mary went home to beat him. 
 (* Mary went home to hit herself.)      (I7) 
 
5.6 Subordinate clauses 
Kalau ‘if’ is the only subordinator used in SIM. The subordinate clause always 
precedes the matrix clause as illustrated below.  
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(59)   [Kalau bale  tido], dhen pagi,   suda   rathang  
 if go.back sleep then morning already come 
 kreja. 
  work 
 ‘If (we) go back (home) and sleep, then, it will be morning; we would have 
 come to work.’        (I6)
  
(60)   [Kalau saya  tido  lambat],  besok,   tak  keje. 
 if 1SG sleep late  tomorrow NEG work 
 ‘If I’m sleeping late, (it means) tomorrow, (there is) no work.  (I5) 
 
(61)   [Kalau  dia  buthul  butho baca], skarang  dia  bole  jadi 
 if 3SG good good study now  3SG can  become
 doktor. 
 doctor 
 ‘If she had studied well, she might have become a doctor.’   (I6) 
 
5.7 Coordinate clauses 
Some clausal conjunctions like dan ‘and’, thapi ‘but’, nanthi ‘then’ and baru ‘then’ 
link clauses (see section 2.13 for a list of clausal conjunctions). When two clauses are 
conjoined, the subject of the second clause can be omitted if it is coreferential with the 
subject of the first clause. In the examples below, the conjunctions are underlined.  
 
(62) Pigi dudo  tengo suma orang.  Nanti, jalan-jalan pegi. 
 go stay see all people  then walk-walk go 
 ‘(We) will go (and) see everyone. Then, (we will) go out.’   (I6) 
 
(63) Lu  abes  ini  suma  makanan;  baru,  saya  ajak  yu  
 2SG finish this all food  then 1SG bring 2SG  
 pegi  main-main. 
 go  play-play 
 ‘You finish all the food (and) then, I’ll bring you to go (and) play.’  (I5) 
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(64) Wa  pigi  Tiong Baru. Skali,   wa  nampa  wa  
 1SG go Tiong Bahru suddenly 1SG see  1SG 
 pinga  kawan. 
 MOD friend 
 ‘I went to Tiong Bahru. Suddenly, I saw my friend.’    (I8) 
 
English clausal connectors like ‘then’ are frequently used in SIM. Note the use of 
‘then’, ‘so’ and ‘because’ in the following examples.  
 
(65)  … suma, dia  biseng-biseng.  Dhen, kita  ingat  ini  
  all 3SG scold-scold  then 1PL think this 
 jantan  ada  samthing  rong,  tapi,  kita  ta  tau  lah. 
 man  exist something wrong but 1PL NEG know LAH 
 ‘…all, he was scolding. Then, we thought this man was crazy, but we didn’t 
 know lah.’         (I5) 
 
(66) Dia  telefon saya cakap, “Mary, lu mau join saya?”Dhen, 
 3SG call 1SG say Mary 2SG want join 1SG then 
 saya  cakap thamo  lah. Bikos, saya, sini, ini  
 1SG say do.not.want LAH because 1SG here this 
 kompeni, saya kreja dua, twenty years. So, saya  
 company 1SG work two twenty years so 1SG 
 thamo   pigi  sana  la.  
 do.not.want go there LAH 
 ‘She called me and asked, “Mary, you want to join me?” Then, I said cannot 
 lah. Because, I, here, this company, I’ve been working for two, twenty years. 
 So, I didn’t want to go there lah.      (I7) 
 
5.8 Adjuncts 
Adjuncts have a range of semantic roles – marking concepts of space, time and 
frequency. Adjuncts are also more mobile than the other elements of the clause. A 
noun phrase, an adverb phrase and a preposition phrase are the elements that can 
function as an adjunct.  
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(67) - (76) are examples of noun phrases occurring as adjuncts. In (77) and (78), 
an adverb phrase functions as the adjunct. (79) and (80) contain a preposition phrase 
adjunct; (80), in addition, has a noun phrase adjunct as well. The adjuncts in the 
following clauses are underlined. 
 
(67) Saya  itu  jam  keci. 
 1SG that time small 
 ‘I was small at that time.’        (I1) 
 
(68) Tapi,  saya,  nanthi  hari ampat, saya  A-shif.  
but 1SG  later day four 1SG A-shift 
‘But I, this Thursday, I (will be working) A-shift.’    (I6) 
 
(69) Sini,  free  makan  lah. 
Here free food  LAH 
‘Here, (we get) free food lah.’       (I6) 
 
(70) Skarang, kaki sakit  ada  baik  ka? 
 now  leg  pain exist good Q 
 ‘Now, (your) leg pain is okay already?’     (I1) 
 
(71) Dia  skarang  baca lah. 
 3SG now  study LAH 
 ‘She is, now, studying lah.’       (I1) 
 
(72) Dia baca  lah, skarang.   
 3SG study LAH now   
 She is studying lah, now.       (I7) 
 
(73) Hari-hari main-main. 
Day-day play-play 
‘Everyday, (they) play, play.’       (I4) 
 
(74) Minggu-minggu  ah,  saya  pigi  sembayang. 
 week-week   1SG go church 
 ‘Every week ah, I go to church.’      (I6) 
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(75) Hari-hari,  ithu  katholic  pigi  curc.  
 day-day that catholic go church 
 ‘Daily, the catholics go to church.’      (I8) 
 
(76) Rekha  selalu  bangun  pagi   pukol  seblas.  
 Rekha always wake  morning time eleven 
 ‘Rekha always wakes up at eleven in the morning.’    (I8) 
 
(77) Dia  bale   cepat. 
 3SG go.back fast 
 ‘He went back quickly.’       (I7) 
 
(78) Dia  manja kuvar  jalan  lah. 
 3SG very quick walk LAH 
 ‘She walked very quickly lah.’       (I1)  
 
(79) Dekat sini,  saya  pinga ma dudo. 
 Near here 3SG MOD mother stay 
 ‘My mother stays near (this place).’      (I7) 
 
(80) [NP Ithu  hari],  wa thidor         [PP dalam  ruma]. 
   that day 1SG sleep  in house 
‘That day, I was sleeping in the house.’      (I8) 
 
Note the distribution of the adjunct bulan-bulan ‘monthly’ in (81) – (84). SIM 
adjuncts can occur in clause-initial/clause-final positions or in between the subject 
and the predicate; though the preference is for the former two. The ungrammaticality 
of (84) is an evidence for the VP structure in SIM. No adjunct can come in between 
the head verb  and its object/complement. 
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(81) Saya         [VP baya  ma   pinga  telefon  bill]   
 1SG  pay mother  MOD telephone bill  
 bulan-bulan.  
 month-month 
(82) Saya bulan-bulan baya ma pinga telefon bill. 
(83) Bulan-bulan, saya baya ma pinga telefon bill. 
(84) *Saya baya bulan-bulan ma pinga telefon bill. 
 ‘I pay mother’s telephone bill monthly.’     (I6) 
 
More than one adjunct can occur in a clause as in (80) and (85). The adjuncts can 
occur in consecutive positions as well. In such cases, the adjunct with a temporal 
meaning precedes that with a frequency meaning, which in turn precedes that with a 
spatial meaning. 
 
(85) Dulu,  sithu,  saya  ada  maits. Skarang, sini, saya  macam  
 past there 1SG exist maids now  here 1SG like 
 maid.   
 maid 
 ‘In the past, there, we had maids. Now, here, we are like maids.’  (I8) 
 
5.9 Word Order  
The basic word order in SIM is SVO for the younger speakers and SOV for the older 
speakers. There are also other possible word orders with constituent preposing found 
in SIM. Topicalisation and other pragmatic styles as used by the two groups of 
speakers are discussed in this section and in section 5.10. Table 5.1 lists the possible 
word orders.  










Y SVO S,VO VO,S O,SV SV,O 
Table 5.1: Possible word orders in SIM 
 
Given below is the illustration of these word orders. For the younger group, I 
quote the utterances of I6 and for the older group, mainly I1. (86) – (90) are the basic 
clauses. (91) – (103) are the marked clauses.  
 
Basic order 
(87) – (88) are the utterances of the old while (89) and (90) are produced by the 
young. Though the SVO structure as seen in (89) and (90) is not common among the 
older speakers, it also does exist as a basic order in their speech. The young speakers 
do not use an SOV order at all.   
 
(86) Saya briyani  makan . 
 1SG briyani  eat  
 ‘I ate Briyani (a ghee rice dish).      (I1) 
 
(87) Dia pasar  pigi lah. 
 3SG market  go LAH 
 ‘He/She has gone to the market lah.’      (I2) 
 
(88) Saya hari-hari nasi makan lah. 
 1SG day-day rice eat LAH 
 ‘I eat rice daily lah.’        (I2) 
 
(89) Saya mara Bavithra. 
 1SG scold Bavithra 
 ‘I scolded Bavithra.’        (I6) 
 
                                                 
33
 O and Y respectively stand for the older and the younger age group of SIM speakers. 
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(90) Samuel pukol Rachel. 
 Samuel hit Rachel  
 ‘Samuel hit Rachel.’        (I7) 
 
Below are examples of unmarked declaratives, in which the subject, object or 
predicate is preposed/postposed. Such dislocation of clausal elements performs 
pragmatic functions (which is discussed in the next section (5.10)). 
 
Preposed subject 
(91) Samuel  lah,  pukol Rachel. 
 Samuel LAH hit Rachel  
 ‘Samuel lah, hit Rachel.’       (I6) 
 
(92) Ithu pompan lah, masa ayam  soup. 
 that woman LAH cook chicken soup 
 ‘That woman lah, (she) cooked chicken soup.’    (I1) 
 
(93) Saya, nasi makan  thada suka. 
 1SG rice eat  NEG like 
 ‘As for me, (I) don’t like to eat rice.’      (I1) 
 
(94) Ithu Bavithra, manja jahat. 
 that Bavithra very naughty 
 ‘That Bavithra, (she is) very naughty.’     (I1) 
 
Preposed predicate 
The verb and object being preoposed to clause-initial position is not a common 




(95) Pukol Samuel  lah, saya. 
 hit Samuel LAH 1SG 
 ‘Hit Samuel lah, I.’        (I6) 
 
(96) Makan nasi, saya thada suka. 
 eat rice 1SG NEG like 
 ‘Eating rice, I don’t like.’       (I1) 
 
(97) Nasi makan, saya thada suka. 
 rice eat  1SG NEG like 
 ‘Eating rice, I don’t like.’       (I1) 
 
(98) Ithu,  thaku  ada  lah,  sama  orang. 
 that scared exist LAH all people 
 ‘All people were scared lah.’       (I2) 
 
Preposed object 
Objects are the most preposed constituents in marked constructions.  
(99) Briyani lah, saya makan. 
 Briyani LAH 1SG eat  
 ‘Briyani lah, I ate.’         (I7) 
 
(100) Briyani,  saya makan. 
 Briyani  1SG eat  
 ‘Briyani, I (do) eat.’                            (I1,I6) 
 
(101) Ithu briyani, saya manja suka makan. 
 that briyani  1SG very like eat 
 ‘Briyani, I like to eat very much.’      (I1) 
 
Postposed object 
Melayu in (102) and Malay in (103) are the postposed objects. Note also the use of 
lah in the predicate. 
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(102) Mary siki-siki cakap lah,  Melayu. 
Mary little-little speak  LAH Malay 
‘Mary speaks little lah, Malay.’      (I7) 
 
(103) Dia  bole  thavu  lah,  Malay.   
 3SG can know LAH Malay 
 ‘She knows lah, Malay.’       (I2) 
 
5.10  Topic and focus 
This current section and the earlier section are closely-related. Here, I will discuss 
topic and focus in SIM. SIM marks particular pragmatic functions both with the use 
of pragmatic markers and by means of different types of syntactic structures. 
Intonations, non-basic word orders, particles like ka and lah and morphemes like pun 
perform pragmatic functions.  
According to Lambrecht’s definition of topic and focus, the topic of a sentence is 
the thing which the proposition expressed by the sentence is about. The focussed 
information is one that cannot be taken for granted at the time of speech and it is the 
unpredictable or pragmatically non-recoverable element in an utterance (1994: 118, 
207).  
In clauses with the basic word order as in (86) – (90), the subjects are the topics. 
For instance, saya ‘I’ in (86) and dia ‘he/she’ in (87) are the topics. The preposed 
subjects in (93) and (94) are the topics while those in (91) and (92) are not; they are 
the foci. Comparing (95) with (96), in the former, the preposed predicate is the focus 
while in the latter, it is the topic. In (99), the preposed object is the focus while in 
(100) and (101), the object is topicalised. The postposed objects in (102) and (103) 
function as the topic of their respective clauses.  
 In left-dislocated NP-topics, a gap occurs in the original position of the topic. A 
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resumptive pronoun occurring in that position is not very common but is possible in 
as in (104).  
 
(104) Ithu  John  ah,  dia  manja  bodo  lah.  
that  John  3SG very stupid LAH 
 ‘That John ah, he is very stupid lah.’      (I7) 
 
(105) is an example of a clause with an external topic in clause-initial position. 
The topic-phrase here does not possess any grammatical function with respect to the 
clause.  
 
(105) Ithu Indhia ah, barang- barang  suma  cheap. 
that India  thing-thing  all cheap 
 ‘As for India, all the things are cheap.’     (I7) 
 
From the marked structures discussed in section 5.9, it is evident that the 
constituent to which lah is attached is the focussed information. Examples (106) – 
(108) are requoted from (92), (95) and (102) respectively. The focussed information is 
underlined. That would imply that the non-underlined parts of the clauses are the 
topics. The focus in (106) is the subject of the clause; in (107), the predicate and in 
(108) and (109), the non-object elements of the clause. 
 
(106) Ithu pompan lah, masa ayam  soup. 
 that woman LAH cook chicken soup 
 ‘That woman lah, (she) cooked chicken soup.’    (I1) 
 
(107) Pukol Samuel lah, saya. 
 hit Samuel LAH 1SG 
 ‘Hit Samuel lah, I .’        (I6) 
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(108) Mary siki-siki cakap lah,  Melayu. 
Mary little-little speak  LAH Malay 
‘Mary speaks little lah, Malay.’      (I7) 
 
(109) Briyani,  dia  suka  lah. 
briyani  3SG like LAH 
‘Briyani, she likes lah.’       (I6) 
 
 Lah marks focussed information in declaratives and imperatives. Lah in 
imperatives is illustrated in examples (39) – (42) and (44). Note that all elements 
marked with lah is focussed information but not all focussed information are marked 
with lah. For instance, in the underlined focussed information in (110) (requoted from 
(94)), lah is not present in the focus.   
 
(110) Ithu Bavithra, manja jahat. 
 that Bavithra very naughty 
 ‘That Bavithra, (she is) very naughty.’     (I1) 
 
Ka is the focus marker in interrogatives, as already illustrated in examples (29) to 
(32). (111) is a question-answer pair in which ka and lah are used. 
 
 
(111) I3: Dulu  lama,   lu  thinggal  sini  ka? 
past long.time 2SG stay  here Q 
 ‘For very long, you have been staying here?’ 
 
I2: Seblas.  Belakan,  dia  rathang  lah. 
  eleven  behind  3SG come  LAH 
  ‘Eleven (years). Then, she came lah.’ 
 
These are not the only pragmatic particles in SIM (see section 3.3 for a discussion 
of pun as a contrastive focus marker). 
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5.11  Voice 
SIM has only one voice – that is the active voice. Passive structures are not used in 
SIM but the word kena ‘suffer/ get harmed’ is. Kena in SCM and Standard Malay is 
used in the form – kena + verb – to form passive constructions. In SIM, however, 
kena occurs only as an individual verb (112). 
 
(112) Wa  pinga kuluvarga  suma  kena  accident. 
 1SG MOD family  all suffer accident 
 ‘My whole family met with an accident.’     (I8)
  
5.12  Omission 
As is a feature of any spoken variety (and more so of contact varieties), there is 
extensive omission in SIM. SIM subjects are omitted much more than objects. (113) 
is an example of subject omission and (114) of object omission.  
 
(113) Jalan- jalan  po,  Ø   manja  susa. 
 walk-walk  FOC  very  painful 
 ‘When (I) walk, (my legs are) very painful.     (I1)
  
(114) Dia  jual  Ø manja  murah. 
 3SG  sell   very  cheap                                 
 ‘She sells (vegetables) at a very cheap price.’     (I7) 
 
In SIM, there are instances where the head verb is omitted in clauses with verbal 
predicates. In (115), the lexical verb ada ‘exist’ is not present in the clause. 
 
(115) Skarang,  Singapoura  Ø  manja  sakit  lah. 
 now  Singapore  many disease LAH 
 ‘Now, Singapore (has) lots of diseases lah.’      (I1) 
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5.13  S, A and P 
To study the alignment system of SIM, we have to look at some aspects of the syntax. 
In terms of clause distribution, A and S occur in clause-initial positions in basic (non-
topicalised) clauses. In other words, A and S are aligned together as opposed to P in 
that the former two precede the latter in unmarked clauses. A and S always occur as 
subjects in basic clauses, are omitted more frequently than P, and are more easily 
interpreted from the discourse. S, A and P can all be relativised (see (50 – 52)). The 
reflexive pronoun sendiri takes an S, an A and a P as its antecedent (see section 3.4). 
In SIM, A and S have more commonality than S and P. As such, SIM leans towards a 
nominative-accusative alignment. 
 
This chapter discussed the types of clauses used in SIM and some specific 
syntactic features employed in the clauses. To indicate tense, aspect and modality, 
modals are used. Examples of modals marking TAM are discussed in section 2.6b. As 
for the unmarked clauses, the clausal word order comprises of both SVO and SOV 
orders. The SOV structure is among the most interesting features of SIM. This will be 
discussed further in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 6 




Chapters 2 – 5 discussed the main body of SIM grammar. This chapter will show that 
SIM displays significant syntactic differences when compared to SCM, another non-
native Malay variety in the Singapore context. SCM, in itself, deviates considerably 
from the mainstream Malay typology and this divergence is attributed to Hokkien 
influence (Adelaar and Prentice 1996, Daw 2005). Some of these ‘divergent’ 
structures of SCM are also present in SIM. This will be further elaborated in section 
6.2. 
We have to consider notions of L1 transfer. Language transfer refers to the use of 
native language or other language knowledge in the acquisition of a second or 
additional language (Gass and Selinker 1992: 234). In other words, prior knowledge 
of linguistic features is seen to be relevant to the acquisition of L2 and so, is 
transferred into the latter’s domain. This chapter will illustrate the notion of language 
transfer as it is applicable in the acquisition of SIM. 
 
6.1 Related grammars 
In a study of a contact variety such as SIM, we cannot ignore the other languages 
that the speakers use or are exposed to. In this section, I will discuss briefly the 
general grammar of Indian languages and English in addition to SCM. The younger 
SIM speakers ranging from the age group of forty to mid-fifties also speak English. 
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Hence, comparing the general syntactic structures of Indian language and English 
with that of the SIM structures, especially those that deviate from SCM, will account 
for the structural influence that these languages exert on SIM.   
There is significant variation between the speech of the older and the younger 
SIM speakers. These differences correlate directly with the other language(s) that the 
old and young have in their repertoire. The older age group speaks their respective 
Indian language (be it Tamil, Malayalam, Gujerati, Sindhi or any other L1) after 
which, they speak only SIM. They generally do not speak English though some of 
them do understand some English words. Meanwhile, the younger speakers are 
generally competent in speaking English (or at least, they have a communicative 
knowledge of the language) in addition to their respective Indian language. As such, 
following Zobl (1992: 179), the old and the young will henceforth be referred to as 
unilinguals and multilinguals respectively (at the point before acquiring SIM). 
Not all the grammatical variations found in SIM are systematic between the two 
age groups. There are variations (discussed in section 6.4), which cannot be correlated 
to age. Studying the intensity of the speaker’s contact with the Malay language in 
general and their proficiency level in L1 and/or English will shed light on such 
variations.  
Before we move on to do a comparative analysis of SIM with that of the related 
grammars, namely, SCM, Indian language and English, we have to consider at least a 
brief grammar of these languages.  
 
a. SCM grammar 
The basic word order of SCM is strictly SVO. Lexical forms overlap greatly in terms 
of their membership in word classes. For instance, there are forms that in some 
syntactic distributions behave like adjectives and in others, like adverbs or verbs. 
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Prepositions and nouns, and quantifiers and intensifiers too display such overlaps. 
There is no affixation in SCM unlike in the Standard Malay variety. In an NP, 
‘prepositional phrases only occur as postmodifiers…. Modifiers such as 
demonstratives, adjectives and NPs either precede or follow the head’ (Daw 2005: 
125). SCM has both the G(enitive) N and N G structures. The phrase structure of an 
SCM VP is in the order of: Negator Modality.marker Aspectual.marker Verb (Daw 
2005: 120). Intensifiers can precede or follow the adjective; suma ‘all’ is not the only 
postmodifying intensifier. SCM derives some structures from Hokkien; an example 
would be premodifying demonstratives. Punya is usually used with modifiers in the 
order of Modifier punya Head. Predicates can be non-verbal. There are serial verb 
constructions in SCM. Relative clauses are head-initial and the relativiser yang is used 
in addition to punya constructions. SCM has two voices. On the basis of the alignment 
of A, S and P in basic clauses, it will be acceptable to group A and S together.  
 
Table 6.1, extracted from Daw (2005: 106), lists the pre- and postmodifiers of the 






















A PUNYA N 
G N 
N G 
G PUNYA N 
P N AUX V V ADV A INT  
INT A 
 
Table 6.2: SCM phrasal grammar 
 
SVO N YANG CL 
CL PUNYA N 
S V O PUR.CL 
Table 6.3: SCM clausal orders 
 
b. Indian language grammar 
Indian languages constitute of the Indo-Aryan languages of the Northern part of India 
and the Dravidian languages of which the major ones are in the South. Hindi, Marathi, 
Sindhi, Kashmiri are examples of North Indian languages while Tamil, Malayalam, 
Telugu and Kannadam are among the languages belonging to the Dravidian group. 
All Indian languages have a basic SOV word order though divergence from this order 
is common, due to heavy morphology.  
This section discusses briefly the typological sketch of two Indian languages – 
Tamil representing the Dravidian language family and Sindhi representing the Indo-




Though Tamil is SOV, the order of constituents is relatively free even in unmarked 
utterances and in a clause with a ditransitive verb, the indirect object tends to follow 
the subject and precede the direct object (Asher 1985: 55). Nouns are affixed with 
case and number (plural) marking and human nouns are marked for gender (ibid. 
101). Verbs are affixed with gender, person, number, tense and aspectual markings 
(ibid). Unrelativised noun phrases are in the order of demonstrative, 
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numeral/quantifier, adjective and head noun (ibid. 26). Verbs mark agreement with 
subjects and so, clauses with omitted subjects are grammatical (ibid. 25). Modal 
auxiliaries follow verbs usually as a suffix though there are full forms that also occur 
as auxiliaries (ibid. 101). Postpositions range from bound forms to inflected noun 
forms (ibid. 104). There is much overlap of the lexemes in the word classes. The 
forms typically used as postpositions occur in a number of other word classes as well. 
There is heavy morphology in Tamil. Tamil morphology is cross-categorical and 
leads to great difficulties in the attempt of assigning clear-cut morphosyntactic 
functions to specific grammatical markers – affixes (Broschart and Dawuda 2000: 
28). There are two voices in Tamil (ibid. 74). A and S are generally expressed in the 
nominative case, without any affixation (ibid. 105). P – if animate – is obligatorily 
marked with the accusative case but this marking is optional for inanimate Ps (ibid). 
(See Asher (1985) for a detailed Tamil grammar and Kroeger (2004) for a discussion 
on quirky cases in Tamil.) 
 
Sindhi 
The pragmatically neutral word order in Sindhi is SOV (see example (24)) though 
other orders are also possible (Cole 2006: 386). The subject in the nominative case 
governs agreement with the verb (Cole 2001: 652). Sindhi nouns are all (including 
non-human nouns) marked for grammatical gender - either masculine or feminine and 
the word-final vowels of nouns serve to determine the gender class of the noun (see 
Cole 2005: 966). All nouns are marked for number and case (ibid.). The verb is 
marked for tense and it displays agreement with the subject for person and number. 
Verbs can be coded for aspect, tense, mood, gender and number (ibid. 968). 
Auxiliaries follow verbs; they are all full words, not affixes (ibid.). Adjectival 
modifiers agree with the head noun in gender, number and case. (ibid. 967). The 
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phrases are generally head-final (ibid. 968). There are postpositions (Cole 2001: 652).  
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 outline the phrasal and the clausal orders of Indian languages. 
Note that Tamil and Sindhi (as much as they are mutually unintelligible languages) 
share a common grammar in many aspects. This is what I refer to as the Indian 
language grammar.  
 
DEM N A N G N N P V AUX ADV V  INT A 
Table 6.4: Indian phrasal order 
 
SOV CL REL N S PUR.CL O V 
Table 6.5: Indian clausal order 
 
c. English grammar 
English is an S(Aux)VO language; the word order is not versatile except in cases of 
topicalisation (Leitner 2005: 291). At the phrase-level, though, it looks more like an 
SOV language. Considering just the basic word order of the noun phrase, it is 
predominantly head-final (see Brinton 2000: 170). For instance, in an NP, the orders 
are DEM N, A N, G N and N G. Only the PP follows the noun when it serves as the 
modifier (ibid.). Though the head-initial N G order does occur, it is a marked 
structure. G N is more basic. Similarly, in the VP, V Adv and Adv V orders are 
found; with the former being the more basic order. Auxiliaries and negators of verbs 
precede the head verb (ibid. 198). Verbs are marked for tense; as for the third person 
singular subjects, verbs used in the present tense display agreement with the subject 
for number and person (Leitner 2005: 290). The modifiers in an adjective precede the 
head (ibid. 173). English has prepositions, as would be predictable from the head-
initial SVO structure (ibid. 176). Case is expressed in the personal and 
interrogative/relative pronouns, which distinguish nominative, genitive and objective 
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case (ibid. 107; Erickson 2001: 201). English uses active and passive voices (Brinton 
2000: 201).Tables 6.6 and 6.7 provide a summary of the English grammar. 
 
DEM N A N G N P N AUX V V ADV INT A 
Table 6.6: Phrasal grammars of English 
 
SVO N Rel CL S V O PUR.CL 
Table 6.7: Clausal orders of English 
 
6.2 Difference between SIM and SCM grammars 
SIM diverges from SCM grammar significantly. Considering the order of constituents 
in the clause and the phrase structures of SIM sheds light into how SIM has evolved 
out of SCM, acquiring different syntactic features.  
Let’s compare the noun phrase, focusing on the adjective and noun order. 
Adjectives in SIM occur strictly in phrase-initial position with punya linking it to the 
head noun (1) and occasionally without punya (2). These are the only two orders for 
SIM NPs with adjectival modifiers.  
 
   A   N 
(1) busa punya buda 
 big MOD  child 
 ‘big child’                   SIM 
 
 A N 
(2) panas kue 
 hot snack 
 ‘hot snack’                   SIM 
 
About adjectives in SCM NPs, Daw states that ‘adjective as modifiers of the NP 
can occur either before or after the head’ (2005: 108, 114). (3) – (5) are SCM 
examples quoted from Daw. Note example (4). A head-initial order as this is not 
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present in SIM but is a feature of SCM and Standard Malay. In Standard Malay, 
adjectives strictly follow the noun.  
 
 A  N   
(3) baru petir 
 new box 
 ‘new box’         SCM/SIM 
 
  N  A 
(4) budak  kecil 
 child small 
 ‘small child’                        Standard Malay/SCM 
  
  A    N 
(5) mahal  punya  ikan 
 expensive MOD  fish   
 ‘expensive fish’        SCM/SIM 
 
Comparing the syntactic coding of the adjective in SIM with that of SCM, we see 
that the postmodifying adjective type of SCM like that in (4) differentiates it from 
SIM.  
In SCM, except for semua ‘all’, quantifiers as the modifiers of the NPs precede 
the heads (Daw 2005: 82). SIM is similar to SCM in that all other quantifiers are 
strictly premodifiers. Suma ‘all’ can precede or follow the noun. 
Demonstratives do not occur as postmodifiers in SIM. As for relativisation, while 
Standard Malay employs only the yang construction, the head-initial yang 
construction and head-final punya construction are both present in SCM. In SIM, 
however, the relative clause construction occurs not with yang but with punya, and 
the clausal modifier precedes the noun. The SCM possessors occur as both pre- and 
postmodifiers but in SIM, possessors occur (exclusively) as premodifiers – typically 
with punya. At the NP level, there are significant structural differences between SCM 
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and SIM and it is evident that, while SCM employs both a head-initial and a head-
final alignment, SIM leans towards a head-final syntax.  
In the VP too, SIM diverges from SCM. As for the SIM VP, there is no one 
particular order. In the speech of the multilingual speakers, VP is almost always head-
initial while the unilinguals usually use a head-final VP. An OV order is not a feature 
of SCM. Looking at negators and modals in SIM, modals precede verbs and negators 
precede modals. This order is strict across all speakers. This is also the order used by 
SCM speakers (Daw 2005: 120). Complements of verbs and adverbs follow the head 
verb in SCM. However, in SIM, complements and adverbs can precede or follow the 
head verb, depending on the sociolinguistic background of the speaker. Serial verb 
construction is a feature of SIM as it is of SCM. 
Though postmodifying adverbs occur in an SIM VP, unilingual speakers (like I1 
and I4) consistently use adverbs as premodifiers of the head verb. This is not so in 
SCM, which has only a V Adv order. 
As for ditransitive verbs, the V NPtheme PPrecipient construction in SIM is similar to 
that of SCM. Ditransitive verbs in SCM can also form a VP in the order of V NPtheme 
PPrecipient or V NPrecipient NPtheme (Daw 2005: 136, 137). These structures occur in SIM 
as well. However, most ditransitive constructions in SIM are structurally different 
from the typical ditransitive constructions in SCM, in that in most SIM constructions, 
the NPrecipient is not overtly present and is interpreted from the discourse. 
In SIM APs, an intensifier functions as a premodifier. To compare the adjective 
phrase of SIM with that of SCM, I quote Daw (2005: 122): “Such adverbs as sekali 
‘very’ follow the head while sikit/selikit/sikit-sikit ‘a little’ either precedes or follows 
the head”. What I refer to as an intensifier is what Daw calls degree adverbs. Looking 
beyond the difference in terminology, we can observe a syntactic difference. An SIM 
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AP does not have as its constituent a postmodifying intensifier but only a 
premodifying intensifier.  
As for PPs, Standard Malay, SCM and SIM are all similar in terms of alignment – 
P N order. More often in SIM, the prepositional forms are used as position-coding 
nouns (discussed in section 2.8).  
Except for the PP order, for all other phrase structures discussed in this section, 
there is an obvious difference between SIM and SCM systems. With respect to the 
demonstrative, adjective and genitive modifiers, the noun phrase of SIM has only the 
head-final alignment unlike SCM in which both alignments are present. Similarly, 
considering the placement of an intensifier in an AP, SIM APs can only be head-final 
while the SCM APs can be head-final or head-initial. As for the adverb in a VP, SIM 
allows two alignments while SCM has a head-initial structure.  
The also-present SOV order (in addition to SVO order) is a unique feature of SIM. 
While the transitive verb typically precedes the object in SCM, it can either precede 
or follow the object in SIM. As for the relative clause construction, SCM has both 
head-initial and head-final alignments; but in SIM, relativisation is coded not with 
yang but with punya, and in a head-final noun construction. The purposive clause of 
SIM can occur in an order similar to that of SCM or it can precede the VP of the 
matrix clause. When compared to SCM, there is a major difference in the SIM 
alignment in both the phrasal and clausal word orders.  
The question to ask is why SIM syntax varies significantly from SCM – another 
non-native Malay variety. To answer that, we have to consider the grammatical 
influence of the other languages that are spoken by the SIM speakers, namely Indian 
languages and English.  
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6.3 Parallel comparison of SIM with related grammars 
The native grammar for the unilinguals would be solely Indian grammar; as for the 
multilinguals, Indian grammar and English grammar would both be the native 
grammars. This section constitutes a parallel comparison of four grammars – SIM 
with that of SCM, Indian languages and English. Not all aspects of the grammars are 
illustrated in detail here. Only the distribution of demonstratives and the clausal word 
orders are elaborated below. Table 6.8 provides a clear outline of the different 
grammars. Example (6) shows the position of the demonstrative in the NPs of both 
Standard Malay and SCM and (7) is an example of the also-existent NP word order in 
SCM. (8) is an SIM construction with a DEM N order. Note the difference. While 
Standard Malay has an N DEM order and SCM an N DEM and a DEM N order, DEM 
N is the only order in SIM.  
 
 N  DEM 
(6) pasar itu 
 market that  
 ‘that market’             Standard Malay/SCM 
 
 DEM N  
(7) itu  pasar 
 that market 
 ‘that market’                  SCM 
 
 DEM N  
(8) ni thavun 
 this year 
 ‘this year’                   SIM   
 
Indian languages are head-final. Demonstratives occur only as premodifiers. 
Example (9) illustrates a Tamil NP structure. A demonstrative never follows the head 
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noun in Indian languages (10). The multilinguals are familiar with English grammar. 
English too has a DEM N order (11). 
 DEM N  
(9) antha kadai 
 that shop 
 ‘that shop’                Tamil 
 
 N  DEM 
(10) * kadai  antha 
 shop that                Tamil 
 
 DEM N  
(11) the shop              English 
 
SCM has both DEM N and N DEM orders while the word order in Tamil and 
English is strictly DEM N. SIM only follows the DEM N structure and completely 
leaves out the N DEM structure. Considering the influence from the native language 
of the speakers, we have to attribute the sole DEM N order in SIM to strong influence 
from the DEM N order of Indian languages for the unilinguals and the DEM N order 
of both Indian and English grammars for the multilinguals.  
Looking beyond the distribution of demonstratives in the noun phrase, it is more 
comprehensive to consider the grammar of SIM as discussed in the whole of this 
thesis, and to compare it with the grammars of Indian languages and English in all 
structures. Moreover, in not just the noun phrases but also in the verb phrases and 
adjective phrases, SIM displays similarities as well as differences when comapred to 
the SCM phrasal system. Therefore, there exist two structures in SIM for all phrases 
except for the demonstrative and noun order as shown in Table 6.8. 
The following examples illustrate the basic word order in the four grammars. 
Standard Malay and SCM have a basic SVO order (12). (13) is an SIM construction 
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that conforms to the SCM order. However, the also-present SOV order of SIM (14), 
solely used by the unilinguals, needs further explanation. (12) and (14) show the 
contrast between SCM and SIM word orders. Now, compare (14) with (15) and (16) – 
the Tamil/Sindhi word order; and with (17) – the English word order. There is no 
doubt that the SOV order in SIM is borrowed from Indian grammar. 
 
 SVO 
(12) Saya  beli saiyo  sedikit. 
 I  buy vegetable little 
 ‘I bought some vegetables.’             Standard Malay/SCM 
 
 SVO 
(13) Saya  bili siki saiyo.   
 I  buy little vegetable  
 ‘I bought some vegetables.’                 SIM  
 
  SOV 
(14) Saya siki saiyo   bili. 
 I little vegetable buy 
 ‘I bought some vegetables.’                 SIM 
 
 SOV 
(15) naan konjam  kaaikari  vaanginaen. 
 1SG some       vegetable  buy-PAST-1SG 
 ‘I bought some vegetables.’              Tamil  
 
 SOV 
(16) mu  thodi     bhhajyu       vartyun. 
 1SG some  vegetable-PL buy- PAST-SG 
 ‘I bought some vegetables.’              Sindhi 
 
 SVO 
(17) I bought some vegetables.           English 
 
Now, let’s consider one type of unmarked interrogative clause structure - 
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questioning a verbal complement - in these languages. Question words (Qn) in SCM 
occur in situ or in clause-initial position (Daw 2005: 141 – 142). SIM has three 
unmarked structures, with two conforming to SCM syntax (18 and 19) and another 
structure (20) conforming to the unmarked Indian structure (21). The SIM interrogative 
structure as in (19) is also a feature of English syntax (22). 
 
 SVQn 
(18) Dia t(h)inggal34 mana? 
 3SG stay   where 
 ‘Where does he stay?’        SCM/SIM 
 
 QnSV 
(19) Mana dia t(h)inggal? 
 where  3SG stay    
 ‘Where does he stay?’        SCM/SIM 
 
 SQnV 
(20) Dia  mana  thinggal? 
 3SG where stay 
 ‘Where does he stay?’                  SIM 
  
 SQnV 
(21) avan enggu thangiirukkiraan? 
 3SG where stay-PRESENT CONTINUOUS-3SG 
 ‘Where does he stay?’               Tamil 
  
 QnSV 
(22) Where does he stay?             English 
 
In (20), the question word occurs in situ, following the SOV order. Influence from 
Indian syntax is the only possible reason for this type of SIM interrogatives that differ 
from the SCM interrogatives. 
                                                 
34
 tinggal in SCM and thinggal in SIM 
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(23) – (26) are examples of the unmarked word order for the imperative structure 
in all the four grammars. While SCM employs only the VO order to code imperatives, 
there exist two basic structures in SIM – VO and an OV order. Compare (24) with 
(25). Both SIM and Indian grammar have an OV imperative order. If at all an OV 
order is found in SCM imperatives, it would be an instance of object-preposing. Note 
also that (25) differs from the English order (26). In imperative constructions too, for 




(23) Minum tee. 
 drink tea         SCM/SIM 
 
 OV 
(24) Tee  menom. 
 tea drink                   SIM 
 
 OV 
(25) tee  kudi. 
 tea drink-2SG                  Tamil 
  
 VO 
(26) Drink tea.              English 
 
At a clause-level, there are real differences between the way Indians speak Malay 
as compared to the Chinese. Part of the SIM structures conforms to SCM grammar. In 
addition, SIM has a variant syntax to code declarative (SOV), interrogative (SQnV) 
and imperative (OV). This is solely because of the influence from the SOV order of 
Indian language. Note also that these divergent orders are used only by the unilingual 
speakers. English has not contributed to these divergent orders in any way. 
While Standard Malay is predominantly head-initial, both head-initial and head-
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final alignments are present in SCM. SIM however leans towards a head-final syntax, 
more than SCM. A summary of only the aspects of SIM grammar, which differ from 
SCM grammar (in that these structures are not present in SCM) or which are not the 
sole features in the SCM system is given below: 
- in causative constructions, the verb root can precede the causativiser; 
- in compounds, the head can be in final position; 
- in an NP, the demonstrative, genitive and AP occur only as premodifiers;  
- in a VP, objects, complements and adverb phrases can occur in preverbal 
 positions; auxiliaries can follow verbs; 
-  in an AP, an intensifier never follows the adjective but only precedes it; 
- relative clauses are strictly head-final; 
- purposive clauses can precede the VP; 
- in basic clauses, there exists an SOV order; 
- in interrogatives (questioning a verbal object/complement), there is an SQnV 
 order; and 
- in imperatives, there is an OV order. 
 
Table 6.8 shows clearly the phrasal syntax of the five grammars under discussion. 
Some patterns are very clear. PP is the only aspect in which SIM and SCM are 
similar. Where there are two alignments in SCM (as in the placement of 
demonstrative, adjective and genitive in an NP and the intensifier in an AP), SIM has 
only one, which conforms to the Indian and English order.  
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A PUNYA N 
G N 
N G 
G PUNYA N 
P N AUX V V ADV INT A 
A INT 
 
O and Y DEM N A N 
A PUNYA N 
G N 
G PUNYA N 
P N AUX V 
 
V ADV  
 
INT A SIM 
only O  
    V AUX ADV V  
TAMIL DEM N A N G N N P V AUX ADV V  INT A 
SINDHI DEM N A N G N N P V AUX ADV V INT A 
ENGLISH DEM N A N G N P N AUX V V ADV INT A 
Table 6.8: Phrasal grammars of SIM and related languages 
 
For the distribution of auxiliaries and adverbs with respect to verbs, SCM has only 
one order but SIM has two orders. In addition, there exists a general division in who 
uses these orders. The structure similar to that of SCM is commonly used among both 
age groups. The unilingual group, in addition, uses a different order (V Aux and Adv 
V) which conforms to the Indian grammar.  
Noun phrases in Indian languages and SIM are head-final. Indian languages and 
SIM have an exclusive A N order. SIM APs only take a premodifying intensifier. This 
is similar to the Indian AP structure (in which there is only a premodifying 
intensifier).  
Verb phrases in Indian languages are head-final while in SIM, there are both head-
initial and head-final alignments depending on the age group of the speakers. 
Complements precede verbs in Indian languages; in SIM, they can occur in pre-verbal 
or post-verbal positions.  
Adverbs precede verbs in Indian grammar. Both the premodifying and 
postmodifying adverbs occur in an SIM AP. Indian languages are postpositional while 
SIM is prepositional though more often, the prepositional forms are used as position-
coding nouns in a head-final phrase. 
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In most structures, SIM and Indian languages have the same word order and 
alignment. Other than the PP, in cases where SCM has only one structure, SIM has 
two. In other words, in structures where SCM and Indian grammar vary in alignment, 
SIM displays two types of syntax, with one conforming to the SCM system and 
another to the Indian grammatical system. 
Table 6.9 presents the clausal word order of the five grammars. Note that the SOV 
order in SIM (used only by those above 60 years of age) can only be attributed to 
influence from Indian grammar. The three clause types discussed in (20) – (34) above 
establish that it is Indian grammar that has caused a split in SIM clausal syntax, and 
has brought out structures that are different from the SCM ones. Similarly, for 
purposive clauses too, there are two structures in SIM – one that is the same as in 
SCM and another that conforms to Indian grammar. As for relative clauses, SIM has 
has only one structure (while SCM has two); this is the head final order (CL punya N) 
which is in line with the alignment of relative clauses in Indian language.  
 
SCM SVO N YANG CL 
CL PUNYA N 
S VO PUR.CL 
O and Y SVO  CL PUNYA N S V O PUR.CL SIM 
O SOV  S PUR.CL V O 
TAMIL SOV CL REL N S PUR.CL O V 
SINDHI SOV CL REL N S PUR.CL O V 
ENGLISH SVO N REL CL S V O PUR.CL 
Table 6.9: Clausal orders of SIM and related languages 
 
Where SCM has more than one structure to code a grammatical feature (be it at a 
phrase or clause level), it is systematically that part of the SCM grammar, which is 
similar to Indian grammar that is present in SIM. In other words, the Hokkien-
influenced structure of SCM is found in SIM. These structures are reinforced by 
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Indian grammar. Both Hokkien and Indian languages are generally head-final. 
Singapore Indians are not in direct contact with Hokkien. (None of the informants 
speaks Hokkien.) As such, there is no direct influence from Hokkien into SIM. Where 
SCM has only one structure to code a grammatical feature, one more is found in SIM 
(except for PP). This additional syntax has Indian grammar as its source.  
Head-final structures are prevalent among the unilinguals, who only speak their 
respective Indian language and to a lesser extent, SIM. Therefore, the strictly head-
final first language exerts a strong influence over the relatively latter-learned SIM.   
Nevertheless, the influence from English cannot be ignored. For the structures in 
which English and Indian language differ from each other in the phrasal syntax (other 
than in PP), we see that there is an additional syntax in SIM that is exclusively used 
by the unilinguals. This structure conforms to Indian grammar. However, the 
multilinguals retain the predominant SCM structure, which is the same as Standard 
Malay and English structures. As for the constructions, which are same in English and 
Indian language, speakers conform to these structures and not that part of the SCM 
structure, which is in line with Standard Malay typology (where there are two 
structures in SCM). Therefore, it must be recognised that English has reinforced one 
part of SIM syntax. 
In instances where SCM differs from Indian grammar, not all aspects of the SIM 
counterpart as used by the multilingual speakers conform to English syntax. For 
instance, note the syntax of relative clauses; if English were to have exerted a strong 
influence over the multilingual SIM speakers, the N yang CL order could be a feature 
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of SIM (with or without yang35).  
The noun phrase and adjective phrase alignments for both English and SIM are 
head-final. Preposition phrases are head-initial in both languages. Note the Aux V and 
the V Adv orders of SIM. Multilingual speakers strictly use these orders, conforming 
to the English syntax. Adv V and V Aux orders are not found in their speech. This is 
reinforced by an English influence. (Though English has an Adv V phrasal order, it is 
the V Adv order that is more basic in English.) 
As for the basic clausal order, multilingual SIM speakers use only the SVO order 
and for purposive clauses, they use only the SVO PUR.CL order. Therefore, in these 
two clause types, the multilingual SIM speakers’ word order conforms to the English 
syntax. However, the SIM order for relative clauses is opposite to that of English. 
To sum up, it is evident that transfer from Indian grammar is definitely a major 
reason for why SIM has structures that are syntactically different from its counterpart 
language, SCM. This study further establishes the notion of first (and other)36 
language transfer.  
Discussion up to this point of the chapter focuses on the general grammar of SIM, 
compared with SCM and the native and other languages – (Indian and English 
grammars). The following section discusses individual variations among speakers.  
 
6.4 Linguistic variations 
SIM speakers display considerable individual variation as a result of their 
sociolinguistic background. This section touches on grammatical variations displayed 
                                                 
35
 An example would be:  
 ithu buku  (yang)  saya bili… 
 that book RELATIVISER 1SG buy 
 ‘the book (that) I bought  …’ 
 
36
 In our context, the other language would be English. 
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by SIM speakers, sociolinguistic correlations and explanations for the variations. 
Coding a standard lexicon or a general grammar for a contact variety such as SIM 
is not possible; neither will it be a truthful study. Variations exist in the real world. 
SIM is not a formally-established language to have fixed lexical forms and 
grammatical structures. Significant variations are found among speakers, whose brief 
biography is given in section 1.9.2.  
From the perspective of language contact and L2 acquisition, direct transfer of the 
L1 system is the primary source of divergence found in L2 (Thomason 2001 among 
others), and proficiency level in L1 is the main determinant of the degree of 
divergence in L2 grammar (Selinker 1974; Ho and Platt 1993)37. 
Most of the variations found in SIM systematically correlate with the age of the 
speakers. There is a general divide among those who are above 60 years of age and 
those between 40 to 60 years of age. The age in turn correlates with the language 
inventories of the speakers, specifically, their proficiency level in their own Indian 
mother tongue and English; this in turn contributes to the level to which Indian and 
English grammatical features are carried into SIM. As such, it is the proficiency level 
in these languages (among other reasons) that brings about a divergence in SIM.  
There are also other types of variations that do not correlate directly with the 
language background of the speakers. For this, what grammatical morphemes, 
structures or processes informants use and how they use them can be attributed to the 
intensity of contact with SCM. 
This whole thesis discusses grammatical features from a small to big scale. Here, I 
will discuss briefly the major variations starting from variations in word order, and 
moving on to variations in smaller aspects like individual morphemes.  
                                                 
37
 Acknowledgments to Ms Devyani Sharma for the insight and the references. 
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Variations in clausal word order 
SIM clauses comprise of both SVO and SOV word orders even in idiolects. Table 
6.10 lists out the word order used by the informants for this study. The older 
unilingual informants predominantly use an SOV order though SVO is also used by 
them but to a significantly lesser extent. The multilingual speakers use only an SVO 
order. As for the multilingual speakers, it is the SCM order that is present in their 
speech and this is reinforced by the SOV order of English. However, the unilingual 
speakers generally have very little to negligible contact with English; and so, for 
them, it is Indian language that exerts a strong structural influence, hence, a 
predominant SOV structure.  
 
O  Y 









SVO SVO SVO SVO 
Table 6.10: Clausal word order 
 
Purposive clauses display variation that correlates with age. The unilingual group 
uses both an S V O PUR.CL order and an S PUR.CL V O order while the younger 
multilingual group uses only the former order. This variation too can be explained by 
proficiency in English (which also uses an SVO PUR.CL order) for the multilingual 
group, and a strong Indian language influence for the unilingual group resulting in an 
S PUR.CL V O order. 
As for coding causatives, SIM uses the lexical causative method. Using            
kasi ‘give’ + verb root is the general norm. I5, with her formal Malay influence, uses 
Standard Malay structures. She uses morphological causation - the causative suffix –
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kan - and the causativiser biken ‘make’ + verb root structure, in addition to the kasi 
construction. Meanwhile, I7 does not use any of these strategies to code causation (not 
even the kasi construction). She would use a closely-related vocabulary like cuci 
‘wash’ for ‘bathe’ which is usually said as kasi mandi ‘give bath’ and in some 
instances, she uses tharo ‘put’ as a causativiser. This is not surprising because I7 has 
the least contact with SCM as compared to other informants. I1 interestingly uses a 
verb root + kasi construction in addition to kasi + verb root order. She says mandi kasi 
as well as kasi mandi for ‘bathe’. This novel structure is a result of influence from 
Tamil in which causation is coded by means of a suffix to the verb root.  
 
Variations in phrasal order 
Unlike the clausal structure of SIM where the interference from Indian grammar is 
limited to unilingual speakers, complete borrowing from Indian grammar/English is 
evident at the phrase level for all speakers (see table 6.11). 
 
 
I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 
DEM N  DEM N DEM N DEM N DEM N 
N DEM 
DEM N DEM N DEM N 
Table 6.11: Position of demonstrative in an NP 
 
Table 6.11 shows clearly that it is not the case that DEM N word order is an 
occasional occurrence in SIM. It is almost the only order. All informants use a     
DEM N order. Only I5 uses N DEM as well. It is likely that I5 (with her one-year 
formal Malay education) is using the Standard Malay structure in those instances 
when she employs N DEM. Even then, in the 39 occurrences of demonstrative in her 
data, 87.2% are DEM N phrases. Despite her formal education, the DEM N order is 
overwhelmingly frequent in her speech. This has to be attributed to direct transfer 
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from Tamil as well as English. 
I5 and I6 occasionally use the Npossessed Npossessor order, which is a feature of 
Standard Malay and which is also present in SCM. Though attributive adjectives are 
mostly used with punya in an A punya N order, occasionally, informants like I7 would 
use an A N order without punya. This A N order might possibly be the order used by 
the new generation of SIM speakers – i.e., Indians in their thirties or twenties38. 
Nevertheless, it must be noted that this order too conforms to the head-final alignment 
of Indian language/English NP. 
The SIM VP exhibits internal variability among speakers. An Adv V order is used 
by unilinguals who also use the V Adv order; multilingual speakers only use the 
latter. The also existent Adv V order in the speech of the unilinguals is due to the 
speakers’ high level of proficiency in Indian language. Moreover, for the multilingual 
speakers, there is interference from the V Adv order of English.  
There are also some minor variations among the SIM speakers whose L1 is a 
North Indian language as compared to those whose L1 is a Dravidian language. This 
variation is mainly in the placement of auxiliaries, which cause a divergence within 
SIM. Otherwise, there are no major structural differences in the SIM variety as it is 
spoken by both North Indian and South Indian speakers. 
Because of the wide use of auxiliaries in Sindhi, where the word order would be 
SOVAux; the Sindhi informant (I2), when speaking SIM, tends to use auxiliary widely 
and places it, frequently, after verbs and in clause-final positions. Note the underlined 
ada in the SIM examples (28), (30) and (31); it follows the verb. In Standard Malay 
and in SCM, auxiliaries occur only in pre-verbal positions, as seen in (27). This 
structure is used by all Dravidian speakers of SIM and the younger North Indian 
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speakers. The older North Indian speakers typically use the V AUX order. Note also 
the V AUX order in Sindhi (29). 
 
(27) Ajmir,  saya  ada dudo. 
Ajmer 1SG exist stay  
 ‘Ajmer, I have stayed there.’              Standard Malay/SCM/SIM
  
(28) Ajmir,  saya  dudo  ada. 
Ajmer 1SG stay exist  
 ‘Ajmer, I have stayed there.’           (I2) SIM
  
(29) ajmer, mein  ma  rai  aayaan. 
 Ajmer in  1SG stay  exist 
  ‘Ajmer, I have stayed there.’              Sindhi 
 
(30) Rajasthan  ada,  saya  ping  kaka   pinga  anna.  Saya pigi 
Rajastan exist 1SG MOD elder.sister MOD child 1SG go 
 ada.  Dia  pangai  ada,  saya  pigi  ada. 
 exist 3SG call  exist 1SG go exist 
‘In Rajasthan is my elder sister’s child. I have gone there. When she called 
me, I went there.’        (I2) 
 
In (31), ada is an auxiliary. It is used here in a simple past tense meaning and not 
a past perfective meaning. Compare (31) with the Sindhi structure in (32). Note again 
the similarity in the placement of the auxiliary.  
 
(31) Dia  pigi ada. 
3PL  go exist 
‘They went.’         (I2) 
 
(32) ma  rai  aayaan. 
  1SG stay  exist 
  ‘I have stayed there.’               Sindhi 
 
Auxiliary distribution in the speech of the old Sindhi SIM speaker is different 
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from that of the Tamil SIM speaker (both young and old). The Sindhi speaker almost 
always places auxiliaries in post-verbal positions while the Tamil speaker would use it 
in pre-verbal position just as in SCM. That auxiliaries are usually in the form of 
affixes in Tamil and not full forms as in Sindhi can account for this variation in SIM. 
Auxiliary distribution is a clear example of L1 transfer.  
Meanwhile, the younger multilingual North Indian speakers (who are not as 
proficient in North Indian language but are proficient in English) place auxiliaries 
before verbs. This is due to a stronger influence from English as compared to North 
Indian grammar that enables the younger speakers to retain the AUX V order.  
 
Variations in grammatical morphemes 
Exposure to Standard Malay for I5, and Standard Malay and CMSM for I8 at a young 
age is evident in their use of SIM. Some features of SCM (that are present in Standard 
Malay) which are generally not present in SIM are used by these two speakers. For 
instance, both of them use sekali ‘very’ as an intensifier while the others do not. I8 
uses the locative sithu, which is not a feature of SIM. 
For the first person singular pronoun, though all use saya, I5 and I6 (under the 
influence of English) use ai (as in English ‘I’), I1, I2 and I6 use awa in addition; and I3 
and I8 are the only speakers to use wa. I5 and I6 use the English pronouns yu ‘you’ for 
second person. The relatively more intense contact with SCM for I3 and I8 enable them 
to retain the Hokkien-influenced wa. While all use particular pronouns to code first, 
second and third person, third person pronoun is almost non-existent in the idiolect of 
I4. (She could not think of or recall any word for third person pronoun while doing 
translation tests. Unfortunately, another SIM speaker prompted ‘dia orang’ and I4 
caught it; following that, she used dia orang for third person singular.) Otherwise, her 
sentences were null third person pronoun ones or she used suma orang ‘lit.: all 
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people’ for a plural third person referent. The low level of contact with SCM accounts 
for this. 
Moving on to demonstratives, the distal and proximal meanings of the 
demonstratives vary among speakers. For most speakers, itu and ini are used more or 
less interchangeably, with itu carrying a generic meaning and is used in both distal 
and proximal senses but ini only for proximal sense. I2 and I5 differentiate the two 
words.  
SIM prepositions are seldom used. Those under the influence of Standard Malay 
use more prepositions and use them more frequently too. For instance, the forms of 
prepositions as used in SCM and Standard Malay are found in the speech of I5. An 
example would be the combined use of two prepositions: di dalam stor ‘inside (the) 
storeroom’. Moreover, SCM subordinators like sampai ‘until’ are present in I5’s 
speech but not in others’. I5 also uses the Standard Malay prefix se- ‘one’ as in         
se-orang ‘one person’ (instead of satu orang as typically used in SCM and SIM). It is 
usually not used by SIM speakers. This again can be attributed to I5’s contact with the 
standard variety. 
To mark plurality, in addition to reduplication, all speakers use suma ‘all’ with the 
noun to be pluralised. While the multilingual SIM speakers use a postmodifying 
suma, the unilinguals usually use suma as a premodifier. I2 (belonging to the 
unilingual group)
 
for instance, has had significant years of working experience during 
which she was in considerable contact with SCM. This accounts for why she uses 
suma as a postmodifier as well; i.e., she says adei adei suma ‘all siblings’ as well as 
suma baibee ‘all babies’. On the contrary, I3 who has no working experience and as a 
result, a lesser contact with SCM, uses suma only as a premodifier.  
This section illustrated a few types of individual variations found in the speech 
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continuum. This is by no means all-encompassing. In addition to many more syntactic 
differences, there are also differences in the phonetic realization of words. Speakers 
like I5 and I6 use /ə/ in instances where the others would use /a/. Examples include the 
final vowel of mana ‘where’, saya ‘I’ and kita ‘we’, etc. 
 
Conclusion 
There are systematic patterns within the linguistic phenomena of SIM. For instance, 
the younger multilingual speakers who strictly use SVO do not use Adv V order. That 
is to mean that only speakers who employ an SOV word order in SIM also use Adv V 
order. In addition, only these SOV-using speakers, use suma as a premodifier, a verb 
root + kasi order for causation and other structures like S PUR.CL V O and V AUX. 
As such, the main area in which SIM diverges greatly from SCM is in the speech of 
the unilingual group. There is no contradiction in my account of the sociolinguistic 
variations present in SIM. SIM is a contact language and it is a nature of contact 
languages to possess a language system that exhibits significant internal variability.  
At a surface level, social factors like age, education, working experience, etc. 
correlate systematically with the linguistic variations found in SIM. I have explained 
in this chapter, that the main factor contributing to the differences is the degree of 
transfer of features from L1 and English (for multilinguals); speakers’ proficiency in 
these languages and the degree of contact with both colloquial and standard Malay 






In this thesis, I described the grammatical coding strategies of the Malay variety as it 
is used by the Indians (aged about 40 and above) residing in Singapore. This thesis 
began in Chapter 1 with an introduction to the context of Malay usage in Singapore 
and the sociolinguistic background of the Singapore Indian community. I then 
presented a typological sketch of the languages that are in contact with SIM, and I 
elaborated on the methodology employed to collect data for this study. Chapter 2 
discussed the lexicon of SIM with some relevant examples. Chapter 3 elaborated on 
four function words. The different phrase types were discussed in Chapter 4; special 
attention was given to the placement of modifiers. The head-final phrase structures 
that are unique to SIM were highlighted. Following that, in Chapter 5 was a 
discussion on the syntactic features of clauses - both basic and subordinate. Chapters 
2 - 5 consist of the main body of SIM grammar, elaborated with real utterances 
produced by SIM speakers. In Chapter 6, I compared some aspects of SIM grammar 
with that of the languages in contact with SIM. I showed clearly the significant 
influence that Indian grammar exerts on SIM (especially for the unilinguals) and the 
considerable influence from English grammar in the speech of the multilinguals. I 
concluded the chapter with a discussion on the linguistic variations found in SIM 
(idiolects). In this current chapter, I will summarise again the major findings of the 
study; and discuss how it contributes to current scholarship. I will also highlight the 
limitations of this study and areas for future research.  
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7.1 Interesting findings 
SIM and SCM are two non-native Malay varieties in Singapore. I have shown that 
SIM grammar is considerably different from SCM grammar in many aspects. While 
Standard Malay is head-initial and both head-initial and head-final alignments are 
present in SCM; SIM leans towards a head-final syntax, though not exclusively. Here, 
I summarize again only the aspects of SIM grammar, which differ from SCM 
grammar (in that these structures are not present in SCM) or which are not the sole 
features in the SCM system. (This summary is reproduced from section 6.3, in which 
the following points were already elaborated.) 
- in causative constructions, the verb root can precede the causativiser; 
- in compounds, the head can be in final position; 
- in an NP, the demonstrative, genitive and AP occur only as premodifiers;  
- in a VP, objects, complements and adverb phrases can occur in preverbal 
 positions; auxiliaries can follow verbs; 
-  in an AP, an intensifier never follows the adjective but only precedes it; 
- relative clauses are strictly head-final; 
- purposive clauses can precede the VP; 
- in basic clauses, there exists an SOV order; 
- in interrogatives (questioning a verbal object/complement), there is an SQnV 
 order; and 
- in imperatives, there is an OV order. 
 
Contact languages are known to have more mixed grammars. It is true for SIM. 
The above-mentioned structures are not uniformly used in SIM. The unilingual 
speakers predominantly use an SOV order, which is attributed to the influence from 
Indian grammar. The multilinguals only use an SVO order. In the phrasal syntax too, 
the multilinguals use a structure that is found both in SCM and English.   
The head final noun phrase, in which demonstratives are always used as 
premodifiers by all speakers, is an interesting finding. It is evident that transfer from 
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Indian grammar (for all speakers) and English grammar (for multilinguals) is 
definitely the reason for why SIM has structures that are syntactically different from 
SCM (not just in the DEM N order). English interference has enabled the multilingual 
SIM speakers to use some structures that are also found in SCM, but are not followed 
by the unilingual speakers. There are also systematic patterns within the SIM 
grammar as used by the two age groups. For instance, it is the unilinguals who use an 
SOV order who also use verb root + kasi, V AUX, Adv V, S PUR.CL V O 
constructions. Meanwhile, multilinguals who use an SVO word order only use       
kasi + verb root, AUX V, V Adv, S V O PUR.CL structures.  
Most of the variations found in SIM systematically correlate with the age of the 
speakers. There is a general divide among those who are above 60 years of age and 
those between 40 to 60 years of age. The age is a reflection of the linguistic 
background of the speakers, i.e. proficiency in English or a lack of English knowledge 
and the level of proficiency in their own Indian L1. The variations found in SIM 
grammar at both the phrase and clause levels can be attributed to the interference from 
Indian language and English and the level of exposure to colloquial Malay.  
 
7.2 Contribution to current scholarship 
There are some instances of contact-induced structural change in natural languages. 
Specifically, there are examples of an SVO language, with interference from an SOV 
language, and in turn becoming SOV; for instance, Takia (a Western Oceanic 
language belonging to the SVO group) adopted the SOV order of Waskia, a Papuan 
language (Heine and Kuteva 2005: 158). Similarly, the (originally SVO) Motu 
language displays verb-final, N DEM and N P structure, thus reflecting the SOV 
Papuan languages of their trading partners (Foley 1997: 388). Foley (ibid.) claims that 
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some other genetically Austronesian languages in Oceania have gone through 
interference from the Papuan languages. The case of SIM adds evidence to contact-
induced structural change such as those seen above. As such, the structural differences 
in SIM, when compared to CMSM/SCM, add value to the field of contact linguistics. 
Also, PP in SIM having only one order (while the other phrases allow two orders) 
provides the starting point for one to consider if the difference is systematic in other 
pidgins, and if it is, why that is the case.  
This research is also meant to provide additional data for linguists caught in the 
never-ending debate on notions of UG and L1 transfer; particularly, with respect to 
pidgins. It has already been established that SCM is greatly influenced by Hokkien 
(Adelaar and Prentice 1996: 674; Daw 2005: 185 – 298). I have compared the 
grammar of SIM with that of SCM. In addition, we see that SIM has been influenced 
by Indian and English grammatical systems.  
Much previous studies have focused on L1 transfer in Non-British English or  
New Englishes39. Trudgill and Hannah (2002) attribute the variations found in the 
New Englishes and the difference between these Englishes and British English to 
contact. Singapore English, for instance, as pointed out by Ho and Platt (1993: 8), 
among others, shows the transference of features from the various speech varieties 
(Chinese dialects, Malay and Indian languages) of the different ethnic groups. By 
means of studying the structures in SIM and highlighting the native grammars (Indian 
language and English), it is hoped that this research has provided further insights into 
the role of the first language in second language acquisition. 
As for the structure of contact languages, the implicational constraint states that in 
the absence of lexical borrowing, there will be no structural borrowing (Thomason 
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 such as Indian English, Singapore English, Philippine English, Malaysian English, African English 
etc. See Platt et al (1984). 
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2001: 64). However, in the whole of this thesis, we have seen that SIM defies this 
rule. It is full of Indian language structure and almost zero Indian lexeme is borrowed 
into SIM in the present.40  
 
7.3 Limitations of study 
Some of the limitations of this research have to do with issues surrounding data 
collection. Among my informants, I had only one North Indian SIM speaker while the 
rest were Tamils. This one Sindhi informant belongs to the older unilingual group. 
Collecting data from more speakers (speaking other North Indian languages) 
belonging to both the unilingual and the multilingual groups would have made this 
study more representative. This would have shed light on the usage of the V Aux 
order. In addition, studying the syntax of SIM speakers whose L1 is a Dravidian 
language other than Tamil, would also have made this research more representative. 
Comparison of structures across informants could not be studied uniformly 
because some variables are not comparable. For instance, though I5 and I6 belong to 
the younger age group, I5 is English-educated while I6 is Tamil-educated. This could 
have some effects on their SIM structure. Some other aspects of informants could 
have affected the data. I1, for instance, lived in Malaysia until she was sixteen. That 
comprises some years for the acquisition of Malay there. Nevertheless, there were 
some obvious syntactic patterns found among the young as well as the old speakers 
and there is a clear difference between the two groups. 
For all SIM examples in each chapter, I have stated the informants who produced 
the utterances. Some informants like I1 and I6 are slightly over-quoted. This is because 
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 The only known instance is naa(n) ‘I’ as used by I4. This is an exception. Naa(n) is not in the general 
SIM lexicon of all speakers. Considering the general SIM grammar, there is no lexical borrowing but 
there is significant structural borrowing. 
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more data was collected from them and they were more ‘reachable’ than other 
informants for translation tests, during the course of this project. Using some 
informants’ data more than others’ again poses a question on equal representation.  
Another limitation is the lack of any statistical organization of the data to quantify 
the structures or particular words used by speakers. My reasoning was that there is no 
point, for instance, in getting the total number of tokens and finding the frequency of 
occurrence of some words or structures. This is because some specific speakers use 
some terms or structures and some others do not use these at all. For instance, for the 
first person singular pronoun, though all use saya, I5 and I6 use ai (as in English ‘I’), 
I1, I2 and I6 use awa, and I4 uses naa (as in Tamil first person singular ‘naan’). 
Nevertheless, where individual speakers have more than one structure to code a 
grammatical feature (especially the SVO and SOV order of the unilingual speakers), 
quantifying the data would have helped us to see how much more they use particular 
structures.  
 
7.4 Areas for future research 
  - SIM has SCM as its source language? 
An important area for future research would be to study if SIM has SCM as its 
source/lexifier language instead of CMSM. I present this possibility on the basis of 
the demographic situation of Singapore. The Malays were the dominant race in 
Singapore in terms of numbers until 1836 when the Chinese outnumbered them, and 
since then, the population has remained predominantly Chinese in composition as 
mentioned in Saw (1980: 17). A form of Malay became the lingua franca of 
Singapore since early 1800s. The first Indian immigration into Singapore is placed 
sometime between 1819 and 1824. The presence of Indians in Singapore is only 
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recorded in the census of 1824, which shows a total of 756 or 7% Indians out of a 
total of 10,683 in that year (Saw 1960: 38).  
The first Indians of Singapore too began to use a form of Malay for inter-ethnic 
communication. The difference between the situation in Singapore in the first two 
decades since its establishment in 1819 and the period after about 1836 is that in the 
former period, the Malays (who were referred to as Malaysians then) were the 
dominant group in terms of numbers and from about 1836 up to the present, the 
population is predominantly Chinese. The Malaysians continued to decrease steadily 
from 60% in 1824 to a minimum of 12% in 1931, while the proportion of Chinese 
increased steadily from 31% in 1824 to the maximum of 78% in 1947 as mentioned in 
Saw (1960: 40). The proportion has remained fairly constant since then, with the 2006 
census41 being 75.2% Chinese, 13.6% Malays and 8.8% Indians. (See Saw (1999: 47) 
or Daw (2005: 9) for details on the demography of Singapore.) The need for the 
Indians to communicate with the Chinese began to increase since about mid-1800s 
because of the increase in the Chinese population. 
Considering the ethnic proportion of Singapore’s population, SIM speakers 
(currently aged 40 and above) are in a far greater contact with the Chinese than the 
Malays throughout their lifetime in Singapore, beginning from the period around mid-
1900s. So, they hear SCM more than CMSM.  
In addition, the shops in the neighbourhoods and the markets tended by the 
different races are not proportionate to the population ratio. There are proportionately 
more Chinese shops than those mended by the Malays; as such, the Indians are in an 
overwhelmingly larger contact with the Chinese. There are more Chinese neighbours, 
more Chinese colleagues, more Chinese taxi-drivers and so on. The older Indians are 
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 Source: Singapore - Census of Population 2006 
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spoken to in much more SCM than CMSM. Future studies can validate this.  
As for the statistics of the monolinguals (M) and bilinguals (B) of Singapore in the 
past few decades, statistics are available only for literate persons, with literacy being 
defined as the ability to read with understanding a newspaper in a particular language; 
only the four official languages of Singapore (English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil) are 
considered42. (Colloquial Malay is not considered here; as such, an SIM-speaking 
Tamil person would be considered as a monolingual though technically, he/she speaks 
two languages.) Statistics is available for the years 1970, 1980 and 1990, which is 
averaged in Table 7.1. For each of the three ethnic groups under discussion, there are 
L1 speaking monolinguals and L1 and English speaking bilinguals. Note that the 
bilinguals of each group communicate with the bilinguals of the other groups in 
English and not in a form of colloquial Malay. As such, their figures are not 
















↔ M. Chinese 
35.43 
   
M. Tamil 
1.47 












↔ M. Malay 
5.97 
 
Table 7.1: Average figures of Tamils in communication  
with Chinese and Malays, 1970 - 90 (%)43 
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 Specific statistics is not available for non-Tamil speaking Indians who also make up the SIM group. 
As such, only Tamil-speaking Indians are considered here.  
43
 Source: Table 7.1 is computed from Saw (1999: 62), Table 4.7, entitled ‘Literate persons aged 10 
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Monolingual Tamil speakers are in a communicative setting with Malay and 
Chinese speakers on a ratio of 1 : 6.1 (16 : 98.13) respectively and bilingual Tamil 
speakers on a ratio of 1 :  5.9 (5.97 : 35.43). On the average, for every one Malay 
speaker that a Tamil person possibly speaks to or is spoken to, there would be six 
Chinese; in other words, it would be 14.3% Malays versus 85.7% Chinese. 
All that the Indians need is some means of verbal communication and there is an 
overwhelmingly higher need to communicate with the Chinese. A form of Malay is 
heard and a form of Malay is used in return. A layperson generally might not 
distinguish between CMSM and SCM. To him/her, it could be just Malay that they all 
use in the market.44 Though at a subconscious level, the target language for an ‘SIM 
learner’ would be Malay – ideally, the Malay as it is used by the Malays – but at a 
practical level, it could be SCM that is functioning as the target language.  
SCM is in itself a pidginised variety of CMSM. In other words, SCM is a Malay 
lexified pidgin as outlined by Daw (2005: 185). It emerged out of the need for a 
common language for purposes such as trade. Future studies can discuss the 
hypothesis that SIM has SCM as its main source or lexifier-language and that SIM 
consists of the lexicon of SCM and the phonological and grammatical inputs from 
Indian language (and English to a lesser extent). 
 
 - Phonology 
Due to the influence of the Indian phonological system, in many ways, SIM 
‘sounds’ different from SCM and more like Indian languages. For instance, dental 
fricatives and plosives are much more elaborate in SIM than in SCM. There are also 
                                                                                                                                            
and over, by language literate in, 1970 - 90’ 
44
 In fact, in the process of doing this dissertation, when non-linguistics persons ask what my research 
topic is, I would say, “it is the grammar of the Malay spoken by Singapore Indians”. The immediate 
response would be if it is any different from how the Malays speak. 
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significant differences within the Indian languages in their phonology. For instance, 
while all plosives are unaspirated in Tamil; Malayalam, another Dravidian language, 
has aspirated dental and retroflex plosives. Indian interference in SIM phonology can 
be the goal of future studies. Focusing on the phonological differences between the 
speakers who have different (Indian) first languages can contribute to the field of 
typology studies. 
 
 - SIM of the younger generation 
SIM grammar cannot be concluded. As are all languages, and more so contact 
languages, SIM is a dynamic language, ever involved in the subtle process of 
language change. This study has employed a synchronic perspective. What I have 
described in this thesis is the syntactic structure of SIM as at the point of research. 
The SIM of the future (say, in about twenty years from now) will not constitute much 
of the mixed grammar that it does now. Only the constructions used by the current 40 
– 60 age group will remain. The SIM of the future will not have an SOV order, unless 
used by older immigrant Indian nationals residing in Singapore for a considerable 
period.  
Singapore Indians in their mid or late thirties do speak some Malay. The 
generation after them – those currently in their twenties – does know some Malay 
words; some of them are able to speak Malay well enough to have a successful 
transaction in the market. Future research can study the syntactic features present in 
their variety of Malay. Special attention can be paid to the placement of 
demonstratives in noun phrases. If there were to be evidence for an N DEM order 
among this group, SIM might be converging towards Standard Malay in some ways. 
(Interestingly, a quick survey done among this group shows a DEM N phrasal 
syntax.) 
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Because SIM is an interesting and dynamic field that has evolved with different 
facets in different generations, a diachronic study of changes in the variety and 
grammaticalisation of lexemes and syntax is definitely worth studying in great depths.   
 
 - Sociolinguistic study 
As mentioned earlier, future research can use SIM data from other Indian 
language speakers. A sociolinguistic study too can be conducted based on the current 
data to study:   
- the difference between the North Indian and South Indian varieties of SIM; 
 and 
- if there are correlations between age, language background, educational and 
 socioeconomic status of speakers and SIM forms/ grammars used. 
 
 
Concluding the conclusion 
I hope that this study of some syntactic aspects of SIM has contributed to new insights 
into the structure of this contact language and to the further understanding of the 
nature of contact languages. Theories of contact linguistics and universal grammar 
can be tested against this new data of SIM that I have provided. No claim to 
completeness is made for this study of SIM grammar. Many linguistic aspects are still 
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A portion of the data is provided below. Appendix 1 is a narration. Appendix 2 is an 
SIM coversation between two Indians of different language groups. Appendix 3 is a 
detailed conversation of two colleagues - a Chinese and an Indian. 
Appendix 1: Wartime experience  
I1 narrates her experience during the Japanese occupation of Malaysia. 
 
(1)  Dulu,  dulu  uh,  saya  penya  amma,  saya,  dulu, Meleysia        
   past past  1SG MOD mother 1SG past Malaysia  
   dudo.  
   stay  
   ‘In the past, my mother (and) I, in the past, lived in Malaysia.’  
 
(2)  Sana,  ithu  Jepang  mia  taim  ah,  bam  tharo ah.  
   there that Japan  MOD time  bomb put   
   Aiyoh,  saya orang  manya  thakot  lah.  
    1PL  very  scared LAH 
   ‘There, during the Japanese (occupation) time ah, (they) put bomb ah. Aiyoh, 
  we were very scared lah.’ 
 
(3)  Ah,  manya  orang  mathi.  Sana,  kaki  kena,  thangan  kena.  
    many people die there leg suffer hand  suffer 
   ‘Ah, many people died. There, legs were injured, hands were injured.’  
 
(4)  Makan,  thara  dapa.  Ithu  Jepang  rathang,  manya  
  food  NEG get that Japan  come  many 
  orang  mia, mana-mana  jalan,  orang,  dia  kasi  pukol.  
  people MOD  where-where walk people 3PL CAUS hit 
  ‘Food, (we) couldn’t get. When the Japanese came, many people, wherever 
  they went, they’ll attack them.’ 
 
(5) Ragi   beras  pon  thabole  dapa.  Ubi kayu,  saya  
  moreover rice FOC cannot  get tapioca  1SG  
  makan.  
  eat  
  ‘Moreover, (we) couldn’t get rice. Tapioca, I ate.’ 
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(6) Saya,  ithu  jam,  kici.  Saya  pinga  umoh  sembilan.  
  1SG that time small 1SG MOD age nine 
  ‘I, at that time, was small. My age was nine.’ 
 
(7) Saya  pinga  amma  jalan-jalan,  saya  po  iko. 
  1SG MOD mother walk-walk 1SG FOC follow 
  ‘Wherever my mother went, I would follow (her).’ 
 
(8) Ithu,  malam, pukol  sathu  ka  dua  ka,  bom  taro.  Tom!  
  that night time one Q two Q bomb put  
  ‘At night, (about) one o’clock or two o’clock, (they) put bomb. Tom!’ 
 
(9) Orang  suma  tara  tido. Uh.  Lagi,  suma  orang  sana  
  people all NEG sleep  moreover all people there  
  lari, sini  lari. 
  run  here  run 
  ‘People all did not sleep. Uh. Moreover, all (the) people ran there, ran here.’ 
 
(10) Aiyoh!  Manya  thakot  lah,  Japa  mia  dam.  
    very  scary LAH Japan MOD time 
   ‘Aiyoh! Very scary lah, Japanese (occupation) time.’ 
 
(11) Skarang, manya  bagos.  Singapura, skarang,  manya bagos. 
   now  very good Singapore now  very good 




Appendix 2: Older unilingual Indian neighbours of different language groups 
2A is an excerpt from the speech of I2 in which she narrates her daily routine of 
household chores. In 2B, I3 tells I2 about her ex-job as a hospital attendant. I2 is a 
Sindhi speaker and I3 a Tamil speaker. Both of them are above 70 years of age and 
there is significant influence from Indian language in their speech. Note especially the 
SOV order used by them. Note also the placement of auxiliaries by I2. 
 
 2A: 
(1)  Hari-hari,  saya  ruma  pinga  kreja  ada. Siapu ada.  Baju  
  day-day 1SG house MOD work exist sweep exist clothes  
  cuci.  Masa.  Sedalu, saya  masa  ada.  
  wash  cook always  1SG cook exist 
  ‘Daily, I have household chores. (I) sweep. (I) wash clothes. (I) cook. I cook 
  always.’  
 
(2)  Ithu,  thengo  teevee  lah.  Zee  teevee, thengo  ada.   
   that watch tv LAH zee tv watch  exist 
   ‘(I) watch TV lah. Zee TV, (I) watch.’ 
 
(3)  Saya  siki  barang mau   bili,  saya  bili  ada  lah.  
 1SG little thing want  buy 1SG  buy exist LAH 
 Kedai  pigi.  
 shop go 
 ‘(If) I want to buy some things, I will buy lah. Go to the shop.’ 
 
(4)  Pukol  dua pelas,  saya  thido. … Pukol dua pelas  po,   
   hour twelve  1SG sleep    hour  twelve  FOC 
   thabole  thido.  Pukol  sathu,  thiga,  ini  macam  thido.    
   cannot  sleep hour one three this like  sleep 
    Thabole thido  lah.  
   cannot  sleep LAH 
   ‘Twelve o’ clock, I sleep. … (But) twelve o’ clock, (I) cannot sleep. (About)  
  one o’ clock, three o’ clock, I sleep. Cannot sleep lah.’ 
 
(5) I3: Kenapa thabole  thido? 
  why  cannot  sleep 




(1)  Wa  sana  kreja,  babee  jaga.   Babee  kasi  susu  makan. 
   1SG there work baby look.after baby give milk eat 
   ‘I took care of babies (when) I worked there. Feeding babies. 
 
(2)  Babee, dua pulu  thiga  ada,  sathu  vaard.  Suma  babee,  kitha  
   baby twenty  three exist one ward all baby 1PL 
   mau  jaga. 
  want  look.after 
  ‘There are twenty three babies in one ward. All the babies, we have to look 
 after.’ 
 
(3)  Pagi   pinga  orang  jaga. 
  morning MOD person look.after 
  ‘Morning (shift) people must take care (of the babies).’ 
 
(4)  Thiga pulu  lima  thavun,  wa  kreja  sana.  
   thirty  five year  1SG work there 
   ‘For thirty five years, I worked there.’ 
 
(5)  Suma  kici  kici. Sathu  thavun  pinja,  dua  thavun  pinja,  ampa  
  all small small one year MOD two year MOD four 
  thavun  pinja.  Ini  macam  ada,  anna.  
  year MOD this like  exist child 
  ‘All are small, small. One year olds, two year olds, four year olds. There were 
  children like this.’ 
 
(6) I2: Sathu  orang  mana  bole  banja  jaga?   Thabole lah. 
  one person where can many look.after cannot LAH 




Appendix 3: A Chinese and an Indian colleague at the workplace 
Usually, Indians aged above 40 and their non-Indian colleagues converse in Malay, 
especially in a blue-collar work environment. Below is the conversation between two 
catering assistants during their free time at work. (Those in ‘…’ are parts that could 
not be deciphered due to a lack of clarity in recording.) Note that I6’s variety displays 
patterns that are similar to the multilingual SIM speakers’ and I9’s is representative of 
Singapore Chinese Malay, described by Daw (2005).  
 
I6: Bila yu mau pegi Ci-  
 when 2SG want go Chi- 
 ‘When (do) you want (to) go (to) Chi-‘ 
 
I6: … thu pegi Cine macam  mana? 
  that go China like  how 




I9: Pegi tengo ah, ah bapa mia ale     ah. 
 go see  father MOD younger.sibling    






I6: Brapa  orang ada sana? 
 how.many people exist there 
 ‘How many siblings are there?’ 
 
I9: Oh, spulo lebe. 
  ten more  








I6: Besa-besa femli lah. 
 big-big  family LAH  
 ‘Big family lah.’  
 
I9: …  Banya, ampat. 
  many four  




I9: Ah, mpat  ape?  
  four what 






I9: Mmm luma. 
  house 
 ‘Houses.’  
 
I6: Oh, ruma besa. Dia mia ruma. 
  house big 3SG MOD house 
 ‘Oh, house is big. Their house.’  
   
I9: … besa. 
  big 
 ‘Big.’ 
 
I6: Kampong  ka thau …? 
 village/hometown Q or 






I6:  Kampong  juga lah. 
 village  also LAH  
 ‘So (it is) a village also lah.’    
 
I9: Mmm kampong  jua. 
 yes village  also 
 ‘Yes, a village also.’  
 
I6: Ni,  dia orang ara  kerje sana  ka pe? 
 this  3PL  exist work there Q what 
 ‘They work over there or what?     
 
I9: Tale  kerja lah. 
 NEG work LAH  




I9: Ah hasben  keja balu uh. Dia  mia mini, anak  
  husband work only  3SG MOD wife child 
 tala kerja. 
 NEG  work 
 ‘Only the husband works, wife and children do not work.’   
 




I6:   Kerja macam  mana? 
 work like  where 
 ‘What kind of a job?’   
  
I6: Ofis ka ape dia  rathang keja? 
 office Q what 3SG come  work 
 ‘Do they come to work in the office or what?’  
 
I9: Tale, lia, ta tau. 
 NEG 3SG NEG know 
 ‘No, he/she, (I) do not know.’ 
 
I6: Sendiri-sendiri bisnes  maciam bikin kerja lah. 
 self-self  business like  do work  LAH  
 ‘(Something) like they set up their own business and do their own work lah?’ 
 
I9: Sendiri ah sendiri  bikin … ini   maciam. 
 self  self  do  this  like 
 ‘(They) themselves do their own work, like this.’  
 
I6: Bikin ah… oh oh. 
 do 
 ‘(They) do so.’ 
 
I9: Tale, tale  bikin manya lah.  Sikit  jam balik.     Ah kol     
 NEG NEG do a.lot LAH  little time go.home      time  
 dua sikit jam  balik. 
 two  little time go.home 
 ‘(They) don’t do a lot (of work) lah. (Within) a short period, (they) go back 
 home. At two o’clock, (within) a short period, (they) go home. 
 
I6: Lagi   yu  ada  pigi  jalan-jalan  ka  dudo  
 then  2SG exist go walk-walk Q sit  
 sana juga? 
 there also 
 ‘So, did you go out or stay put (indoors) over there also?’    
 
I9: ... dua hali  pegi jalan-jalan. 
  two day go walk-walk 




 ‘(You) went out.’ 
 
I6: Sana, sana pun susa juga, Cina.  Kampong saya   
 there  there FOC tough also China hometown 1SG  
 susa  juga.  
 tough also 






I9: Tapi sekalang  sana tala susa  loh. 
 but now  there NEG tough PRT  




I9: Kaya  lagi loh. 
 rich more PRT 
 ‘(China is) even richer (now).’ 
 
I6: Manya duit ada? 
 a.lot money exist 
 (There) is lot of money (over there)?’ 
 
I9: Mmm manya duit  ada. 
  a.lot money exist 
 ‘Yes, (there is) a lot of money (over there).’  
 
I6: Oh  okei  lah. Tu maciam, tapi   lah.  Ah. 
  okay LAH  that like  nevermind LAH  
 ‘Oh okay lah. In that case, that is alright lah.’  
 
I9: Dulu  lah      ah. 
 past LAH   
 ‘In the past, (yes) lah.’ 
 
I6: Dulu  suma  susa.  Kampong saya suma susa juga. 
 past all hard village  1SG all hard also 
 ‘In the past, everything was difficult. (The people) in my village were all 
 suffering also.’  
 
I9: … Singgapo pia olang pegi. 
  Singapore MOD people go 






I6: Singapore  orang kasi duit  ka sana?  
 Singapore people give money Q  there 
 ‘Do Singaporeans give money (to the people) there?’ 
 
I9: Tale  dia skalang tala  cakap mau lui. 
 NEG 3PL now  NEG say want money 
 ‘No, now they would not say they want money.’  
 
I6: Beli    ah       ah? 
 buy 
 ‘Buy (things) ah?’ 
 
I9: Lia cakap, “lu mau latang ala  senang lu mau latang”. 
 3PL say   2SG want come exist free 2SG want come 
 ‘They (would) say, “If you are free, come (and visit me).”   
 
I6: Rathang thengo lah, tengo  sedara-sedara,  
 come  see LAH  see  relative-relative  
 suma hepi     lah, satu femili  kan  ah.  
 all  happy LAH  one family isn’t.it 
 ‘Come and visit lah, visit the relatives, all will be happy lah, since it’s one 
 family, isn’t it?’   
 
I9: Ah  Dia, dia, skalang, dia, ta  dia … sikit kaya 
  3PL 3PL now  3SG NEG 3SG little rich  
 mah.  
 PRT 
 ‘They, they, now, they, no, they… are now slightly richer.’ 
 
 I6: Mmmm yu beli  pegi ape? 
   2SG buy  go what 
 ‘What do you buy and go?’    
 
I9: Bili  ikan bili  oh. 
 buy  anchovy 
 ‘(I) buy anchovy.’ 
 
I6: Yu beli  ikan bilis Singapo  ah? 
 2SG buy anchovy Singapore  
 ‘You buy anchovy from Singapore?’ 
 
I9: Ah  
 
I6: Oh beli ikan bilis pegi kasi sana ah? 
  buy anchovy go give there  




I6: Dia orang suka ka? 
 3PL  like Q 








I9: Diaolang punya ikan bili banya besa.  Tableh makan. 
 3PL  MOD anchovy very big cannot eat 




I9: Ini macam , panjang-panjang, ah. 
 this like  long-long  
 ‘Like this, (very) long.’ 
 
I6: Oh …  
 
I6: Dulu saya pigi India pun, saya pon ada beli ikan bili. 
 past 1SG go India FOC 1SG FOC exist buy anchovy 
 ‘In the past, (when) I went to India, I also did buy anchovy.’   
 
I9: Ah, oh 
 
I6: Saya  punya suami   suka makan ikan bilis. 
 1SG MOD husband like eat anchovy 




I6: Saya  beli ikan bilis, sadden. Saden suma, sana  
 1SG buy anchovy sardine  sardine all there  
 penya,   tha  sedap.  Beli sini kita pegi  lah. Dulu,  
 MOD NEG tasty buy here 1PL go LAH  past  
 saya  pegi uh, saya pon beli. 
 1SG go  1SG FOC buy 
 ‘I bought anchovy (and) sardines.  The sardines there are not tasty. We bought 
 (these)  here (and) went (there) lah. In the past, I went (there) uh, I bought 
 (them).’ 
 
I9: Nani  bila pegi? 
 later when go 
 ‘When (are you) going again?’ 
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I6: Tala lama  pegi juga lah. Thengo  lah      macam  
 NEG long go also LAH  see  LAH  like  
 mana? 
 where  
 (It) will not be long before I go also lah. See how (it goes) lah.’  
 
I9: Oh ai boleh pegi ah?  
  1SG can go  
 ‘Oh, can I go (too)?’  
 
I6: Ah boleh, yu rathang yu mari  lah. Kita dua …  
  can 2SG come  2SG come LAH  1PL two 




I9: Lu lui manya leh…  Ta… lu beli tiket, hanled  
 2SG money much PRT NEG     2SG buy ticket hundred
 samting. 
 something 
 ‘You (have) a lot of money. No, you buy the tickets, (they cost) over a 
 hundred dollars.’  
 
I6: Tauzen, tauzen. 
 thousand thousand 
 ‘A thousand, a thousand.’  
 
I9: Taulen  oh, ah aulang sikit balu. 
 thousand  people few then 
 ‘A thousand? Then, only a few people (will travel).’ 
 
I6: Seribu,  sathu ribu   dekat ada. 
 one.thousand, one thousand near exist  
 ‘(It) will be a thousand, about one thousand.’   
 
I9: Mana, gua tak,  tak  lalu yah. Mana pegi? Taboleh  
 where 1SG NEG NEG pass   where go cannot  
 pegi ah ni India. 
 go  this  India  
 ‘Where, I do not pass. How to go? (I) cannot go to this India.’ 
 
I6: Tapi pigi sana sedara  suma  ada  kan. Misthi mau beli 
 but go there relatives all exist isn’t.it must want buy 
 barang  banya mau  pegi lah. 
 things  many  want go LAH  
 ‘But (if we) go there, all (my) relatives are there, right? (Surely) (we) must 
 buy many things and go lah.’     
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I6: Banya kita mie.  Saya pun kampong said juga suma … 
 many 1PL MOD 1SG FOC village  side also all 
 ‘Many are my (relatives). I am from the village side somemore…’     
 
I9: Eh  ana  ada pegi? 
  child  exist go 
 ‘Have your children gone?’ 
 
I6: Yah  lah dulu saya,  saya mia  ana  suma  
 yes LAH  past 1SG 1SG MOD children all 
 pegi.  Skarang, blom  tau  lah  mau  pegi  ka ape. 
 go now  not.yet  know LAH  want go or      what 
 Mau  pegi  pon  mau pakai  banya duit.  Tengo  lah,  kalau
 want go FOC need use a.lot money see LAH  if 
 ada duit…  ada  pegi. Tapi sini kerja kita  mau ambeh  
 exist money exist go but here work 1PL want take 
 lif pon susa  juga. 
 leave FOC difficult also   
 ‘Yes lah, in the past, my children and I all went. Now, (we do) not know yet 
 lah, (whether) we want to go or not. (If we) want to go also we need a lot of 
 money. (We will) see how lah, if (we have) money … will go. But now,  at 
 work, it is also hard for us to take leave.’  
 
I9: Oh, alah tiga  olang  keja  balu. 
  exist three people work then 
 ‘Oh, (if there are) three people, only then (will taking leave be possible).  
 
I6: Ah, satu  orang sudah   ambeh… Kalau saya pegi  
  one person already take  if 1SG go 
 India, mesti  mau  ambeh  satu bulan. Satu  bulan lif       lah  
 India must want take one month one month leave LAH  
 baru bagos lah. Pigi dudo  tengo  suma  orang nanti  jalan-jalan 
 then good  LAH  go stay see all people later walk-walk
 pegi.  Ana-ana sama hasben, the father ah mau 
 go child-child with husband the  father  want  
 dudo siki jam. Siki hari  nanti baleh  bagos lah. 
 stay little time few day later go.back good LAH  
 ‘A person has already applied (for leave). If I go India (I) must take (leave) for 
 one month. A month-long leave lah. Then, (it) is good lah. (We) go and see 
 everyone and go out. The children and (my) husband will want to stay together 
 for awhile. It is good to be there for a few days and then come back lah.’  
 
I9: Panggeh ana balek  Singgapo  lah. 
 call  child return Singapore LAH  







I6: Hasben lain  thaun lah.  Lain   thaun dia
 husband another year  another year  3SG 
 rathang sini lah.  Dia lain   taun, dia  punya  
 come  here LAH  3SG another year 3SG MOD  
 kerja abes  lah.  
 work finish LAH  
 ‘(My) husband, another year lah. He will come here in another year lah. In 
 another year, he will retire lah.’  
 
I9: Taboleh… 
 cannot   
 ‘Cannot…’  
 
I6: Ah  boleh  lah. Mau  kasi dia  datang  sini. 
  can LAH  want CAUS 3SG come  here 
 ‘Can lah. (I) want to make him come here.’   
 
I9: Dia  sua   olang tua lah. 
 3SG already person old 
 ‘He is an old person already.’   
 
I6: Yah lah saya pon sura  orang tua.  Dia pon suda.  
 yes  1SG FOC already person old 3SG FOC already 
 ‘Yes, I (am) also an old person already. He is also (old) already.’   
 
I9: Oh, dia boleh latang sini dili  ah? 
  3SG can come here alone  
 ‘Oh, he can come here alone ah?’     
 
I6: Ah boleh, boleh. Saya penya  ana … boleh  bapa  kan.      Ah dia  
  can can 1SG MOD child can father isn’t.it  3SG 
 mia gaji thinggi, thu  pasal  boleh  lah. Thu macam 
 MOD salary high  that because can LAH  that like 
 juga  lah.  
 also LAH  
 ‘Sure (he) can. My daughter… her salary is high, that is why (he) can lah. It is 
 like that lah.’   
 
I9: Kalo ini macam lah. Kala hasben  datang, anak… 
 if this like LAH  if husband come  child 
 datang… loh. Okei  loh.  
 come  PRT  okay PRT 
 ‘If this is the case, if (your) husband comes, (your) son comes, then it’s okay.’  
 
I6: Yah bagos lah. Suma dudo  sathu thempat bagus lah.  
 yes good LAH  all stay one place  good LAH  
 Kalau, tada susah   juga.  
 if NEG difficult also  
 ‘Yes, that is good lah. All (being) under one roof is good lah. If (it’s like that), 
 (it is) not difficult also.’ 
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I9: Hasben  pon,  wah,  aiyah  hepi  lah. 
 husband FOC   happy LAH  
 ‘(Your) husband will be happy also lah.’  
 
I6: Yah  lah mesti, mesti hepi  juga. 
 yes LAH  must must happy EMP 
 ‘Yes lah, (he) must be happy.’   
 
I9:  Ah lia latang Singgapo… mini ana tengok, ah…   
  3SG come Singapore wife child see   
 jalan-jalan, ah.  Hepi  lah cucu   tengok. 
 walk-walk   happy LAH  grandchild see 
 ‘He comes to Singapore… sees wife and children, go out. He will be happy 
 to see the grandchild.’  
 
I6: Yah  lah. Tengo  cucu,   main  sama cucu.   Dia  
 yes LAH  look.after grandchild play with grandchild 3SG 
 pon tada,  sudah  lama  tada tengo cucu.   Cucu    
 FOC NEG already long NEG see grandchild grandchild 
 pon skarang mau thiga thaun  kan. Dulu  satu taun itu  
 FOC now  want three year isn’t.it past one year that 
 jam saya  penya anak dia  penya laki   suma pegi  
 time 1SG MOD child 3SG        MOD husband all go  
 India bawa cucu   pegi.  Ni  skarang, suda lua  
 India bring grandchild go this now  already two  
 thaun lebeh.   Cucu   pon    suda      besa.  
 year more  grandchild FOC already big 
 ‘Yes lah. Look after the grandchild, play with her. He also has not seen his 
grandchild in a long time. My grandchild is about to be three years old, you 
know. Last time (when the child was aged) one year, at that time, my 
daughter, her husband all went to India to bring the grandchild. Now, it has 
been more than two years. My grandchild is also already big.’  
  
I9: Ana  lia  cantek. 
 child 3SG pretty 
 ‘Her child is pretty.’  
 
I6: Abeh  dia  rathang  dia  tengo  lah. 
 then 3SG come  3SG see LAH  
 ‘Then, (when) he comes, he will see (her) lah.’ 
 
I9: Mmm bleh, lia hepi  lah. 
  can 3SG happy LAH  





I9: Boleh  lah sikit jam latang. Satu  bulan  dua bulan ini 
 can LAH  little time come one month two month this  
 maciam.  
 like 
 ‘Can lah, soon (he) will come. In a month or two, like that.’   
 
I6:  Thade  nanthi  dia suda  retire ah, nanthi rathang 
 NEG later    3SG  already retire         later     come  
 dudo sini  sudah     lah.  
 stay  here  already LAH  
 ‘No, once he retires, later he will come and stay here lah.’   
 
I9:  Kala lia tak  suka Singgapo  leh? 
 if 3SG NEG like Singapore PRT 
 ‘If he does not like Singapore?’  
 
I6: (laughter) Misthi  suka. Mana thada suka? Misthi suka juga. 
   must like where NEG like must like EMP  
 ‘He will definitely like it. Why wouldn’t he like it? He will definitely like it.’ 
 
I9: …  
 
I6: Yah dia sana…  dia sitisen  kan, …  pakai   sini  banya   
 yes  3SG there…3SG citizen isn’t.it  use   here a.lot 
 duit lah.  Pegi hospital    ka  apa  pon  mau  pakai 
 money LAH  go hospital Q what FOC want use 
 banya duit  juga.  
 a.lot money  EMP   
 ‘Yes, he there… he is a citizen, right? (So, here, we) have to spend a lot of 
 money  lah. To go to the hospital, or anything else, (we) need to spend a lot of 
 money.’  
 
I9: Ala keja, boleh  lah. Panggeh lia  keja petaim   
 exist work can LAH  tell  3SG work part-time  
 lah. 
 LAH 
 ‘If (he) works, can lah. Tell him to work part-time lah.’  
 
I6: Paat-taim. (laughter) 
 Part-time. 
 
I9: Ape taim ni maciam ni  maciam bale   
 what time this like  this like  go.back   
 lah.  
 LAH  
 ‘There will be a certain time when (he can) go back lah.’   
 
I6: Ah, tu macam  keje pon bagos juga. 
  that like  work FOC good also 
 ‘That kind of job is also good.’ 
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I9: … pon ala keja…  Panggeh  dia  satu olang lili  
  FOC exist work call  3SG one person alone 
 luma  sian  loh. Tala  kerja. 
 home  pity  PRT NEG job 
 ‘…also has work. It is a pity to tell him to be at home all alone by himself. No 
 job.’  
 
I6: Thapi,  boleh jaga   cucu   oh.  Ambeh  
 Nevermind can look.after grandchild  take        
 pegi skola  bawa ruma. Ah    thu  macam  pon boleh 
 go  school bring home        that like  FOC can 
 juga lah.  
 also  LAH  
 ‘It is okay. (He) can look after his grandchild, take her to school and bring her 
 home. Like that, it is also okay lah.’     
 
I9: Tu  maciam okei  lah. 
 that like  okay LAH  
 ‘Like that, it is okay lah’    
 
I6: Tolong  ana lah. 
 help  child LAH  
 ‘Help the daughter lah.’  
 
I6:  Tu macam  pon  bagos juga. 
 that like  FOC good  also  
 ‘Like that is also good.’  
 
